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Abstract 

The present PhD thesis (i.e., “New developments in calcium phosphate bone cements: 

approaching spinal applications”) is aimed at contributing to close the gap between the 

research conducted on the field of calcium phosphate bone cements (CPBCs) and their 

specific spinal clinical use. The main working hypothesis was formulated as follows (see: 

Motivation: objectives): 

“Apatitic cements could be (after further optimization) an alternative or better 

option (due to its natural setting, hardening and bioactive properties) to the present 

use of polymeric cements in vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty”. 

In this regard, this thesis has approached new solutions to obtain apatitic bone cements 

with: (a) improved mechanical properties (Chapter 2); (b) the ability to develop open-

interconnected macroporosity included into a matrix of entangled micro-calcium-

deficient apatite crystals (Chapter 3); (c) improved chemical reactivity and stability 

(Chapter 4 & 5); (d) suitable biocompatible and osteogenic properties (Chapter 6, 7 & 8); 

and (e) improved injectability properties (Chapter 7). Moreover, this thesis has also 

approached ultrasound, a non destructive testing technique, in order to monitor the early 

setting stages of ceramic based bone cements to link the evolution of acoustic and 

material properties with some intrinsic cement-injectability features (Chapter 9 & 10). 

Chapter 2 showed that workability, flowing and mechanical properties of apatitic bone 

cements can be improved by adding superplasticizers to the liquid cement phase. The 

results indicated that superplasticizers (if biocompatible) can be used to improve the 

injectability and the strength of apatitic bone cements. 
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Chapter 3 showed that calcium sulfate dihydrate (CSD) crystals can be added into the 

cement powder phase to modulate the macroporosity of the cement during its setting. 

This was proved with an alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) bone cement. The setting 

properties of the new biphasic cements resulted from the progressive dissolution-

precipitation of α-TCP into calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA) crystals and the 

passive dissolution of the CSD phase, which render porosity homogeneously distributed 

into an entangled matrix of CDHA crystals. The biphasic cements showed suitable 

strength for trabecular bone applications. 

Chapter 4 focused the manufacturing process of α-TCP (α-Ca3(PO4)2), the main cement 

reactant of most commercial apatitic-based CPBCs. It has been shown that if calcium-to-

phosphorous (Ca/P) ratio deviated from Ca/P=1.50, the resulting cements had worse 

setting and hardening properties. These deviations can result from sintering if reactives 

are not pure from batch to batch; in this case the α-TCP shows no-cement reactivity at all. 

Chapter 5 approached new solutions to control and improve the chemical reactivity of the 

α-TCP phase. In this sense, new solid solutions like (3.CaO-1.P2O5)1-x(FeO)x were 

investigated to replace the α-TCP of the present CPBCs. The results showed that iron 

modification of α-TCP recovered the chemical reactivity of unreactive α-TCP cements 

with even better setting and rheological end-cement properties. 

Chapter 6 focused the attention into the cytocompatibility of the new cement formulations 

(investigated previously; chapters 3-5). It is showed that the new iron-modified calcium 

phosphate cements (IM-CPCs) have cytocompatible features (i.e. cells’ adhesion and 

viability were not affected with culturing time by the iron concentration dose). 

Chapter 7 concerned a new approach to improve the injectability of α-TCP based bone 

cements. It has been shown that the addition of iron oxide nanoparticles into the powder 

phase of α-TCP based cement improved both, the initial injectability and maximum 
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compressive strength of the cement without affecting their physico-chemical setting 

reactions and their cytocompatibility. 

Chapter 8 pointed to the cytocompatibility, the biocompatibility and the osteogenic 

character of new biphasic porous/iron-modified cements (investigated previously; 

chapters 3-7). The results showed that biphasic cements made of CSD and iron-modified 

α-TCP had the ability to support cellular colonization in vitro and lead firm bone binding 

in vivo. It is concluded that these new formulations has cyto- and biocompatible features 

of interest as further cancellous bone replacement biomaterial for spinal surgery 

applications such as vertebroplasty or kyphoplasty. 

Finally, Chapter 9 & Chapter 10 approached ultrasound as more reliable characterisation 

technique of the early setting properties of bone cement-like materials than the Gillmore 

needles standard. This non-destructive technique allowed monitoring the whole setting 

period of experimental calcium sulphate and calcium phosphate bone cements. The 

results linked acoustic and material properties with the experimental factors studied and 

with cement flowing features. It is expected that, after further optimization, ultrasound 

monitoring should help, in combination with recent approaches that measure certain 

injectability characteristic for calcium-based bone cements (CBC’s), to set up good 

practice protocols for CBC’s injection during minimally invasive surgery. 
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Preface 

The present Thesis has been organized in eleven chapters. Chapter 1 contains the state of 

the art and Chapter 11 is a summary of the main findings. Chapters 2 to 10 form the 

nucleous of this Thesis. These chapters have been organized as individual units and are 

presented as closed studies. The information is presented in the classical form, i.e. 

“Introduction” (containing the relevant literature search, the key problem and the 

objectives of the study), “Materials and methods” (detailing the experimental materials, 

equipments and protocols), “Results” (presenting the main results of the study), 

“Discussion” (discussing the results obtained and comparing them to the relevant 

literature), and “References” (listing the main references supporting the findings of the 

study). In some chapters, the sections “Results” and “Discussion” have been joined 

together for convenience in only one section, i.e. “Results and discussion”.  

 Moreover, in order to facilitate a quick reading and remembering of contents of 

chapters 2 to 10, each is initiated with an “Structured abstract" (following the 

international peer-reviewed journal Spine) containing the short summarized subsections: 

“Mini abstract” (comprehend summary of the entire study), “Study Design” (research 

plan followed to limit the study), “Objectives” (clear definition of the objectives of the 

study), “Summary of Background Data” (research performed versus the relevant state of 

the art), “Methods” (main experimental methods used in the study), “Results” 

(presentation of the main results), “Conclusion” (main conclusion of the study), and “Key 

points” (listing the main key points of the study). 

 Finally, I would like to say that the present Thesis should be understood as forming 

part of a well stablished research line initiated at the Department of Materials Science and 

Metallurgy of the Technical University of Catalonia in 1990 by Prof. Dr. Ferdinand C.M. 
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Drieesens (who past away recently) and continue later on by his PhD students, now Dr. 

Maria Pau Ginebra Molins and Dr. Enrique Fernández Aguado (my supervisor). Be this 

Thesis a sensed offer also to the memory of Prof. Drieesens and a small contribution to 

the branched and continuous extending research of this very exciting field. 

 

María Daniela Vlad 

Barcelona, September 2008  
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Motivation: objectives 

One of the main reported consequences of osteoporosis is Vertebral Compression 

Fractures (VCF). This is a worldwide problem that affects many people. The main effects 

are pain, loss of quality of life and dependence. VCF affects mainly old women and men 

(osteoporosis). However, nowadays, incidence has also increased in young people (high 

risk activities). The clinical cost is enormous. 

 Vertebroplasty (VP) and kyphoplasty (KP) are modern minimally invasive surgery 

techniques consisting in the injection of polymeric cement into the damaged vertebra. 

Moreover, KP tries to recover before injection the spine vertebral deformity caused by 

compression damage (kyphosis). 

 The present thesis was motivated by the clinical outcomes reported in the literature 

since 1985, when polymeric-VP started. Several recent studies and reviews (see Chapter 

1) have indicated that polymeric-VP, despite its advantages (inmediate removal of pain, 

quality of life recovery, independency), has several inconveniences such as high 

polimerization exothermy (local necrosis), monomer residues (local and systemic 

toxicity), high stiffness after polimerization (adjacent vertebral fractures), extravasation of 

cement into the medular canal (spinal cord compression) or the blood system (pulmonary 

embolism). Moreover, the lack of bioactivity and bone-tissue regeneration capacity of 

polymeric cements make them even a worse option for the treatment of burst fractures in 

young people. 

 On the other hand, apatitic calcium phosphate cements are a sort of biomaterials that 

are bioactive (osteoclast and osteoblast activity), can be formulated to increase 

osteointegration and bone-tissue regeneration (porosity and bone-morphogenetic-

protein, BMP), and are not exothermic (no local necrosis), do not contain toxic residues 
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(non toxic) and are less stiff than polymeric cements (expected low incidence of adjacent 

vertebral fractures).  

 Having in mind the above general picture, i.e. pros and contras reported for 

polymeric-VP and the possible benefits of calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) for the 

same clinical applications, the main hypothesis of the present thesis was formulated as 

follows: 

“Apatitic cements could be (after further optimization) an alternative or better 

option (due to its natural setting, hardening and bioactive properties) to the present 

use of polymeric cements in vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty”. 

 It is worthmentioning that the above hypothesis was strongly supported by the 

carefull analysis performed during the study of the State of the Art (SoA) of this research 

field (see Chapter 1). Literature was abundant, with hundreds of references supporting 

the needs for future development of suitable injectable biomaterials for VP and KP. 

However, it was also clear from the SoA that optimum clinical performance of cement 

like materials will not be obtained at least new cements fit into the definition of an “ideal 

injectable biomaterial with optimum desirable properties for VP and KP”, as stated in 

Table 1.1 (see Chapter 1). Although, the “desirable properties” were generally 

formulated, it was on the basis of the SoA of CPCs that it was made clear that these 

biomaterials can really close the gap between CPCs research and their specific clinical use 

in VP and KP spinal applications. In this sense, a small survey of important references 

used to close the circle around the main motivated hypothesis of the present Thesis were, 

concerning the: a) non cytotoxicity of CPCs (see: Ooms E et al. Histological evaluation of the 

bone response to calcium phosphate cement implanted in cortical bone. Biomaterials. 

2003;24(6):989-1000); b) osteoclast and osteoblast activity of CPCs (see: Smartt JM et al. 

Repair of the immature and mature craniofacial skeleton with a carbonated calcium phosphate 
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cement: Assessment of biocompatibility, osteoconductivity, and remodeling Capacity. Plastic & 

Reconstructive Surgery. 2005;115(6):1642-1650); c) osteointegration of CPCs (see: Real RP et 

al. In vivo bone response to porous calcium phosphate cement. Journal of Biomedical Materials 

Research Part A. 2003;65A(1):30-36); d) bone-tissue regeneration of CPCs (see: Seeherman 

HJ et al. rhBMP-2 delivered in a calcium phosphate cement accelerates bridging of critical-sized 

defects in rabbit radii. The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (American). 2006;88:1553-1565); e) 

non exothermy of CPCs as compared to acrylic cements (see: Belkoff SM et al. Temperature 

measurement during polymerization of polymethylmethacrylate cement used for vertebroplasty. 

Spine. 2003;28(14):1555-1559); f) injectability improvements of CPCs (see: Jansen J et al. 

Injectable calcium phosphate cement for bone repair and implant fixation. Orthopedic Clinics of 

North America. 2005;36(1):89-95; or see: Wang X et al. Effects of additives on the rheological 

properties and injectability of a calcium phosphate bone substitute material. Journal of Biomedical 

Materials Research (Applied Biomaterials). 2005;78B(2):259-264). 

 Thus, the specific objectives of the present Thesis were formulated to solve some of 

the main problems that still need to be approach in order to obtain both confident new 

bioactive cement materials and characterisation procedures for the needed properties of 

the new ideal injectable bioactive spinal cements. In consequence, the specific objectives 

planned for this Thesis were delineated as follows: 

a) Study of novel high-strength apatitic cements (see Chapter 2). 

b) Study of novel high-porosity apatitic cements (see Chapter 3). 

c) Study of the stability setting properties of alpha-tricalcium phosphate as the main 

reactant of apatitic bone cements (see Chapter 4) 

d) Study of novel stable-setting iron-modified apatitic cements (see Chapter 5). 

e) Study of the cytocompatibility properties of novel iron-modified apatitic bone 

cements (see Chapter 6). 
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f) Comprehensive study of the setting and hardening properties of novel iron-

modified apatitic bone cements (see Chapter 7). 

g) Preliminary in vitro and in vivo study of novel iron-modified apatitic bone 

cements (see Chapter 8). 

h) Preliminary study of ultrasounds to characterise setting properties of calcium 

based bone cements (see Chapter 9). 

i) Application of ultrasounds to further characterise material properties of calcium 

based bone cements (see Chapter 10).  

 In this sense, Chapters 2-8 were planned to increase step by step the new know-how 

necessary to address with confidence in the future the development of novel injectable 

bioactive cements with tissue regeneration efficiency and optimal rheological properties 

for VP and KP spinal applications. On the other hand, Chapters 9-10 were planned in 

order to apply ultrasound based data acquisition models to obtain suitable information 

on the initial physical and chemical cement’s setting reactions. In VP and KP, cements 

should be injected far before of what is called the initial setting time I of the cement (see 

Chapter 1). However, nothing is practically known for times lower than I. Moreover, 

cement properties such as swelling time, viscosity  or injectability change with time and 

these changes need to be monitor from the start of the powder and the liquid cement 

phases mixing. 

 Summarising, the present Thesis (i.e., “New developments in calcium phosphate bone 

cements: approaching spinal applications”) is aimed at contributing to close the gap 

between CPCs’ research and their specific clinical use in VP and KP, by studying and 

defining the actual needs of these special injectable bone cement biomaterials in terms of 

cement properties and by finding adequate clinical solutions. It is expected that recent 

and future developments will enable the commercialisation of better and more 
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differentiated products that should improve the clinical outcome of VP and KP and hence 

the patient life quality. 

 Finally, it is worthmentioning that this research field is becaming very active. At 

present, there are several international groups focussing on minimally invasive bone 

therapies using Injectable Bone Biomaterials. This year, they meet together at the 18th 

Interdisciplinary Research Conference on Biomaterials (Groupe de Recherche 

Interdisciplinaire sur les Biomateriaux Osteoarticulaires Injectables, GRIBOI; May 5-6, 

Montreal, Canada, 2008; http://www.griboi.org). This multidisciplinary conference 

showed that research on this field is growing exponentially due to the relevance, cost and 

social impact that osteoporosis induced fractures has in modern society.  
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Chapter 1  

Calcium phosphate bone cements: 

state of the art  
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1.1. Background 

It is well known that osteoporosis is responsible for weakening of the structural strength 

of bone to the extent that normal daily activities can create stresses that exceed the 

vertebra’s strength, resulting in so-called osteoporosis-induced vertebral compression 

fractures (OIVCF) [1]. The incidence and associated socioeconomic costs of these fractures 

are very high and their health impact is far reaching: about 440000 and 700000 new cases 

per year in the European Union (EU) countries and in the United States, respectively 

[2,3]; direct annual costs estimated to be about US$440 million and US$750 million in the 

EU countries and in the United States, respectively [4,5]; a high degree of morbidity; a 

decrease in both the general and the health-related quality of life indexes [6]; an increase 

in various psychological disorders [7]; and an increase in mortality rate [8,9]. 

 Vertebroplasty (VP) and Kyphoplasty (KP) are minimally invasive surgical 

procedures that have recently been introduced for the medical management of OIVCF 

[10-16]. Specifically, they aim to augment the weakened vertebral body, stabilize it, 

and/or restore it to as much of its normal height and functional state as possible. A dough 

of an Injectable Bone Cement (IBC) is carefully injected either directly into the fractured 

vertebral body (VP) or into a cavity created in the fractured vertebral body by the 

inflation of an inflatable balloon tamp (KP). 

 The central role that the IBC plays in the clinical outcome of VP and KP cannot be 

overemphasized. Nowadays, IBC’s concept stands for a suitable injectable material with 

suitable properties for a specific clinical application. Historically, injectable acrylic 

cements and no other cemented materials were first used in VP [17] because their use in 

cemented arthroplasty was known since 1960 [18]. For this reason, there is a vast 

literature on the properties and clinical use of acrylic cements [19]. In particular, in VP 

and KP, the use of these materials have reported advantages (inmediate removal of pain, 
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quality of life recovery, independency) but several recent studies have indicated that 

polymeric-VP has several inconveniences such as high polimerization exothermy (local 

necrosis), monomer residues (local and systemic toxicity), high stiffness after 

polimerization (adjacent vertebral fractures), extravasation of cement into the medular 

canal (spinal cord compression) or the blood system (pulmonary embolism) [19,20]. 

Moreover, the lack of bioactivity and bone-tissue regeneration capacity of polymeric 

cements make them even a worse option for the treatment of burst fractures in young 

people [20]. 

 The experience gained from polymeric-VP has led different researchers to identify a 

long list of desirable properties (see Table 1.1) that an optimum IBC for use in VP and KP 

should comply with [10,21]. Meanwhile, as some of those properties are difficult to obtain 

at the same time, a consensus appears to be that the most important of these properties 

are easy injectability, high radiopacity, a setting dough viscosity that does not change 

much between mixing and delivery into the vertebral body, a resorption rate that is 

neither too fast nor too slow, and mechanical properties that are comparable to those of a 

healthy intact vertebral body [21]. 

 It is obvious from Table 1.1 that polymeric cements do not fulfil most of these 

desirable properties. For this reason other known cemented materials (calcium 

phosphates, calcium sulfates and composites) have came into the arena of VP and KP 

[22]. This explains the extensive research and development efforts that have been and 

continue to be expended on IBCs, spawning, in the process, an exponential growth of the 

specific literature [23]. In particular, researchers in the field of calcium phosphate cements 

(CPCs) have recently focussed their efforts in the development of new injectable CPCs 

because these materials (if injectable) can fulfil most of the desirable properties in Table 

1.1. However, research in this topic has practically started and there are several 
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drawbacks that need to be solved before an optimum injectable apatitic cement is 

developed for VP and KP [24]. 

 

Table 1.1. Desirable properties of an Injectable Bone Cement for use in VP and/or KP. 

• Easy preparation/handling • Working time ≈6–10 min • Setting time ≈15 min 

• Very easy vertebral injectability (i.e. low cement viscosity) • Low cost 

• Very high radiopacity • Low curing temperature • No toxicity 

• Optimum cohesion (i.e. no disintegration during setting; needed high viscosity for the dough) 

• Initial viscosity practically invariant with setting time and 

not low enough to have the potential for extravasation 

• Excellent biocompatibility 

• Comparable mechanical properties to healthy vertebral body for immediate reinforcement to 

ensure early ambulation of the patient 

• Excellent bioactivity • Excellent osteoinductivity  • Excellent osteoconduction  

• Microporosity (pores <10 µm), to allow circulation of body fluid 

• Macroporosity (pores >100 µm), to provide a scaffold for 

blood–cell colonization 

• Resorption rate neither too 

high nor too low 

 

 For all these reasons, the present Thesis was motivated. As has been commented in 

previous section (see: “Motivation: objectives”) CPCs are bioactive (osteoclast and 

osteoblast activity), can be formulated to increase osteointegration and bone-tissue 

regeneration (porosity and bone-morphogenetic-protein), are not exothermic (no local 

necrosis), do not contain toxic residues (non toxic) and are less stiff than acrylic cements 

(expected low incidence of adjacent vertebral fractures). However, despite all these 

advantages, new research is needed to approach CPCs to VP or KP, where optimum 

rheological properties are needed. Specifically, new studies on basic properties of CPCs 

(cohesion, injectability, setting time) and on surgeons’ needs (clinical requirements) 

require more research and should be urgently addressed. To understand the importance 

of all these issues and the need for further improvements [25], it now follows an 

overview of the main scientific literature of the bioactive bone cements’ field.  
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1.2. Introduction 

Bioactive bone cements is just a topic of the fascinating field of Biomaterials. Before 

commenting on the concept of “bioactive cements”, it could be interesting to start with 

some words of Professor Larry L. Hench who in 1998 wrote: “It is time to accept that the 

revolution of the last 30 years, the revolution of replacement of tissues by transplants and 

implants has run its course. It has led to a remarkable increase in the quality of life for millions of 

patients... However, continuing the same approach of the last 30 years is not likely to reach a goal 

of 20-30 years implants survivability, a requirement of our ageing population. We need a change 

in emphasis in biomaterials research; in fact, we need a new revolution” [26]. The words of 

Professor Jonathan Black can also help to understand where exactly this research field is 

now and what kind of new approaches are being looked for; in 1999 he wrote: “Since my 

retirement... this... marks the end of a 30-year career as student, researcher and teacher in this 

field. It has been an interesting time, with gains and losses, both personally and for society. As I 

move on to other pursuits, I wish the very best to those who continue. May your efforts and 

insights continue to produce improvements in the human condition” [27]. 

 In order to improve our understanding of nowadays Biomaterials field, it is 

interesting to note that Prof. Hench [21] defined biomaterials as “man-made materials to 

interface with living, host tissues” while Prof. Black [27] expanded this definition to include 

“materials of natural or man-made origin used to direct, supplement, or replace the functions of 

living tissue”. A consensus definition is that of Prof. David F. Williams in 1987 [28], i.e. “a 

material intended to interface with biological systems to evaluate, treat, augment, or replace any 

tissue, organ, or function of the body”. 

 The above definitions lead us to the concept of biocompatibility that Prof. Black solves 

in the following manner [27]: “The real issue of biocompatibility is not whether there are 

adverse biological reactions to a material, but whether that material performs satisfactorily (that is, 
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in the intended fashion) in the application under consideration, and can be considered a successful 

biomaterial”. According to this concept, biomaterials are nowadays classified as: a) inert, 

i.e. implantable materials that elicit little or no host response (local and systemic 

response, other than the intended therapeutic response, of living systems to the material); 

b) interactive, i.e. implantable materials designed to elicit specific, beneficial responses, 

such as ingrowth, adhesion, etc.; c) viable, i.e. implantable materials, incorporating or 

attracting living cells at the implantation site, that are treated by the host as normal tissue 

matrices and are actively resorbed or remodelled;  and d) replant, i.e. implantable 

materials consisting of native tissue, cultured in vitro from cells obtained previously from 

the specific implant patient. 

 According to Prof. Black [27], a replant material (implantable, live tissue with identical 

genetic code and immunological determinants of the recipient patient) “represents the 

fulfilment of the original search for biocompatibility: implantable materials demonstrating 

harmonious interaction”. This is exactly the same idea reported by Prof. Hench [26]: “The 

message for the next millennium... We need to shift the emphasis of biomaterials research towards 

assisting or enhancing the body’s own reparative capacity... The proposal is that we seek 

biomaterials that behave in a manner equivalent to an autograft, i.e. a regenerative allograft”. 

 The above conclusion helps to clarify the history of biomaterials where in the past the 

key question was the removal of tissue, in the present was/is the replacement of tissues 

and in the future is/will be the regeneration of tissues. If we consider the present, i.e. the 

replacement of tissues by implants (man-made materials to interface with living, host tissues), 

such biomaterials have the advantages of availability, reproducibility and reliability 

(GMPs, standards, and regulations). On the other hand, the main reported disadvantage 

relates to the interfacial stability with host tissue, i.e. fixation of the implant [26]. Some 

partial solutions have promoted morphological fixation (press-fitting), cement fixation, 

biological fixation (porous ingrowth) and/or the trendy approach of Prof. Hench [26], the 
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bioactive fixation, i.e. interfacial bonding of an implant to tissue through a biologically 

active hydroxyapatite layer onto the implant surface. In this sense, materials showing 

bioactive fixation are called bioactive implants. A more general definition is that a bioactive 

material is a biomaterial that is designed to elicit or modulate biological activity [27].  

 However, the term bioactive is often related to the presence of the bone-like mineral 

phase hydroxyapatite. For this reason, Prof. Oonishi [29] has suggested that there are 

three types of bioactive bone cements: a) bioactive bone cements where the whole material 

is bioactive, i.e. calcium phosphate cements (the focus of the present chapter/Thesis); b) 

surface-bioactive bone cements, where, for example, a bioactive filler particle is added to a 

non-bioactive matrix, i.e. hydroxyapatite added to polymeric cements such as poly-

methyl-methacrylate [30]; and c) interface-bioactive bone cements where a bioactive material 

is placed between the bone and the non-bioactive cement, i.e. layers of hydroxyapatite 

granules between bone cement.  

 In this Thesis, the term bioactive bone cements makes reference to those cementitious 

materials made exclusively by bioactive materials, i.e. calcium phosphate cements, that 

through setting reactions form a scaffold of interconnecting crystals of bone apatite-like 

mineral phase. The analysis of the SoA around this specific topic will bring forward some 

insights on the evolution of bioactive bone cements since their discovery in 1985 by Brown 

and Chow [31] until the present time, where minimally invasive surgery [32,33] and tissue 

engineering [34] are the key issues controlling further developments.  

1.3. Calcium phosphate cements: state of the art 

1.3.1. The concept of cement material 

Cements are made up of a powder and a liquid phase that, on mixing, form slurry-like 

materials that set with time to a solid body. CPCs are made up of a mixture of calcium 
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phosphates [35] and an aqueous solution (see Fig. 1.1). The physical, the chemical or the 

mechanical properties P(xi,t) that characterize the setting of these materials can be 

approximated by mathematical functions f(xi,t) depending on the experimental factors xi 

and the time t, i.e. P(xi,t) ≡f(xi,t), which can be analysed by design of experiments [36]. 

Rigid paste

Hard cement

BIOACTIVE BONE CEMENT

• Chemical composition
• Particle size
• Inorganic additives
• ...

• Chemical composition
• Inorganic additives
• Organic additives
• ... 

Fluid paste

• Liquid to Powder ratio
• Temperature
• Humidity
• ...

Powder LiquidXP XL

XPL

Setting period ≡ S(xi), I(xi), F(xi)

Hardening period ≡ C(xi,t), D(xi,t)

 

Figure 1.1. Block diagram of bone cement’s technology. Some factors 

affecting the powder (XP), the liquid (XL) and the mixing (XPL) are listed. 

Distinction between the setting and the hardening periods are clearly stated. 

(Note: S, I and F are the swelling, the initial and the final setting times, 

respectively; these characteristic times can be affected by XP, XL, and/or XPL 

factors. C and D are the compressive and the diametral-tensile strength, 

respectively; these properties are also affected by the above factors but also 

change with time t (see the text for further details). 
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1.3.2. The concept of setting 

The setting of bioactive bone cements is a continuous process that involves dissolution 

and precipitation chemical reactions [37]. During these processes, new crystals are 

formed; with time, the crystals grow and entangle, so the cement loses its viscofluid 

properties into a solid body [38]. The entire process is called setting. However, in CPCs, it 

is often distinguished between the setting and the hardening of the cement. The setting is 

identified to the period of time from the initial powder and liquid mixture until the 

cement starts to lose the viscofluid properties. On the other hand, the hardening makes 

reference to the period between the setting (as defined before) and the full transformation 

of the cement into a solid body, when no further chemical reactions are observed. 

1.3.3. Characterization of the setting period 

Some physical properties that are often measured to characterize the setting period are 

the swelling time S(xi), the initial setting time I(xi), and the final setting time F(xi) (see Fig. 

1.1). S(xi), also called the cohesion time [39], is defined as the time needed, after mixing 

the cement’s powder and liquid phase into a homogeneous paste, not to observe any 

cement disintegration upon early contact with liquid phases (water, Ringer’s solution, 

simulated body fluid or blood) [40-42] (see Fig. 1.2). I(xi), which marks the start of the 

setting period, has been identified to the maximum time the surgeon has to implant the 

homogeneous cement paste into the body without affecting the microstructure of the 

cement and, as a result, its final properties after hardening [43,44]. Similarly, F(xi), which 

marks the end of the setting and the start of the hardening period, has been defined as 

the maximum time the surgeon must wait before closing and stressing the wound 

without affecting the mechanical stability and the end properties of the cement implant 

[43,44]. The above definitions are used in experimental design to optimize both research 
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and properties of commercial bioactive bone cements. In this sense, researchers are 

looking for CPCs with S(xi)→0 [41,42] or at least with S(xi)<<I(xi) [45,46]; otherwise 

cement disintegrates upon contact with body fluids. Optimum values for I(xi) and F(xi) in 

clinical procedures have been reported to be 4<I(min)<8 and 10<F(min)<15 [44,47]. The 

setting times are measured using the standards ASTM C191-92 (Vicat needles) [48] or 

ASTM C266-89 (Gillmore needles) [49] (see Fig. 1.3). 

 Basically, both standards measure a static pressure. The procedure is as follows: (a) a 

needle of certain diameter and weight is rested, at control times, onto a flat surface of 

certain volume of cement; (b) when no visual mark is let down onto the surface by the 

resting needle, the cement is considered to be set. Whereas the Vicat method only uses a 

needle to determine F(xi), the Gillmore method uses two different needles: one for I(xi) 

and the other for F(xi). Most researchers prefer the Gillmore method because it also gives 

a measure for I(xi). The equivalent static pressures applied by the Gillmore needles are 

0.3MPa for I(xi) and 5MPa for F(xi) [49]. It is found experimentally that F(xi)≈2I(xi) [45]. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Cement disintegrates upon early contact with the liquid phase 

(left); after the swelling time the cement shows no disintegration (right). 
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Figure 1.3. Gillmore needles (standard ASTM C266-89). Light (left) and 

heavy (right) needle measure the initial and final setting time, respectively. 

The Vicat and Gillmore methods have been used since the discovery of CPCs [37,50].  

However, these methods have not avoided criticism due to their subjectivity (visual 

inspection) and the relative value that setting times have in minimally invasive spinal 

surgery (VP and KP), where the cement should be injected far before the completion of 

the I(xi); otherwise, it is impossible to inject the cement into the implant site. For this 

reason, some authors have started to record the setting period continuosly by 

ultrasounds [51,52] (see also Chapters 9 and 10), as well as to point out that the lack of 

injectability of the present bioactive bone cements is the key issue to be solved in today’s 

minimally invasive surgery [24,53]. 
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1.3.4. Characterization of the hardening period 

1.3.4.1. Mechanical point of view 

The hardening period (transition from viscous to solid state; see Fig. 1.1.) is characterized 

by measuring the evolution of some mechanical property. For convenience, the 

compressive strength C(xi,t) or the diametral tensile strength D(xi,t) are often used [54]. 

Most authors use the compressive strength and follow the standard ISO 9917-1 [55] for 

dental cements. Basically, compressive strength samples of 6mm of diameter and 12mm 

of height are made using Teflon or stainless-steel molds. Then, samples are allowed to set 

for different fixed times at near in vivo conditions (i.e., 37°C and 100% humidity, by 

immersion in a liquid solution (water, Ringer’s solution, or simulated body fluid). Then, 

the cement samples are immediately tested under compression in an electromechanical 

testing machine at a normal cross-head speed of 1 mm/min, and the maximum 

compressive strength before fracture is recorded [56] (see Fig. 1.4). 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Cements are tested under compression in an electromechanical 

testing machine. The maximum compressive strength at failure is recorded 

against the reaction time to obtain the hardening curve, i.e. C(xi,t). 
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The optimum procedure to characterize the hardening of CPCs is by recording the whole 

hardening curve (i.e., the compressive strength C(xi,t) for a fixed and controllable number 

of experimental factors xi as a function of time t), from after the F(xi) (if possible) until 

saturation with time (i.e., no further evolution of the compressive strength) [56-61]. This 

method allows obtaining relevant information on the chemical and physical mechanisms 

involved during the hardening period. Moreover, these mechanisms can be confirmed by 

other characterization techniques (Scanning Electron Microscopy, SEM; or X-ray 

Diffraction, XRD) [57-61], as is commented later on. On the other hand, this is the 

appropriate way by which two different cements (i.e., cements made with different 

experimental factors xi) can be objectively compared in order to study the influence of 

several experimental factors xi on the mechanical properties. Following this procedure, 

some authors have recorded the hardening curve and modeled the hardening process of 

bioactive bone cements following equation C(xi,t)=C0(xi)*[1-exp(-t/τc(xi)] [57-61]. For all 

these reasons, this is the method followed in this Thesis (see for example Chapter 3). 

 The information obtained through the mechanical characteristic time constant τc(xi), 

which is a function of the experimental factors xi, has linked the microstructural 

development of the crystal scaffold network, responsible for the mechanical strength, to 

the chemical reactivity of the powder cement’s phases [57-61]. Moreover, this 

approximation has put forward the relevance of kinetic versus thermodynamic studies. 

Unfortunately, since the discovery of CPCs [31,37] most authors have reported the 

compressive strength after 24 h of setting [54,62], in accordance to the standard of dental 

cements [55], which has been the consequence of traditionally looking for CPCs passing 

certain ‘‘required’’ threshold to be considered for further optimization. In this sense, it is 

not rare to find in the past literature certain discrepancies among authors claiming for 

high, i.e., 90MPa , 55MPa, 40MPa [31,38,54,62-65], or low, i.e., 5–10MPa [56] compressive 

strength values, all suitable values for the claimed bone applications. Whatever the 
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strength threshold, experience has shown that CPCs (i.e., a ceramic material) should be 

intended for nonload bone bearing applications [33]. For this reason, strength values 

around the compressive strength of cancellous bone (i.e., 10–30MPa) are considered 

enough for these materials, and research has been focused on more relevant problems 

such as their injectability [24,32,33,57-70] or their stability and transformation into bone 

tissue in vivo [71,72]. 

1.3.4.2. Microstructural point of view 

CPCs are intended for bone filling applications. It is important to remember that the 

trendy approach of biomaterials for this century is the replant type materials or tissue 

engineering (see, 1.2. Introduction). In this sense, a key issue in bioactive cements’ research 

has been how to improve the osteointegration and further transformation of the cement 

implant into real bone tissue. Some authors have used the concept of osteotransductive 

bone cements to explain that the microstructure of these materials (network of chemically 

entangled apatite-like crystals) are slowly resorbed and replaced by new bone tissue 

without loss of mechanical stability during transformation [73]. Since the discovery of 

CPCs [31,37], researchers have followed by SEM the evolution of the crystal-network 

structure developed during the cement’s hardening, something like a function Ω(xi,t), 

which obviously has not been measured but has been visually observed and reported. 

The information gained on the hardening behavior of CPCs has been tremendous. It has 

been possible to observe how the microstructure changed completely by only adding, for 

example, minor additions of citric acid [58] or polymeric additives [74] or how the 

porosity developed within the cement [60,74,75]. Most important, these observations 

have helped to explain the short-range and long-range mechanical stability of these 

materials during setting. The processes of dissolution, nucleation, precipitation, growth, 

and entanglement of apatite-like crystals (see Fig. 1.5) have been perfectly reported 
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[58,59,74,76]. This information has also served to point out the relevance of kinetic versus 

thermodynamic studies in CPCs. The present Thesis has also taken advantage of this 

knowledge. 

 

1 µµµµm

1 µµµµm1 µµµµm

1 µµµµm

HT = 1 h HT =8 h

HT = 24 h HT = 120 h

Biocement-H Biocement-H

Biocement-H Biocement-H

 

Figure 1.5. SEM microstructures showing different stages of Biocement-H®’s 

setting (left-top: dissolution of α-TCP particles after 1h of setting; right-top: 

nucleation and growth of apatite crystals after 8h; left-bottom: further 

surface-control growth after 24 h; right-bottom: further diffusion-control 

growth after 120 h) [from Ref. 74]. 

1.3.4.3. Chemical point of view 

The chemistry (thermodynamics) of CPCs is well known and for a long time has been the 

basis for further material’s development. In the literature, many good reviews exist that 
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explain the main facts of chemical cement’s technology [31,33,35,37,77,78]. In particular, 

concepts such as solubility isotherms, singular points, supersaturated solution, 

dissolution, and precipitation should be well understood. Although this knowledge has 

served to identify those thermodynamically optimum calcium phosphate powder 

mixtures [33,77,78], as well as the expected crystallization steps, in practice, the actual 

evolution of the cement’s chemistry has been followed by XRD [38,57-60,76,79], also in 

the present Thesis. Some authors have followed at the same time the evolution of the 

compressive strength (as reported before) and the evolution of the chemical phases 

disappearing (dissolution of cement’s powder phases) or appearing (precipitation of new 

crystal phases) during the setting/hardening process. Similarly, the extent of chemical 

reaction [i.e., R(xi,t)] has been calculated for both the dissolved or the new precipitated 

phases according to equation R(xi,t)=R0(xi)*[1-exp(-t/τr(xi)], and comparison with equation 

C(xi,t)=C0(xi)*[1-exp(-t/τc(xi)] has led to very interesting results and conclusions [57,58,60]. 

 For example, it has been made clear throughout the values of τc(xi) and τr(xi) that the 

cement’s strengthening and the extent of chemical reaction (chemical reactivity) are 

directly related, i.e., both are different measures (observations) of the same interrelated 

processes (dissolution, nucleation, precipitation, growth, and entanglement of apatite-like 

crystals) [57,58,60]. It has also been observed that the dissolution of the main cement’s 

powder reactant, accounted by XRD through the time constant τrd(xi), is directly followed 

by the precipitation of the apatite phase [i.e., τrp(xi) ≥ τrd(xi)], which means that some 

grade of dissolution is needed before precipitation can occur, which also agrees with the 

fact that some precipitation is also needed before some mechanical strength can be 

measured, i.e., τc(xi) ≥ τrp(xi) [57,58,60]. Most complex analyses have also clarified, with 

the supporting help of SEM microstructure observations, when the chemical reactions 

were being controlled by the available surface area for dissolution of the main cement 
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powder reactant or by diffusion through a shell of precipitated apatite crystals 

surrounding the main reactant particles [58,59,76] (see Fig. 1.6).  
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Figure 1.6. Bioactive bone cement modified with citric acid. Certain models 

determine when the setting reaction was controlled by dissolution and/or by 

diffusion [adapted from Ref. 37]. 

In general, these studies have put forward the relevance of the kinetic versus the 

thermodynamic approximation to the study of the setting of bioactive CPCs. Moreover, 

the understanding that cement’s properties can be modulated, according to P(xi,t)≡f(xi,t), 

by selecting a proper set of experimental factors xi has been the start of a new revolution 

in the experimental design of CPCs [36]. In the next section, the attention is put on these 

experimental factors. 
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1.3.5. Factors affecting cement’s properties 

Equation P(xi,t) ≡f(xi,t) makes clear that any measurable cement property (at some time t) 

is a complicated function depending on several experimental factors xi (controlled or not). 

Some of the main factors xi affecting the powder phase (and so the end-setting properties 

of the cement) are: (a) the chemical nature of the reactants [33,78], (b) the number and the 

relative weight proportion of the reactants [45,56,78]; (c) the particle size of the reactants 

[59,70]; and (d) the presence of some minor additives (accelerators or retarders) [70,80]. 

Similarly, the main factor affecting the aqueous liquid phase is its chemical purity 

because of the presence of some additives (accelerators, retarders, fluidifiers, etc.) 

[46,70,74]. The main factor affecting the mixing is the liquid-to-powder (L/P) ratio, acting 

on both the setting times and the cement’s rheology [70,81]; other factors are the 

temperature (i.e., at higher temperatures cements set faster) and the humidity [69,82,83] 

(see also Fig. 1.1). It is evident from the above description that cement optimization is an 

iterative and complicate process [25]. For example, optimum bioactive bone cement could 

be defined as that cement that shows no swelling, short setting times, maximum strength, 

good injectability, or the ability to develop porosity (see also Table 1.1). However, 

experience shows (as an example) that in order to shorten setting times and increase the 

ultimate strength, it is good to have reactants with small particle size [59], which is 

understandable because from thermodynamics small particle size (high surface area) 

shows high chemical reactivity (faster dissolution, supersaturation is attained earlier and, 

as a result, precipitation). However, if the L/P ratio is maintained constant the swelling 

often increases [45], which is also understandable because if surface area is increased, 

more liquid is adsorbed onto the particles and so the cement paste is dryer [45], which 

makes the cement impossible to inject despite the fact that it could show higher strength 

at saturation [45,59]. This example is clear on how factors xi, interact between them in an 
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experimental design to favor certain properties (setting times or strength) in front of 

others (injectability or porosity). For this reason, CPCs should be optimized having in 

mind its final clinical application, which is why the opinion of the final user (i.e., the 

surgeon (clinical procedure)) is so important and should be considered from the start of 

any cement product development. 

1.3.6. New research on fundamental properties 

At present, there are not fundamental studies devoted to CPC’s swelling time (i.e. S(xi)). 

Some authors talk about “non-decay”, whereas other authors used the term “cohesion” 

and “stability”. As mentioned before, an ideal CPC should comply at least with 

S(xi)<<I(xi) [23]. However, this condition is not enough for an injectable-CPC in VP or KP 

because CPC should be injected far before the completion of the I(xi), otherwise the 

cement is not injectable. For this reason, fundamental studies are needed to understand 

the equilibrium of forces between cement particles and fluid in order to develop 

injectable cements with S(xi)=0 at any injection time. Basically, it appears that instead of 

S(xi) there is probably an unknown swelling property S(xi,t) to be determined. Some 

authors have reported that an increase of the cement viscosity, i.e. with the addition of a 

gel-forming polymer into the mixing solution, increases the cement cohesion [84-86]. 

However, recent studies contradict this finding. Moreover, the type of solution used to 

test the cohesion, strongly affects the results. So it is clear that there is presently a great 

need for more understanding concerning cohesion. The extreme importance of this topic 

is also ilustrated by recent findings that CPCs used for VP have been associated with an 

increased risk of blood clotting [87,88]. Considering the facts that (i) CPCs would be very 

appropriate for VP, (ii) vertebral bodies are intensively irrigated by blood, and (iii) the 

distance from the spine to the lungs and heart is short, it is of high importance to 

understand the reason why blood clotting occurs. A most likely explanation is that 
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clotting is provoked by interfacial reactions between solid particles and blood. So, the 

release of calcium phosphate particles from the cement into the blood stream should be 

prevented (perfect cohesion) and/or controlled. Therefore, cement cohesion and blood-

calcium phosphate interactions should be also better understood [25]. 

 Other fundamental property that should be reviewed is setting. Traditional methods 

to characterise the initial setting of cement use a mechanical approach: the cement is 

considered to be set when it can resist a given mechanical load applied onto its surface 

(Vicat and Gillmore needles methods) [48,49]. It is obvious that the information obtained 

is scarce and totally inadequate to understand the evolution of the time-dependent 

intrinsec cement’s properties. Therefore, there is a need for more chemistry-based 

(thermal analysis) and physic-based (ultrasounds) [51,52] approaches to enable a better 

understanding of the kinetics of the setting reactions as a whole and not of single points 

in time (see also Chapters 9 and 10). Unfortunately, there is still too little known about 

initial setting kinetics in order to design a “perfect” CPC paste that would have a 

constant viscosity for a given time and then hardens very rapidly. To reach this goal, 

setting kinetics (and viscosity changes) have to be determined and well understood, for 

example by combining the very precise information retrieved from calorimetric studies 

[89,90] or ultrasonic studies [51,52] with the less precise information retrieved from 

mechanical evaluations [91]. 

1.3.7. New research based on surgeons’ requirements 

There is a large difference between the interests of CPC researchers and the needs of 

clinicians. Whereas the former group is interested in improving performance via an 

understanding of the chemistry and physics of CPC, the second is interested in a CPC 

that “works”, regardless of the composition. A “working” cement must have several 

features (see Table 1.1.), such as low price, easy and reliable mixing and delivery, good 
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visualisation during injection (i.e. for VP) and good clinical outcome, particular fast 

replacement with bone or rapid bone apposition. Despite the improvements made in 

those directions other problems still remain. For example, the rheological behaviour of 

CPC is largely unknown. One important drawback of CPC compared to acrylic cements 

has been their poor injectability. Liquid-solid phase separation (so-called filter-pressing) 

has often been observed in commercial formulations. Recent efforts in the field of cement 

injectability have enabled a better understanding of CPC injectability and also provided 

innovative solutions [53,66,67,92-94]. Moreover, the large effect of temperature on the 

setting (and probably swelling) properties of CPC, particularly apatite CPC is a huge 

challenge for cement producers: the setting time of apatite is typically reduced three- to 

fourfold when temperature increases from 20 to 37°C [69]. This implies that composition 

and/or mixing systems should be optimised. Addition of radio-opacifiers into CPC might 

provide a better visualisation during injection, particularly for VP. However, solutions 

are not trivial. There is not information about the effect of these new additives on the 

rheological, setting and hardening properties of CPCs. Moreover, there is a concern to 

implant billions of non-resorbable particles in a matrix that is likely to be resorbed over 

time. 

1.3.8. Conclusion 

It is concluded from this critical analysis of the State of the Art that a real need for more 

innovative research exists to close the gap between CPC research and their specific 

clinical use in VP and KP.  In this sense, engineers should approach this new research 

having in mind the specific clinical requirements that an ideal CPC should have for VP 

and KP. In this sense, the rheological behaviour of these materials should be understood. 

In particular CPC researchers should design programs to know the real functionality of 

viscosity, i.e. η(xi,t). Moreover, basic properties such as cohesion or swelling (i.e. S(xi,t)) 
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should also carefully analysed. For all these reasons, the present Thesis (i.e., “New 

developments in calcium phosphate bone cements: approaching spinal applications”) 

finds complete justification. It is expected to contribute with new ideas and 

improvements in order to approach better materials and solutions for spinal applications. 
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2.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract. This study reports on novel method to improve the strength of apatitic 

bone cements by modifying the liquid cement phase with the addition of 

superplasticizers (SPs). It is showed that these additives can be used to improve the initial 

cement injectability and/or the maximum mechanical strength after setting. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise the setting and hardening properties of 

superplasticizers-modified apatitic bone cements. 

Objective. To investigate the effect of superplasticizers on the setting and hardening 

properties of apatitic bone cements.  

Summary of Background Data. It is generally accepted that calcium phosphate bone 

cements (CPBCs) need further improvements to broad their potential clinical 

applications.  Nowadays, further improvements should be obtained at the compromise 

between what is considered, for a certain clinical application, the optimum cement 

injectability, the fast-setting behaviour, the macroporosity and the mechanical strength. 

In particular, to extend the use of CPBCs to minimally invasive spinal applications such 

as vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty it is needed that present cements be injectable. For this 

reason, the objective of the present research was to study the effect of superplasticizer 

additives on the setting and hardening properties of an apatitic control cement.  

Methods. Biocement-H©, an α-TCP based cement, was used as control. Its liquid phase 

was modified with several civil engineering commercial superplasticizers. The evolution 

of the compressive strength accounted for the cement hardening process. Scanning 

electron microscopy followed the evolution of the cement microstructure during 

hardening. X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed the evolution of the crystalline phases 

controlling the setting and the hardening processes. 
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Results. The results showed that the addition of small amounts (0.5 vol.%) of S500-HE 

(vinilic modified copolymer-SP) into the aqueous liquid phase improved the maximum 

compressive strength of Biocement-H© (35 MPa) by 71%, i.e. 60 MPa. On the other hand, 

high amounts of this additive (i.e. 50 vol.%), significantly reduced the liquid to powder 

L/P ratio needed (20% water reduction) to made the cement (from 0.32 to 0.256 mL/g) 

without affecting its maximum strength and/or its workability. In general, the results 

were SP-type dependent. 

Conclusions. It is concluded that SPs: a) improved cement particles both dispersion and 

hydration during setting; b) did not affect the nature of the crystalline phases responsible 

for the setting and hardening; c) can be used to improve the final cement mechanical 

properties after hardening; and d) can be used to improve the initial injectability and 

workability of the cement.  

Key Points. 

• Superplasticizers affected the properties of apatitic calcium phosphate bone 

cements in a similar way as in civil engineering cements. 

• Biocompatible superplasticizers will improve the development of better injectable 

and resistant CPBCs for vertebroplasty and kyphophasty minimally invasive spinal 

surgery applications. 
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2.1. Introduction 

It is generally accepted that calcium phosphate bone cements need further improvements 

to broad their potential clinical applications [1]. However, further improvements on 

material properties should keep in mind the way surgeons apply bone cements through 

Minimally Invasive Surgery Techniques (MIST) [2]. For this reason, certain novel approaches 

reported to increase the strength of bone cements [1], by improving the particle packing 

of the powder reactants in the cement paste with a pressurising technique [3], do not 

apply to MIST applications such as vertebro- and/or kypho-plasties [4]. In this sense, further 

material improvements should be obtained at the compromise between what is 

considered, for a certain clinical application, the optimum cement injectability, fast-

setting behaviour, macroporosity and mechanical strength (see Chapter 1). 

 Following the above approach, the first condition that bone cements should fulfil in 

spinal surgery applications is injectability. Although, compressive strength values of 180 

MPa have been obtained by a compaction pressure technique [3], this method does not 

assure at the same time injectable and high-strength bone cements. The rheological 

behaviour of the cement pastes is the key point. In this sense, some studies have been 

focussed on how to improve the injectability of apatitic bone cements by the addition of 

citric acid and how these modifications affect the whole cement’s setting and hardening 

processes [6-8]. This is, in fact, an important aspect because cement’s property 

modification is a multifactorial problem where different manufacturing factors affect 

properties in different and controversial ways (see Chapter 1).  

 Concerning the fast setting behaviour, it should be noted that cement should set fast 

after implantation but not before. This has let to consider that temperature could be used 

as a setting control factor. In this sense, cement processing and handling should be 

performed, in a proper mixing device, at low temperatures (5-10°C) to delay the setting 
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reactions, while after implantation these will proceed faster at 37°C [7]. In fact, this 

approach has let to reconsider, for MIST applications, the clinical utility of the initial (IST) 

and the final (FST) setting times reported by the cement’s manufacturer. For this reason, 

recent studies [9,10] have been trying to monitor in situ, from the beginning of the 

powder and the liquid mixing, the setting of cement-like materials and do not rely, for 

MIST applications, in the setting times measured by the Gillmore needles standard [11] 

(see also Chapters 9 and 10). 

 On the other hand, macroporosity is the property on which the most active research 

has been performed [12-17] (see also Chapter 3). This is because most commercial 

cements are apatitic, i.e. the end setting product is hydroxyapatite (HA; Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) 

and/or calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA; Ca9HPO4(PO4)5OH), which indeed has 

very low resorbability in vivo [18,19]. For this reason, a recent study was focussed on the 

effect of surfactants on cement’s macroporosity [13]. This approach showed advantages, 

from the rheological point of view, over other studies using oxygen peroxide [12], ice 

[15], sugar [16] and/or mannitol [17] crystals as porogenic agents inside the powder phase 

of the cement. 

 However, as the strength decreases exponentially with the porosity a compromise is 

needed between these two properties, otherwise the clinical applications are limited. For 

this reason, some authors have tried to improve the strength by reinforcing the porous 

apatitic matrix with aramide fibres [20]. Others have applied pressure to a mixture of 

cement powder and ice crystals, added to induce porosity, up to form solid compacts 

with setting property [15]. In fact, these authors formed porous compacts with denser 

cement matrix (higher strength) as compared to that of slurry systems. Unfortunately, 

this procedure, which results in gain strength of the cement, can not be applied for MIST 

applications where the main problem is still to assure cement’s injectability. However, the 
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idea of having a more dense cement matrix is valid and should be used to find new 

approaches to improve the strength of the cement; this is the subject of this chapter. 

 In this study, it is reported on novel method (in this research field) to improve 

rheological or mechanical properties of calcium phosphate bone cements. The method, 

which is not unknown in Civil Engeneering, consists in the modification of the liquid 

cement phase with the addition of superplasticizer (SP). The advantage of the method 

relay on the fact that if cement liquid-to-powder (L/P) ratio is maintained constant then 

the fluidity of the cement is improved. Consequently, low L/P ratios can be used for the 

same workability property and as porosity decreases the strength of the cement increases, 

accordingly. This study addressed all these issues. 

2.2. Materials and methods 

2.2.1. Cement preparation 

Biocement-H© was used as control [21]. It is a trademark bone cement (by Merck GmbH) 

made of 98 wt% alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) and 2 wt% precipitated 

hydroxyapatite (PHA; Merck-2143) seeds setting accelerator. The liquid phase was an 

aqueous solution of 2.5 wt% disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4; DHP; Merck-

6586). The starting L/P ratio was 0.32 mL/g that assured suitable workability and cohesive 

property [21]. The control behaved as expected according to the setting and hardening 

data in the literature [22]. It was selected because it is ≈100 wt% α-TCP and so, the results 

of the present study should be also of interest to other α-TCP based bone cements [2].  

 The liquid phase of the control was modified (0.5, 5 and/or 50 vol%) with four 

commercial civil engineered SPs (by Sika, Spain): Sikament-300® (S300; synthetic modified 

melamine), Sikament-500® (S500; vinilic modified copolymer), Sikament-500-HE® (S500-

HE; vinilic modified copolymer with organic-mineral agents) and Sika-ViscoCrete-5-700® 
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(V5-700; modified polycarboxilate); they were used as received (technical specifications 

can be found elsewhere [23]). 

2.2.2. Cement hardening 

Cement cylinders with aspect ratio of 2:1 (6 mm diameter x 12 mm length) were 

fabricated with L/P ratios from 0.256 to 0.320 mL/g. The specimens were removed from 

the moulds after 15 min and stored in Ringer’s solution at 37°C for 5 days prior to testing. 

Compressive strength (CS; n≥8) was measured at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min using 

universal testing machine Bionix-858 (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) with 100 kN load cell. 

2.2.3. Chemical characterisation 

After CS-testing, the broken samples were quenched immediately in acetone, to stop 

further setting, dried and powdered for X-Ray Diffraction (XRD; Siemens-D500, Germany). 

XRD data were collected from 2θ=4-70° with step size of 0.05° and count time of 3 s/step. 

The phase composition was checked by means of JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder 

Diffraction Standards) reference patterns (9-348 for α-TCP, 9-169 for β-TCP and 9-432 for 

CDHA). The extent of conversion R(%) of α-TCP into CDHA (degree of reaction vs. 

hardening time), after 5 days of setting, was calculated as described in previous paper 

[25] (see also Chapter 1), on the basis of the average XRD intensity of the CDHA’s peaks 

<hkl>= <002;300;211;112> of the modified cements as compared to the control. 

2.2.4. Microstructural characterisation 

The cement microstructure was analysed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM; JEOL 

JSM-6400) after 5 days of cement’s setting. Several CS-samples were broken 
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diametrically. Samples were quenched in acetone before fracture to stop further setting. 

The fracture surfaces were gold-covered previous to SEM observation. 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Compressive strength 

Fig. 2.1 shows the evolution of the CS attained after 5 days of setting for the three studied 

experimental series S1 (i.e. L/P=0.32 mL/g; SP=0.5 vol%), S2 (i.e. L/P=0.32 mL/g; SP=5 

vol%) and S3 (i.e. L/P=0.256 mL/g; SP=50 vol%), and as compared to the control (i.e. 

Biocement-H© without SP). The results showed, in general, similar trends for all the series. 

Series S1 shows, as an example, that the CS of the control (35 ±7 MPa) increased 

significantly (p<0.05) with V5-700 (46 ±4 MPa), S500 (57 ±8 MPa) and S500-HE (60 ±3 

MPa) but not (p>0.05) with the S300 additive (37 ±7 MPa). In this sense, the results were 

SP-type dependent (different chemical affinity). For example, 0.5 vol% of S500-HE 

addition let in series S1 to 71% CS improvement (as compare to the control), while 0.5 

vol% of V5-700 only resulted in 31% CS increase. 

 Fig. 2.1 also shows that the S500-HE additive (i.e. vinilic modified copolymer with 

organic-mineral agents) allowed suitable combinations of both the L/P ratio and the 

amount of SP, while maintaining optimum cement workability (as compare to the 

control). This was not the general tendency observed for the other SPs for who the CS 

diminished slightly/gradually (V5-700/S500) or drastically (S300) as the L/P ratio 

decreased. These general trends were confirmed by statistic analysis (Dunnett’s multiple 

comparison tests). 
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Figure 2.1. Compressive strength (after 5 days of setting) vs. 
Superplasticizer’s modification, as a function of the L/P ratio and the amount 
of the additive. (*Note: Despite the same patterns as the other groups, note 
that Biocement-H© contains no superplasticizers) 

2.3.2. X-ray diffraction 

Figs. 2.2-2.5 show the crystalline phases which are present after 5 days of setting for 

samples S300, V5-700, S500 and S500-HE, respectively, at the different vol% additions and 

compared to the control before (Biocement-H(0D)) and after setting (Biocement-H(5D)). 

These figures also show the extent of conversion, R(%), of the α-TCP into CDHA as 

compared to full conversion of α-TCP, in sample Biocement-H(0D) (i.e., control before 

setting), into CDHA crystals, in sample Biocement-H(5D) (i.e. control after 5 days of 

setting).  
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Figure 2.2. XRD patterns of Biocement-H©’s modification, before and after 
setting, with Sikament-300® SP (L/P and vol% as in Fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.3. XRD patterns of Biocement-H©’s modification, before and after 
setting, with ViscoCrete-5-700® SP (L/P and vol% as in Fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.4. XRD patterns of Biocement-H©’s modification, before and after 
setting, with Sikament-500® SP (L/P and vol% as in Fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.5. XRD patterns of Biocement-H©’s modification, before and after 
setting, with Sikament-500-HE® SP (L/P and vol% as in Fig. 2.1). 
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On the other hand, all samples in Figs. 2.2-2.5 contained after setting ≈15 wt% of β-TCP. 

This β-TCP is formed during the quenching process of the α-TCP high-temperature 

production and does not react during the whole setting process [24,25]. In general, only 

samples V5-700 (see Fig. 2.3) and S500 (see Fig. 2.4) did show a significant retard of the 

setting reaction when the additive was increased from 5 to 50 vol%, i.e. from R(%)=98(±4) 

to R(%)=82(±3) for sample V5-700 and from R(%)=95(±4) to R(%)=80(±3) for sample S500, 

respectively. Moreover, none of the additives did affect the setting with second phases or 

compounds; only CDHA crystals were precipitated. 

2.3.3. Scanning electron microscopy 

Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show different characteristics of the microstructure evolved during the 

setting of modified cements. Fig. 2.6 shows (x6000; from top to bottom: S300, V5-700, S500 

and S500-HE) different pictures of the specific microstructures developed after 5 days of 

setting for the series S1 (left hand) and S2 (right hand). Fig. 2.7 shows a low (x100; left 

hand) and a high (x6000; right hand) magnification of the microstructure observed for 

each additive (same order as in Fig. 2.6 from top to bottom) for cements of series S3 (i.e. 

L/P=0.256 mL/g and 50 vol% addition). The right-hand photos of Fig. 2.7 show, in general, 

the presence of minor amounts (see arrows) of unreacted α-TCP particles (also present in 

Fig. 2.6), in agreement to XRD analysis (see Figs. 2.2 to 2.5). The left-hand photos of Fig. 

2.7 show that additives have an intrinsic hydrophilic/hydrophobic behaviour acting, in a 

certain degree, as air-entraining agents (see the presence of air-bubbles) [13] and 

probably having, jointly with the specific microstructure developed in each cement, a 

direct effect on the mechanical properties (see Fig. 2.1). Despite some differences can be 

highlighted between Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 it is not possible, at this stage, to argue any direct 

correlation between these microstructures and the mechanical properties observed in Fig. 

2.1.  
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Figure 2.6. SEM microstructures, after 5 days of setting, for the 0.5 vol.% 
(left) and 5 vol.% (right) superplasticizers’ addition (L/P=0.320 mL/g). 
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Figure 2.7. SEM microstructures, after 5 days of setting, for the 50 vol.% 
superplasticizers’ addition (left: x100; right: x6000; L/P=0.256 mL/g). 
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On the other hand, all modified cements displayed well-known entangled structures of 

apatitic crystals (whatever the SP’s concentration used) similar as those observed during 

the setting of α-TCP based cements [6,22,24,25] and as those obtained for the control at its 

main setting step processes (see Fig. 2.8; top-left hand=dissolution; top-right 

hand=nucleation; bottom-left hand=surface control precipitation; bottom-right hand=shell 

diffusion control precipitation). 

 

Figure 2.8. SEM microstructures showing different stages of Biocement-H®’s 
setting and hardening processes (left-top: dissolution of α-TCP particles 
after 2h of setting; right-top: nucleation and growth of apatite crystals after 
8h; left-bottom: further surface-control growth after 24h; right-bottom: 
further diffusion-control growth after 48h). 
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2.4. Discussion 

The main objective of using water-reducing admixtures and/or superplasticizers during 

the manufacture of calcium phosphate bone cements is to decrease the L/P ratio (while 

retaining the desired workability) and consequently to increase the mechanical properties 

(alternatively, to improve workability at a fixed L/P ratio). 

 In this study we have used different commercial SPs, which are classified as high 

range water reducers in the concrete industry, to test that the mechanical properties of 

apatitic bone cements can be also improved in a similar way. This study showed that 

minor amounts of all of the additives improved cement hydration efficiency (and so, 

workability) of Biocement-H© at its standard L/P ratio (L/P=0.32 mL/g), so increasing its 

maximum compressive strength at saturation (see Fig. 2.1). On the other hand, at 

constant L/P ratio, the observed improvement of cement’s workability was followed by 

longer cement setting times. For this reason, the setting times need to be controlled (if 

needed) by lowering the L/P ratio [27]. In this study, the L/P ratio was reduced up to 

L/P=0.256 mL/g (20 vol.% water reduction) without losing mechanical properties. In fact, 

it is expected that in the future (for certain applications) this 20 vol.% of water reduction 

will be further approached to the maximum theoretical reduction allowed (≈94 vol.%) for 

the stoichiometrically transformation of α-TCP into CDHA. In this sense, an 

improvement of the hydration efficiency of the α-TCP particles is needed. 

 As it is known, particles tend to agglomerate due to Van der Waals forces and the 

presence of electric charges onto their surfaces which also entrap some water into the 

clusters and avoids complete surface particle hydration. The main action of the SPs 

molecules is to wrap themselves around the cement particles as to give them a highly 

negative charge so that they repel each other. This results in deflocculation and 

dispersion of the cement particles, so exposing a greater surface area for cement 
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hydration, which will progress at a higher rate in the early stages, resulting in an increase 

of its mechanical strength. Although water-reducing admixtures affect the rate of 

hydration of cement and its micro-architecture (see Figs. 2.6 and 2.7), the nature of the 

products of hydration is unchanged (see Figs. 2.2-2.5). Moreover, SPs do not significantly 

affect the surface tension of water and so, they do not entrain large amounts of air (see 

Fig. 2.7, left-hand) and can therefore be used at high concentration [26]. 

 The present study shows that some SPs used for the concrete industry act as high-

range water reducing agents for apatitic bone cements; at a given L/P ratio and at low 

level of addition (0.5 vol.%), their dispersion action increased cement’s workability and 

strength (see Fig. 2.1). It is relevant to comment on the 71% strength’s increment that was 

observed when the control (C=35 ± 7 MPa; L/P=0.32 mL/g) was modified with 0.5 vol.% 

S500-HE (C=60 ± 3 MPa; L/P=0.32 mL/g). There is no reason to support any considerable 

variation of the density of the modified materials as compared to the control at those low 

liquid-phase modifications. In fact, the experimental density of these cements was the 

same (1.74 ± 0.05 g/cm3) and so the expected porosity. This means that the observed 

differences are intrinsic to the materials and so to their developed microstructure due to 

SPs. It is also relevant to note (see Fig. 2.1) that sample S500-HE showed the same 

compressive strength at L/P=0.32 mL/g (0.5 vol.%) and at L/P=0.256 mL/g (50 vol.%). If we 

look at Fig. 2.7, it is observed that sample S500-HE showed entrained air-bubbles at 

L/P=0.256 mL/g. These bubbles should be acting as pores and so it should be expected a 

decrease in the compressive strength. However, this did not happen and again the 

recovery of the strength should be explained by the general decrease of the porosity as 

due to the lower L/P ratio used. These both effects support the idea that S500-HE 

superplasticizer has an intrinsic effect on the micro- and/or nano- crystal structure. Thus, 

a comprehensive and congruent explanation of the compressive strength’s increase can 

not be found with the present data and for that a complete kinetic analysis, as those done 
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in the literature [6,22,24,25], should be performed. In this sense, it is important to consider 

that Biocement-H© sets due to the hydration reaction of α-TCP into CDHA (3 α-Ca3(PO4)2 + 

H2O → Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5OH) following a series of reaction steps (see Fig. 2.8): (a) the 

dissolution reaction of the α-TCP particles; (b) the nucleation of apatite crystals onto their  

surfaces;  (c) a linear growth of apatite crystals (surface control process); and (d) a 

potential growth of apatite crystals (diffusion control process). After all these reaction 

processes an entangled network of apatite crystals, responsible for the mechanical 

properties, results. However, when setting reaction is complete the extent of conversion 

of α-TCP into CDHA should not be changed in agreement with data (see values for R(%) 

in Figs. 2.2-2.5). For these reasons, what can be anticipated and concluded from data are 

the different time effects on the setting step processes due to the nature and molecular 

mass of the organic additives. In this sense, the results showed (see Fig. 2.1) that vinylic 

modified copolymers (S500 and S500-HE) displayed better water reducing action than 

synthetic modified melamine (S300) and modified policarboxilate (V5-700). 

2.5. Summary conclusion 

This study shows that mechanical properties of apatitic calcium phosphate bone cements 

can be further improved through the modification of its liquid phase with minor amounts 

of superplasticizers. In this study, the main effect of the commercial additives resulted in 

better dispersion and hydration of the cement particles. The setting and hardening 

processes of Biocement-H© were plasticizer-type dependent. In particular, 0.5 vol.% of the 

additive Sikament-500-HE® (vinylic modified copolymer) allowed for 20% water reduction 

and 71% compressive strength increase. Thus, it is expected that if suitable biocompatible 

superplasticizers can be developed then new high-strength calcium phosphate bone 

cements will be developed while still being injectable and useful for MIST applications. 
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3.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract. In this study, a new method to modulate the porosity (and so the 

strength) of α-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) bone cements has been investigated. This 

method consists in the modification of the cement’s powder phase with calcium sulphate 

dihydrate (CSD). The resulting mechanical properties of the new biphasic cements are a 

combination between the progressive hardening due to the main α-TCP reactant and the 

passive in vitro dissolution of the CSD phase, which render a porous material. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise the setting and hardening properties of 

biphasic α-TCP-CSD bone cements. 

Objective. To investigate the setting and hardening properties of biphasic α-TCP-CSD 

bone cements.  

Summary of Background Data. Calcium phosphate bone cements are injectable 

biomaterials that are being used in dental and orthopaedic applications through 

minimally invasive surgery techniques. Nowadays, apatitic bone cements based on α-

TCP are of special interest due to their self-setting behaviour when mixed with an 

aqueous liquid phase. Apatitic cements have shown excellent biocompatibility and 

adequate mechanical properties but have slow resorption in the human body. To assure 

new bone aposition and faster in vivo cement resorption it is necessary then to improve 

cement porosity. In this study, a new method to improve the porosity (and so the in vivo 

osteointegration) of α-TCP based cements is presented. 

Methods. Biocement-H©, an α-TCP based cement, was used as control. The powder phase 

was modified with CSD and the resulting biphasic CSD-α-TCP cements were prepared 

according to literature. The evolution of the compressive strength accounted for the 

cement hardening process. Scanning Electron Microscopy followed the evolution of the 
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cement microstructure during hardening. X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed the 

evolution of the crystalline phases controlling the setting and the hardening processes.  

Results. It was observed that the maximum compressive strength attained for Biocement-

H© (45 MPa) decreased with CSD addition (≈30 MPa for 25 wt.% of CSD). Moreover, SEM 

and XRD analysis showed that CSD particles dissolved passively with time while the 

main α-TCP reactant transformed into an entangled matrix of apatite-like crystals. The 

plain effect was a porous apatitic structure still suitable for cancellous bone applications 

(strength ≈10 MPa). 

Conclusions. It has been shown that CSD-α-TCP biphasic bone cements evolved with 

time into a porous entangled matrix of calcium-deficient apatite crystals within the 

strength optimum limits of trabecular bone applications. 

Key Points. 

• The addition of CSD into the powder phase of alpha-tricalcium phosphate based 

bone cement significantly enhanced the porosity of the resulting apatitic matrix. 

• The additive did not modify the setting reactions and the evolved apatitic 

microstructure produced cements with compressive strength within the limits of 

cancellous bone applications. 

• The new CSD-α-TCP biphasic cements can be further improved to adjust the rate 

of porosity creation (as due to the passive dissolution of CSD particles) with the 

rate of new bone apposition after implantation in vivo. 
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3.1. Introduction 

It is generally accepted that calcium phosphate bone cements need further improvements 

to broad their potential clinical applications [1]. In fact, recent publications highlight the 

efforts made to improve the injectability [2], of use in spinal surgery applications [3,4], 

and/or the strength of these materials [5-8]. Unfortunately, these improvements are not 

enough for apatitic (i.e. the end setting product being hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2; 

HA) and/or calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (Ca9HPO4(PO4)5OH; CDHA) bone cements, 

which are so stable in vivo that bone cement’s resorption takes a long time, i.e. 1-2 years 

[9,10]. In order to accelerate bone tissue colonisation and resorption of the cement 

implant, several authors have improved macroporosity, i.e. more and larger pores, of 

apatitic bone cements in several ways [11-17]. 

 Sarda et al. [12] achieved a good compromise between suitable mechanical strength 

(porosity) and injectability by using surfactants in the cement’s liquid phase as compare 

to other studies using oxygen peroxide [11] in the liquid phase and/or ice [14], sugar [15] 

and/or mannitol [16] crystals, as porogenic agents, in the cement’s powder phase, and/or 

oil liquid-phase emulsions [17]. 

 Barralet et al. [14], have applied pressure to mixtures of cement powder and ice 

crystals to form compacts with setting properties. Xu et al. [18], have tried to improve the 

strength by reinforcing the porous apatitic cement matrix with aramide fibres. However, 

none of these approaches are useful for minimally invasive surgery applications where 

the main problem is still to assure cement’s injectability [2].  

 In this study, we propose a new method to modulate the porosity (and so the 

strength) of an α-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP; α-Ca3(PO4)2) bone cement during 

hardening in a Ringer’s solution. For that purpose, calcium sulphate dihydrate (CSD; 

CaSO4.2H2O) particles are added into the cement paste. This method is related to that 
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proposed by Fernández et al. [19] (later on by Lidgren et al. [20]), where α-TCP and 

calcium sulphate hemihydrate (CSH; CaSO4.½H2O) were mixed together to form a 

biphasic cement that sets due to the hydration reactions of both main reactants, i.e. α-TCP 

into CDHA and CSH into CSD. Unfortunately, CSH crystals, which stayed partially 

unreacted within the cement matrix, increased the setting times and reduced as well the 

strength of the cement [21,22]. Recently, Bohner et al. [23] showed interesting effects with 

various CSD amounts added to the liquid phase, such as better setting time control (faster 

setting times with more CSD) but more α-TCP left after 24 h of reaction, suggesting a 

complex effect of sulphate ions on the setting reaction. The present study adds more data 

for the whole comprehension of the setting of α-TCP and CSD cement mixtures. 

3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Cement preparation 

Biocement-H© (by Merck GmbH; inlab preparation) [24], served as a basis for all 

experiments. The plain cement was used as control, whereas the experimental groups 

had variable amounts of CSD as addition. Biocement-H© is made of 98 wt.% α-TCP (minor 

contents of β-TCP) and 2 wt.% precipitated hydroxyapatite (PHA; Merck-2143), added as 

a seed in the powder phase. Its liquid phase is an aqueous solution of 2.5 wt.% disodium 

hydrogen phosphate Na2HPO4 (DHP; Panreac-131679). The liquid to powder (L/P) ratio 

was 0.32 mL/g, which is its minimum L/P ratio to assure suitable mouldability and 

cohesive property [24]. This control cement presented the same setting properties as 

published in the literature [24,25], i.e. around 8 and 20 minutes for the Gillmore initial and 

final setting times, respectively. Biocement-H© was selected because it is ≈100 wt.% α-TCP 

(up to 15 wt.% of β-TCP). Thus, its modification with CSD should be of interest to other 

commercial α-TCP cements [25].  
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 In this study, the powder phase of Biocement-H© was modified (α-TCP, by Mathys 

Medical, Switzerland) with 5, 10, 20 and 25 wt.% CSD (Sigma-C3771). Samples were coded 

as BioCSD-5, BioCSD-10, BioCSD-20 and BioCSD-25, respectively. In addition, the liquid 

phase of all BioCSD samples was reduced from 2.5 wt.% to 2.0 wt.% of DHP. This 

adjustment was necessary to keep the mouldability of BioCSD samples as similar to that 

of the control. In a previous study, Bohner [23] showed that CSD and DHP interact in the 

liquid phase as to control the cement setting (and so the workability) of α-TCP and CSD 

mixtures. In particular, the addition of CSD powder to α-TCP-water cement mixtures 

strongly decreased their setting time, particularly when the phosphate concentration was 

high [23]. For the same reason, in this study, it is expected that the DHP reduction was 

also dependent on the CSD content and could be further optimised. All the cements were 

mixed by hand in a mortar with a spatula. 

3.2.2. Cement hardening 

Biocement-H© and BioCSD samples were made at an aspect ratio of 2:1 (10 mm length x 5 

mm diameter). The specimens, immersed in 200 mL Ringer’s solution at 37°C, were 

removed from the moulds after 30 min and stored again for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 h and 1, 3, 5 and 

14 days prior to testing. Moreover, BioCSD-20 and BioCSD-25 were kept in the Ringer’s 

solution for 28 and 35 days (in the 35 days group, the solution was renewed every day). 

The compressive strength C(MPa) (n≥8) was measured at the hardening times (HT) 

specified above at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min using a mechanical testing machine 

Bionix-858 (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) with a 100 kN load cell. 

3.2.3. Microstructural characterisation 

The evolution of the cement microstructure was analysed, at different hardening times, 

by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM; JEOL JSM-6400) on the surface of two cylinders 
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kept to this end and broken diametrically. These samples were quenched in acetone 

before fracture to stop the setting reaction. The fracture surfaces were gold-covered 

previous to SEM observation. 

3.2.4. Chemical characterisation 

Immediately after the compressive strength testing, the broken samples were quenched 

in acetone, to stop the setting, dried and ground for X-Ray Diffraction (XRD; Siemens-

D500, Germany). XRD data were collected from 2θ=4-45° with a step size of 0.05° and a 

count time of 3 s/step. The phase composition was checked by means of JCPDS (Joint 

Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards) reference patterns (9-348 for α-TCP, 9-169 

for β-TCP, 06-0046 for CSD and 9-432 for CDHA). The dissolution of the α-TCP and CSD 

phases as well as the precipitation of the new CDHA phase were recorded against time as 

described in a previous paper [26] following the evolution of the XRD intensity of several 

selected peaks (for α-TCP, <hkl> = <201;161;261;034>; for β-TCP, <hkl> = <217;214>; for 

CSD, <hkl> = <020;12-1;14-1>; and for CDHA, <hkl> = <002;300;211;112>). Details about 

these peaks are summarised in Table 3.1. 

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Mechanical strength 

Fig. 3.1 shows the compressive strength, C, attained at different hardening times, HT, by 

samples BioCSD-10 (B-10), BioCSD-20 (B-20) and BioCSD-25 (B-25) as compared to the 

control (Biocement-H©; B-H). In Fig. 3.1, only the results obtained for HT<120 h were fitted 

(see Table 3.2) to an exponential function such as C=C1+C2*exp(-t/τc). The points obtained 

at longer times belonged to other experimental series, and hence were not included. The 
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experiments at 14 days were programmed after the results of the first series to check if 

samples modified with CSD still fit well to the same exponential growth.  

 The hypothesis was to suppose that CSD did not affect the setting and hardening 

reactions of the apatitic cements and so their strength. This was at first not valid because 

passive dissolution of CSD occurring at the same time as the dissolution of the α-TCP 

phase should be acting negatively on the maximum compressive strength attainable at 

saturation. In fact, continuous dissolution of the CSD phase should not lead to a 

saturation but to a maximum strength at certain hardening time from which, the 

compressive strength should further decrease in agreement to the amount of porosity 

formed into the cement as a result of the dissolution of the CSD powder phase (i.e. 1 

pore=1 dissolved CSD particle). However, to check the validity of the above hypothesis it 

was further necessary to test BioCSD-20 sample at 28 days in the same ageing conditions 

as the other data (ageing in a Ringer’s solution at 37°C) and to test BioCSD-25 sample 

after 35 days of setting in modified ageing conditions (same as before but with the 

Ringer’s solution renewed every day). All these data are also represented in Fig. 3.1. 

  From the analysis of Fig. 3.1, it is observed that compressive strength increased 

linearly during the setting period 1h<HT<10 h no matter the relative amount of CSD 

contained into the α-TCP control sample. However, the rate of strengthening (slope of 

linear fits for HT<10 h) decreased as the amount of CSD increased into the cement’s 

samples. This shows that CSD delayed the hardening reactions in agreement to the study 

of Bohner [23]. Moreover, Fig. 3.1 also shows that maximum compressive strength 

decreased as CSD increased. This is an indication that passive dissolution of CSD 

particles contributes to the amount of porosity of the cement. However, the dissolution of 

CSD particles seems to be blocked after 10 h of setting because the maximum 

compressive strength attained at this time was maintained later on even after 28 days of 

setting. Only, when the liquid phase of BioCSD-25 sample was renewed every day it was 
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observed that effectively the compressive strength at saturation (≈30 MPa) continued to 

decrease until very low values (≈10 MPa). This result shows that further dissolution of 

CSD particles continues because the chemical equilibrium was broken when sulphate 

ions were washed away during Ringer’s solution change every day. All these cause-effect 

relationships were further analysed by looking at the evolution of the cement 

microstructure as it is reported in the next section. 
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Figure 3.1. Evolution of the compressive strength against the hardening time 
for the control and the modified cements. (Note1: the fittings are only for 
HT<120h (see details in Table 3.2); Note2: the Ringer’s solution of cement 
BioCSD25 for 35 days was renewed every day). 
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Table 3.1. 
Summary of the main XRD intensity peaks used for calculations in Fig. 3.6 

Characteristics of XRD peaks 
(Data from JCPDS cards) 

XRD analysis of BioCSD-25 (see Fig. 3.6) 
R=R1 + R2*exp(-t/τr) 

Phase <hkl> I/I100 2θ R1 R2 τr (days) 

α-TCP 

α-TCP 

α-TCP 

α-TCP 

201 

161,-331 

-361,261 

034,-434 

24 

33 

17 

100 

22.20 

24.10 

29.64 

30.74 

0.10 ± 0.02 

0.07 ± 0.03 

0.07 ± 0.04 

0.11 ± 0.03 

0.86 ± 0.04 

0.91 ± 0.07 

0.82 ± 0.07 

0.82 ± 0.07 

4.3 ± 0.5 

2.7 ± 0.5 

5.1 ± 1.2 

3.2 ± 0.7 

CDHA 

CDHA 

CDHA 

CDHA 

002 

300 

211 

112 

40 

60 

100 

60 

25.80 

32.90 

31.76 

32.20 

0.91 ± 0.04 

0.88 ± 0.04 

0.90 ± 0.04 

0.88 ± 0.03 

-0.81 ± 0.09 

-0.78 ± 0.09 

-0.76 ± 0.10 

-0.75 ± 0.09 

2.1 ± 0.5 

1.4 ± 0.4 

2.0 ± 0.6 

1.3 ± 0.3 

CSD 

CSD 

CSD 

020 

12-1 

14-1 

100 

50 

50 

11.60 

20.70 

29.10 

0.21 ± 0.02 

0.42 ± 0.01 

0.31 ± 0.01 

0.80 ± 0.06 

0.58 ± 0.04 

0.69 ± 0.04 

0.9 ± 0.2 

0.6 ± 0.1 

1.1 ± 0.1 

 

Table 3.2. 
Summary of the main calculations used in Figs. 3.1 and 3.7 

Compressive strength vs. Hardening time (see Fig. 3.1) 

C=C1 + C2*exp(-t/τc) 

Sample C1 C2 τc (hours) 

B-H 

B-10 

B-20 

B-25 

45.4 ± 1.3 

38.9 ± 2.4 

33.3 ± 2.2 

28.9 ± 1.7 

-47.8 ± 5.5 

-44.7 ± 13.2 

-28.2 ± 5.5 

-29.1 ± 5.4 

3.2 ± 0.7 

2.6 ± 1.2 

6.7 ±3.2 

4.4 ±1.7 

Compressive Strength vs. Extent of reaction (see Fig. 3.7) 
C=C1 + C2*R 

Phase C1 C2 r-value 

α-TCP 

CDHA 

-7.7 ± 2.2 

-28.6 ± 3.9 

41.0 ± 3.6 

63.8 ± 5.5 

0.97147 

0.97739 
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3.3.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 show a collection of SEM pictures taken at different hardening times, 

between 1 h and 5 days, for both the control (Biocement-H©) and its modification with 25 

wt.% CSD crystals (BioCSD-25). In general terms, the microstructure of both samples 

evolved as expected for α-TCP based cements, such that α-TCP particles dissolved and 

CDHA crystals precipitated (see also Chapter 2). The main difference was the presence of 

perfectly elongated CSD crystals and/or CSD-holes, due to their dissolution, in the 

BioCSD-25 sample. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 also show that the microstructure evolved faster 

during the hardening period 1h ≤ HT ≤ 16h and stabilised during the period 16h ≤ HT ≤ 

120h, both in agreement to the linear growth and the saturation stage observed in Fig. 3.1 

for the compressive strength. 

 To further understand the saturation stage in Fig. 3.1, observed for all the samples 

during the hardening period between 16h ≤ HT ≤ 120h, sample BioCSD-20 was analysed 

for the compressive strength (see Fig. 3.1) and the microstructure at longer times, i.e. 14 

and 28 days. Fig. 3.4 summarises the SEM results and shows a collection of pictures taken 

at different magnifications. There was no difference between the microstructure observed 

at short times and after 14 or 28 days. This is in agreement to the similar mechanical 

strength obtained at 14 and 28 days, as reported in Fig. 3.1, and in line to the previous 

saturation stage level (≈35 MPa). However, at both 14 and 28 days a high amount of CSD 

crystals were observed intact and completely integrated into a matrix of small apatite-like 

crystals.  
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Figure 3.2. SEM pictures at different hardening times for the control 
(Biocement-H©) cement. (x6000) 
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Figure 3.3. SEM pictures at different hardening times for the cement 
BioCSD25 (Biocement-H© modified with 25 wt.%-CSD). (x5000) 
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Figure 3.4. SEM pictures at 14 days (left) and 28 days (right) of setting for the 
cement BioCSD20 (Biocement-H© modified with 20 wt.%-CSD). (By raws: 
x500, x1500, x5000, x15000). 
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 This was a clear indication that an equilibrium chemical reaction resulted between 

CSD crystals and their surroundings due to the Ringer’s solution being supersaturated 

with sulphate ions. This indication was confirmed by comparing the microstructure of 

sample BioCSD-25 after 14 days of setting in a non-renewable Ringer’s solution (see Fig. 

3.5; left hand) to the one set during 35 days in a every day renewed Ringer’s solution (see 

Fig. 3.5; right hand). When Ringer’s solution was renewed every day CSD crystals 

disappeared completely leaving behind a CSD-like shape macroporous structure in 

agreement to the low value of the compressive strength obtained for this sample (see Fig. 

3.1). In general terms, similar results have been published for α-TCP and CSH mixtures 

[21,22]. To clarify these observations, following similar literature studies [26], next section 

contains the detailed XRD study done on BioCSD-25 sample. 
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Figure 3.5. SEM pictures at 14 days (left) and 35 days (right) of setting for the 
BioCSD25 sample (Biocement-H© modified with 25 wt%-CSD). (By raws: 
x500, x1500, x5000) 
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3.3.3. X-ray diffraction 

Fig. 3.6 summarises the results obtained from the XRD analysis of the evolution of the 

main crystalline reactive cement phases for the BioCSD-25 sample. Data points in Fig. 3.6 

are the average vale of the extent of the dissolution (or precipitation) reaction, R, of the α-

TCP and CSD phases (or of the CDHA phase) obtained from data of individual peaks 

(see Table 3.2). Despite 10-15 wt.% β-TCP was formed during the quenching process of 

the α-TCP phase, its presence did not influence the setting of the bone cements. This 

phase did not react against the time and for this reason, it has not been represented (not 

considered) in Fig. 3.6 (in Table 3.1). On the other hand, the dissolution of the α-TCP and 

the CSD phases, as well as the precipitation of the new CDHA phase, fit well to the 

exponential functions (see details in Table 3.1). 

 One of the main observations in Fig. 3.6 is to see that between 1 and 14 days of setting 

the three present phases (i.e. α-TCP, CSD and CDHA) showed a constant behaviour 

(saturation). The XRD intensity of the α-TCP peaks decreased with time mainly during 

the first 24 h of setting indicating dissolution of this phase and giving a saturation value 

for the extent of this reaction of 10%. Similarly, the XRD intensity of the CDHA peaks 

increased with time up to a saturation value of 90%. Meanwhile, the fast initial 

dissolution of the CSD phase stopped and was kept constant at around 30%. However, 

when the Ringer’s solution was renewed daily the average intensity observed for the 

CSD phase after 35 days of setting was not detected, indicating complete dissolution of 

this phase. This was in agreement to the SEM observations made in Fig. 3.5 where no 

CSD-crystals but CSD-holes were observed into the apatitic cement matrix. 
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Figure 3.6. Evolution of the extent of reaction, R, against the hardening time 
for the cement BioCSD25. (Note1: the fittings are only for HT<120h (see 
details in Table 3.1); Note2: the R-value for CSD at 35 days results from the 
every day change of the Ringer’s solution). 

 If we look at the lifetime constant, τ of the exponential fittings (see Table 3.1) of 

BioCSD-25 sample there are some comments to be made. For example, the average τ-

value obtained for the extent of the dissolution reaction of the α-TCP phase (see Fig. 3.6) 

was τd
α-TCP(h)=3.6±0.7 This means that after 3.6 h of setting the α-TCP phase has dissolved 

≈63%. In the same period of time the compressive strength of BioCSD-25 sample (see Fig. 

3.1 and Table 3.1; τc(h)=4.4±1.7) has attained ≈63% of its maximum value. This indicates a 

direct relation between the dissolution of the α-TCP phase and the mechanical strength 

development of these bone cements. However, it is well known that when α-TCP 

dissolves a CDHA phase precipitates [6,23,26]. This means that under normal conditions 
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(3 α-TCP + H2O → CDHA) the average τ-value obtained for the precipitation of the 

CDHA phase should accomplish that τpCDHA≥τd
α-TCP, which was not the case in this study 

(τd
α-TCP≈2*τpCDHA). With our data after only 1.7 h of setting ≈63% of CDHA was 

precipitated (≈88% after 3.6 h). This means that α-TCP dissolution does not account itself 

for the precipitation of the apatitic matrix. For this reason it is assumed that during fast 

dissolution of CSD (τdCSD=1.0±0.1), calcium ions interact with phosphate ions from the 

liquid phase (2.5 wt.% Na2HPO4) to form hydroxyapatite (HA; Ca5(PO4)3OH) and/or 

calcium deficient apatite (CDHA; Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5OH), as proposed also by Bohner et al. 

[23]. However, this apatitic phase formed from the interaction between the CSD and the 

phosphate liquid phase does not seem to affect the mechanical strength 

(τdCSD<τpCDHA<τh(h)=4.4±1.7). In the next section a deeper analysis is done. 

3.3.4. Mechanical strength versus chemical reaction 

In order to clarify the above observations the compressive strength data were further 

analysed against the data of the extent of reaction. The results are summarised in Fig. 3.7. 

The main observation is that whatever the compressive strength analysis is done against 

the dissolution of the α-TCP and/or the precipitation of the CDHA a linear relation 

between the strength and the chemical reactivity is found (see also Table 3.2). This means, 

as expected, that the mechanical strength of bone cement is directly correlated to the 

dissolution of the reactants and the precipitation and further entanglement of the new 

apatitic crystal phase. However, as it is seen in Fig. 3.7, the slope of the fits were different, 

being higher for the precipitation data (XRD intensity of CDHA phase) as compared to 

the dissolution data (XRD intensity of the α-TCP phase). Theoretically, as has been 

commented before, the slope in Fig. 3.7 should be the same under the supposition that 

the extent of the dissolution (Rd≈exp(-t/τd)) and the extent of the precipitation (Rp≈1 - 

exp(-t/τp))  take place at the same time (τd≈τp). However, in Fig. 3.7, despite the extent of 
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reaction of the dissolution data Rd are represented as R≡(1-Rd), it was seen that 

precipitation of CDHA was faster than the dissolution of the α-TCP. The follow up of the 

dissolution process of the CSD phase seems to help to understand these differences.  
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Figure 3.7. Comparison between the compressive strength and the extent of 
reaction for the cement BioCSD25. (Note 1: Data marked ❶  correspond to the 
sample set during 35 days in an every day changed Ringer’s solution). 

If we look at Fig. 3.7, ≈69% of CSD dissolved and then stopped (vertical fit). This 

means that this phase did not contribute to any further gain of the compressive strength 

after its blockage, something that occurred at a time lower than 2 h (see fit in Fig. 3.6). 

This seems again to indicate that this fast dissolution of the CSD phase together with the 

presence of phosphate ions from the liquid phase (2.5 wt.% Na2HPO4) were in fact 

responsible of the high XRD signal observed for the CDHA phase as compared to the 
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expected one from the dissolution of the main α-TCP reactant. This means that in this 

new α-TCP-CSD bone cement the amount of the phosphate accelerator used in the 

cement liquid should also be optimised jointly with the two phases. This interaction 

between CSD and DHP was also observed by Bohner et al. [23]. 

 Finally, it should be noted in Fig. 3.7 that when the Ringer’s solution was renewed 

every day the compressive strength attained (≈10MPa) was in agreement to the high 

value of dissolution observed for the CSD phase (≈93%). This means that if a new study is 

done under this condition, the new data in Fig. 3.7 will not be fitted to any unique linear 

relation. Instead, a real maximum will appear in Fig. 3.7, being explained by the positive 

effect on the strength due to entanglement of the new precipitated CDHA crystals going 

against the negative effect of the passive dissolution of the CSD phase, which increases 

the porosity of the cement itself. Obviously, this combined effect is of great interest in an 

in vivo application because if both processes are optimised, the macroporosity (i.e. the 

total of all CSD-holes) which is let down by the passive dissolution of the CSD powder 

phase will favour bone tissue osteointegration of the implant. 

3.4. Summary conclusion 

In this study, biphasic bone cement made of alpha-tricalcium phosphate and calcium 

sulphate dihydrate was studied. The α-TCP phase transformed during the setting into an 

entangled matrix of calcium deficient apatite crystals while the CSD phase dissolved 

passively during time. This composite material evolved gradually into a porous material 

within the strength optimum limits of trabecular bone applications. As porosity appeared 

gradually, due to the dissolution of the CSD phase, this composite material could have 

the advantage of being useful as a CSD-drug delivery system. Moreover, bone tissue cells 

could use the increasing porosity to improve the osteointegration of the implant as well 
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as to accelerate its complete transformation into real bone tissue. This material could be 

used, for example, in spinal surgery (vertebro and/or kyphoplasties) and periodontology 

applications (sinus-lifting). 
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4.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract. In this study, biphasic calcium phosphate bone cements (BCPCs) were 

obtained and characterized in terms of setting, hardening, microstructure and crystal 

phase evolution. The powder cement phases were obtained by sintering appropriate 

mixtures of monetite and calcium carbonate at different calcium-to-phosphorus ratio 

(Ca/P). The results showed that when Ca/P ratio deviated from 1.5, the setting and 

hardening properties of the resulting cements were negatively affected.  

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise the setting and the hardening 

properties of calcium phosphate bone cements (CPBCs) with different Ca/P ratio. 

Objective. To investigate the potential effects on the setting properties of alpha-

tricalcium phosphate (α-TPC) based bone cements as due to uncontrolled variations of 

the Ca/P ratio of the α-TCP (i.e. on its purity; Ca/P=1.5) during its fabrication. 

Summary of Background Data. BCPCs are made by mixing different proportions of 

several calcium phosphate reactants. Currently, BCPCs are considered better than single 

phase cements because of better control of cement’s setting and resorption in vivo. 

However, the presence of several phases can let to interactions during dissolution-

precipitation reactions that affect end cement properties. On the other hand, specific 

impurities may often be present either as deliberate additions (i.e. magnesium or iron 

ions) or as second minor calcium phosphate phases produced during sintering as due to 

unbalanced Ca/P ratio of the starting reagents. Among the wide range of available 

calcium phosphates with potential use in cement formulation, the α-TCP has became the 

main reactant of most experimental and commercial bone cements. For these reasons, it is 

important to investigate the potential effect that uncontrolled deviations of the Ca/P ratio 

of the α-TCP (i.e. its purity; Ca/P=1.5) can have on their cements’ setting and hardening. 
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Methods. Setting times were measured by the Gillmore needles standard. The 

compressive strength accounted for the cement hardening. pH gave information on 

solution chemistry. Scanning Electron Microscopy followed the cement microstructure. 

X-ray diffraction confirmed the evolution of the crystalline phases.  

Results. Optimum setting times and compressive strength were obtained for Ca/P=1.50 

(i.e. pure α-TCP), for which pH≈9. Setting proceed slowly as Ca/P deviated from 

Ca/P=1.5. In fact, for Ca/P=1.29 setting did not occur. In general, the results agreed with 

the microstructure evolved during setting.  

Conclusions. The results showed that: (a) there is a strong correlation between cement’s 

reactivity and the Ca/P ratio of the starting powder phase; (b) when α-TCP was the main 

reactant, its hydration into CDHA was responsible for the setting of the cement; (c) the 

cement’s compressive strength was lower when Ca/P deviated more from Ca/P=1.5 (i.e. 

pure α-TCP); and (d) the microstructure of the cements was also Ca/P ratio dependent. 

Key Points. 

• A method to optimise the setting properties of α-TCP cements has been showed; it 

is particularly useful when the α-TCP has low reactivity as due to uncontrolled 

ionic contamination or unbalanced Ca/P ratio of the starting batch-reactants.  

• The study points to new search for controlling the “ionic-contamination” in order 

to stabilize the α-TCP phase and so recover the setting and hardening properties of 

non-reactive cements (if so). 

• The study indicates that BCPCs should be made by mixing mechanically two pure 

calcium phosphate reactant phases (with exact control of both proportion and 

particle sizes) and not by direct sintering and subsequent milling of biphasic 

calcium phosphate ceramics (even if this contains the same proportion of the two 

calcium phosphate phases).  
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4.1. Introduction 

Bioactive calcium phosphate biomaterials made of biphasic mixtures (both as sintered 

ceramics  or as cements) or so called binary eutectic ceramic structures have been widely 

studied for use in specific clinical applications, due to their ability to assure new bone 

apposition after implantation in vivo [1-8]. However, calcium phosphate bone cements 

(CPBCs) have the advantage over the bioceramics that they do not need to be delivered in 

prefabricated forms, because of their self-setting properties and facilities to be handled by 

the clinician in paste form and injected into bone defects. 

 CPBCs have been increasingly employed in dental and orthopaedic applications [9-11] 

in recent years and are now being use in minimally invasive surgery such as vertebro- or 

kyphoplasty [12-16]. Since the first CPBC proposed by Brown and Chow [10] many 

formulations have been studied and several commercial calcium phosphate cements are 

available [13,17] as combination of calcium phosphate compounds. Currently, biphasic 

calcium phosphate cements (BCPCs), comprising specific mixtures of two calcium 

phosphate compounds, are better considered than single phase cements due to the 

possibility of positive combination of the dissolution behaviour of the two phases 

(synergies) that, at the end, influences the setting properties as well as the resorption 

mechanism of the cement after implantation in vivo [18,19]. 

 However, phase-reactants purity is a well-recognized but not always well-understood 

variable affecting the dissolution-precipitation processes (and so the cement properties) 

during the setting of apatitic CPBCs. In fact, minor amounts of specific relevant 

impurities may often be present either as deliberate additions (i.e. magnesium or iron 

ions) or as second minor phases resulting from decomposition during main reactants 

sintering or as due to unbalanced Ca/P ratio’s deviation of the starting reagents (i.e. 

unwanted contamination due to uncontrolled deviations of the stoichiometry of the 
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starting reagents) [20-22]. In this sense, it has been observed after inlab main reactant’s 

production, that sometimes (in coincidence with batch-reagent changes, i.e. change of the 

“batch’s serial number”) there are enormous differences between theoretical “identical α-

TCP based cements” (both at the level of initial setting and hardening properties) [22]. It 

is important to know that reactants’ Ca/P ratio is closely related to its acidity and 

solubility [23-26]; for this reason, the Ca/P ratio is a very useful parameter of control for 

scientists working in this field. Among the wide range of available calcium phosphates 

with potential use in cement formulation, the α-TCP has became the main reactant of 

most experimental and commercial bone cements. Thus, at this stage, new approaches are 

needed for the whole comprehension of the potential effect that uncontrolled deviations 

of the Ca/P ratio of the α-TCP (i.e. its purity; Ca/P=1.5) can have on its cements’ setting 

and hardening. 

 Therefore, the justification of this study was based on experimental observations that 

indicated that if α-TCP contained (after sintering) hydroxyapatite (HA) as a second phase 

(i.e. potential deviation of the Ca/P ratio of the initial reactants’ powder mixture in the 

interval 1.5<Ca/P<1.67) then the cements simply did not set (unpublished data). Thus, the 

objective of this study was to investigate in a controlled manner the potential effect that 

uncontrolled variations of the α-TCP’s Ca/P ratio can have on the setting and hardening 

cement’s properties.   

4.2. Materials and methods 

4.2.1. Biphasic calcium phosphate cements 

4.2.1.1. Cements’ powder production 

Powder cement’s phases were prepared as follows: calcium hydrogen phosphate 

CaHPO4 (DCP; Ref. C-7263; Sigma, Spain) and calcium carbonate CaCO3 (CC; Ref. C-4830; 
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Sigma, Spain) were homogenously mixed into appropriate Ca/P molar ratios (i.e. 1.29, 

1.50, 1.51, 1.58, 1.67 and 1.77). Then, powder mixtures were identically sintered at 1400°C 

for 2h and quenched in air to room temperature. The resulting ceramic materials were 

identically milled in a planetary ball mill (PM-100; Retsch GmbH, Germany) up to medium 

particle size of 6.63 µm (d10=0.56 µm, d50=2.47 µm, d90=16.86 µm). 

4.2.1.2. Cements’ preparation 

Six calcium phosphate cements (CPC) were prepared and coded as CPC1.29, CPC1.50, 

CPC1.51, CPC1.58, CPC1.67, CPC1.77 (i.e. cement powder phases of Ca/P=1.29, 1.50, 1.51, 1.58, 

1.67 and 1.77, respectively). All powder’s phases contained 2 wt% of precipitated 

hydroxyapatite setting accelerator (PHA; Ref. 2143; Merck, Spain). The aqueous liquid 

phase also contained 2.5 wt% of di-sodium hydrogenphosphate accelerator (Na2HPO4; 

Ref. 131679; Panreac Química S.A., Spain). The cement’s liquid-to-powder ratio (L/P) was 

0.32 mL/g. Homogeneous cement slurries were obtained by mixing the powder and the 

liquid phases for 1 minute, in a mortar with a pestle. Then after, cement pastes were 

molded into cylindrical samples (5 mm diameter by 10 mm height) and immersed in 

Saline Physiological solution (0.9 wt% NaCl; Ref. 610667; Grifols, Spain) at 37°C for 30 

min; then after, samples were unmolded and stored again for fixed hardening times (HT; 

i.e. 4 and 24h) under the same conditions. After completion of HTs, the samples were 

investigated for phase composition, microstructure and compressive strength. 

4.2.2. Setting times 

The Initial and the Final Setting Time (IST and FST) were measured with the Gillmore 

needles standard (i.e. ASTM-C266-89) [27].  
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4.2.3. Mechanical strength testing 

Cylindrical hardened (i.e. for 4 and 24h) samples were tested until fracture under 

compression using a Universal Testing Machine (MTS Insight-5) at a crosshead speed of 

1mm/min. Each compressive strength C value was an average of at least eight samples 

(n≥8). The results were fitted to a Gaussian function of the form CR=CM*exp[-[(x-R2)/R3]2], 

where CR is the compressive strength measured for each cement (i.e. for each Ca/P ratio), 

CM is the maximum compressive strength (i.e. the height of the Gaussian peak), R2 is the 

Ca/P ratio corresponding to the maximum compressive strength CM, (i.e. R2 is the position 

of the center of the peak) and R3 is a parameter meaning a statistical dispersion, 

averaging the squared distance between possible and expected values, (i.e. the Ca/P ratio 

parameter controlling the width of the bell curve). 

4.2.4. pH measurements 

Cement slurries were recorded for pH at L/P ratio of 200 mL/g under continuous stirring 

using a computer-controlled pH-meter (SevenMultiTM S80; Mettler-Toledo, Spain). Data 

were collected every minute during 24h. 

4.2.5. Chemical characterization 

Tested compressive strength samples were immediately quenched in acetone to stop 

further setting reactions, dried and ground for X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. Data 

were recorded with a PANalytical X’Pert PRO alpha1 diffractometer (PANalytical, Holland) 

equipped with an X’Celerator detector working with the CuKα1 radiation (1.5406 Å) in the 

2θ range 20-40° with a scan step size of 0.017° and a step-time of 200s. The phase 

composition was checked by indexing the diffraction peaks according to JCPDS (Joint 

Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards) cards (9-348 for α-TCP (i.e. alpha-Ca3(PO4)2; 
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alpha tricalcium phosphate), 9-169 for β-TCP (i.e. beta-Ca3(PO4)2; beta tricalcium 

phosphate), 9-432 for CDHA (i.e. Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5OH; calcium deficient hydroxyapatite), 

9-346 for CPP, (i.e. Ca2P2O7; β-calcium pyrophosphate) and 25-1137 for TTCP (i.e. 

Ca4O(PO4)2; tetracalcium phosphate).  

4.2.6. Microstructural characterization 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM; JEOL JSM-5610, Hitachi, Japan) was used to 

characterize the cement microstructure developed after 4 and 24h of setting. Two 

cylindrical samples were quenched in acetone and fractured diametrically. The resulting 

surfaces were gold covered before SEM observations. 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Setting times 

Fig. 4.1 accounts for the evolution of the IST and the FST of the experimental CPCs as a 

function of the Ca/P ratio of the powder cement phases. The results show that for 

Ca/P=1.29 the IST and the FST were too large (cement did not set, properly), while in the 

range of 1.5≤Ca/P≤1.77 the setting reactions were much faster and the optimum setting 

times (minimum values) were found for Ca/P = 1.50 (i.e. pure α-TCP).  
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Figure 4.1. Characteristic setting times (IST and FST) as a function of the 
Ca/P ratio of the experimental cements (i.e. CPC1.29;1.50;1.51;1.58;1.67; and 1.77).  

4.3.2. Compressive strength 

Fig. 4.2 shows the compressive strength values obtained after 4 and 24h of hardening for 

the experimental cements studied (i.e. 1.29≤Ca/P≤1.77). The results have been fitted to a 

Gaussian curve just for clarity in order to show a general tendency. It is observed that the 

maximum compressive strength was again obtained near the Ca/P=1.5, i.e. when only the 

main reactive cement phase was α-TCP. The hardening rate and so the compressive 

strength decreased from this Ca/P ratio in both directions, i.e. for Ca/P<1.5 (i.e. presence 

of CPP; see XRD results) and for Ca/P>1.5 (i.e. presence of HA and TTCP; see XRD 

results). However, the compressive strength was more affected with the presence of CPP 
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(i.e. Ca/P<1.5) than with the presence of HA and/or TTCP (i.e. Ca/P>1.5) as second 

phases. In fact, for Ca/P=1.29 the “cement” did not hard (C=0 MPa). On the other hand for 

Ca/P=1.77 the compressive strength was too low, around 5 MPa, which is the equivalent 

static pressure corresponding to the FST (as measured by the Gillmore needles), after 

both 4 and 24h of setting, which means that setting did not further evolve. Strictly 

speaking, fitting in Fig. 4.2 should be only considered for Ca/P≥1.5. 
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Figure 4.2. Evolution of the compressive strength, C(MPa), as a function of 
the Ca/P ratio and hardening time (4 and 24h) for the cements CPC1.29, 
CPC1.50, CPC1.51, CPC1.58, CPC1.67 and CPC1.77. 
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4.3.3. pH measurements 

Fig. 4.3 presents the pH-Time evolution for the studied cements. Measurements were 

performed in diluted systems (1g powder for 200 mL liquid phase). In general, the pH-

Time curves moved to lower pH values (more acid cements) when the Ca/P ratio was 

decreased. The time trend was, except for Ca/P=1.29, as follows: first, the pH increased 

with time until a maximum or a plateau was reached; then, at some specific time td, the 

pH continuously decreased. Moreover, td was Ca/P ratio’s dependent and it increased for 

higher Ca/P ratios (more basic cements). 
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Figure 4.3. Evolution of pH against time for the different Ca/P ratio cement 
slurries (L/P=200 mL/g).  
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4.3.4. X-ray diffraction  

Figs. 4.4-4.6 show the XRD patterns obtained for powdered cements at different 

hardening times (i.e. HT=0, 4 and 24h). At HT=0h (i.e. starting cement powder phase; Fig. 

4.4.), the peaks detected were: for Ca/P=1.29, α-TCP, β-TCP and CPP; for 1.5<Ca/P≤1.77, 

α-TCP, TTCP and HA; and for Ca/P=1.5, only α-TCP. In general, the peak intensities of α-

TCP, β-TCP and TTCP decreased with time while the intensity of a new precipitated HA 

phase increased accordingly (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6). This was the normal trend for all the 

cements, except for Ca/P=1.29, for which both α-TCP and CPP peaks remained practically 

stable after 4h of setting (Fig. 4.5), and even after 24h of setting the presence of new 

precipitated HA was minimum, i.e. negligible crystallization during setting (Fig. 4.6). 
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Figure 4.4. XRD patterns of CPC1.29, CPC1.50, CPC1.51, CPC1.58, CPC1.67 and 
CPC1.77 before setting. (○) α-TCP; (☆) CDHA; (●) β-TCP; (▽) CPP; (▼) TTCP. 
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Figure 4.5. XRD patterns of CPC1.29, CPC1.50, CPC1.51, CPC1.58, CPC1.67 and CPC1.77 
after 4h of hardening. (○) α-TCP; (☆) CDHA; (●) β-TCP; (▽) CPP; (▼) TTCP. 
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Figure 4.6. XRD patterns of CPC1.29, CPC1.50, CPC1.51, CPC1.58, CPC1.67 and CPC1.77 
after 24h of hardening. (○) α-TCP; (☆) CDHA; (●) β-TCP; (▽) CPP; (▼) TTCP. 
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4.3.5. Scanning electron microscopy 

Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 show at different magnification (x5000 and x15000, respectively) some 

representative SEM pictures taken on different cement’s fracture surfaces after 4 and 24h 

of hardening. It is observed that the cement CPC1.29 (i.e. Ca/P=1.29) shows most unreacted 

α-TCP particles even after 24h of setting, in agreement to XRD (see Fig. 4.6). In general, 

the surface aspect was sandy and detached, also in agreement to the observed 

compressive strength values (see Fig. 4.2).  

 On the other hand, cement CPC1.50 (i.e. Ca/P=1.50) and CPC1.58 (i.e. Ca/P=1.58), shows 

that after 4h of setting the α-TCP particles were surrounded by a shell layer of very small, 

acicular CDHA crystals (Fig. 4.7). Moreover, after 24h of setting, only a small amount of 

undissolved α-TCP particles can be found, while now also laminar bigger crystals of 

CDHA have grown in place of the α-TCP particles previously surrounded by the CDHA 

crystalline shells (Fig. 4.8); the surface aspect was more compact and entangled, and the 

observations are in agreement to both compressive strength and XRD results (see Figs. 4.2 

and 4.6).  

 Finally, for cements CPC1.67 (i.e. Ca/P=1.67) and CPC1.77 (i.e. Ca/P=1.77), it is observed 

that the microstructure has now distinctive features, i.e. the precipitated CDHA crystals 

are smaller than those in CPC1.50, and they are grouped into crystal colonies regularly 

space distributed, seemingly to a cauliflower, but less entangled between them; these 

features also agree with the compressive results in Fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.7. SEM pictures after 4 and 24h of hardening for CPC1.29, CPC1.50, 
CPC1.51, CPC1.58, CPC1.67 and CPC1.77 (x5000). 
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Figure 4.8. SEM pictures after 4 and 24h of hardening for CPC1.29, CPC1.50, 
CPC1.51, CPC1.58, CPC1.67 and CPC1.77 (x15000). 
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4.4. Discussion 

In this study, the proportions of the reagents (i.e. the Ca/P ratio of the powder reagent’s 

mixture) normally used (i.e. monetite and calcium carbonate) for α-TCP production were 

appropriately changed in order to obtain after sintering (using the same sintering 

protocol as for standard α-TCP fabrication) different biphasic ceramic materials of use for 

cement powder production. When the reagents mixture was adjusted in the range of 

1.29≤Ca/P<1.5, the biphasic ceramic was made of CPP and α-TCP; while for 

1.5≤Ca/P<1.77, the ceramic was mainly α-TCP and TTCP (see Fig. 4.4.), in agreement to 

the phase diagram of the binary system CaO-P2O5 [28]. 

 The first observations of this study showed that setting times: a) were minimum for 

the cement with Ca/P=1.50; b) drastically increased for the cement with Ca/P=1.29; and c) 

gradually increased for the cements with Ca/P>1.50 (see Fig. 4.1). It is evident from Fig. 

4.3 (pH measurements) that Ca/P ratio controls the basicity or acidity of the resulting 

biphasic cement powder phase. In fact, it is known that basicity of calcium phosphates 

are ordered as CPP<α-TCP<HA<TTCP. For this reason, Ca/P ratio controls also the 

solution supersaturation’s degree against the solubility isotherm of HA, and according to 

solubility diagrams the supersaturation is maximum (precipitation is favoured) around 

pH≈9 and, it decreases for other pHs [30,31]; this can explain why the best results 

(optimum setting times and compressive strength) were found for the cement with 

Ca/P=1.50, i.e. when only α-TCP was the main cement reactant (see Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). 

 The microstructural features (Figs. 4.7 and 4.8) showed, jointly with the XRD results 

(Figs. 4.4-4.6), that CPCs’ self-setting property was mainly related to the progressive 

hydration reaction of α-TCP (when this was the main reactant phase) into CDHA. This 

process started with the nucleation of CDHA crystallites onto the surface of α-TCP 

particles (surface control process, i.e. fast rate process), when the solution supersaturation 
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was the driving force. However, as it is clear from the SEM pictures, further dissolution 

of α-TCP and growth of CDHA crystals was a diffusion control process (slow rate 

process) through the initial precipitated CDHA crystal-shells surrounding the α-TCP 

particles. This diffusion process influences the formation of the entangled framework of 

crystals and it has been related to the end hardening cement properties [29]. In this sense, 

as has been commented before, the maximum compressive strength (i.e. optimum 

development of the entangled framework of CDHA crystals) was found on the Gaussian 

curve (see Fig. 4.2) for the cement with Ca/P=1.50, which also agrees with the pH 

measurements and the supersaturation conditions controlling the dissolution and the 

precipitacion reactions in this cement (see Fig. 4.3) [30,31].  

 It is obvious, from the knowledge of the binary ceramic phase diagram CaO-P2O5 [28], 

that when the Ca/P ratio of the cement reactants is changed then, after sintering at 1400 

°C, at least biphasic ceramic materials should result with different weight proportions of 

two stable phases. However, as sintering is followed by quenching to air, it was also 

expected [28] to obtain eutectic-like complex structures (containing α/β CPP and α/β-

TCP) for 1.29≤Ca/P<1.5 and mixtures of α-TCP, HA and TTCP for 1.5≤Ca/P<1.77. In fact, 

XRD analysis confirmed the presence of β-CPP, α-TCP, β-TCP, HA and TTCP into the 

ceramic powder phases (see Fig. 4.4.).  

 In conclusion, the present study shows that the setting and hardening properties of α-

TCP based cements are negatively affected when for whatever reason the Ca/P ratio of 

the main reactant (i.e. the α-TCP) suffers uncontrolled deviations from its theroretical 

value, i.e. Ca/P=1.50. As the Ca/P ratio affects the basicity of the cements (see Fig. 4.3.), it 

also influences (according to the solubility diagrams) the reaction rates of dissolution, 

nucleation and precipitation. In fact, it influences the crystal size, its spatial configuration 

(as observed by SEM; see Figs. 4.7. and 4.8.), and consequently, the mechanical strength 

of the entire structure of the cement (see Fig. 4.2). Moreover, the results showed that the 
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negative effect is more important if the deviation occurs at Ca/P<1.5 (i.e. when CPP is 

present) than at Ca/P>1.5 (i.e. when TTCP is formed). However, the present study do not 

explain why when the α-TCP contains HA (instead of TTCP) after sintering (i.e. deviation 

on the interval 1.5<Ca/P<1.67), the resulting cements do not set. In this case, setting times 

are large and the compressive strength practically null (data not shown). According to 

our experience this happens sometimes coinciding whith changes of weather conditions 

(summer, winter, rain, etc.) affecting the humidity (water vapeur pressure) of the 

environment in the lab. 

4.5. Summary conclusion 

It is concluded that the present study: (a) shows a method to optimize the fabrication 

process of α-TCP, particularly when the resulting cements show low reactivity during 

setting as due to uncontrolled ionic contamination or unbalanced Ca/P ratio of the main 

reactant; (b) opens the search for new “controlled ionic-contamination” processing routes 

to stabilize the α-TCP phase and its properties, specially when small Ca/P ratio 

deviations produce HA as second phase, and the resulting cements are not reactive, i.e. 

do not set; and (c) establish that the powder phase of biphasic cements (i.e. the majority 

of commercial brands; α-TCP + HA or TTCP [9,13,17]) should be made by mechanical 

mixing of pure phases, at selected adecuate proportions and particle size distributions, 

and not by direct sintering and subsequent milling of the resulted biphasic ceramic 

material containing the same proportion of phases. 
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5.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract.  This study reports on the setting and hardening properties of iron 

modified alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) solid like solutions (3.CaO-1.P2O5)1-x(FeO)x. 

The results show that it is possible to obtain new ceramic materials from the ternary 

system «CaO-P2O5-FeO» with the ability to set as cement like materials when mixing a 

powder phase made of one and/or several of these new reactants, and an aqueous liquid 

phase. Moreover, these new cement reactants showed to be magnetic and the resulting 

cements too, even during the whole hydration process of the iron-modified α-TCP into 

iron-modified calcium deficient hydroxyapatite during hardening. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterize the setting and hardening properties 

of iron-modified alpha-tricalcium phosphate based cements.  

Objective. To characterize the setting and hardening properties of iron-modified alpha-

tricalcium phosphate based bone cements. 

Summary of Background Data. Calcium phosphate bone cements (CPBCs) are 

biocompatible, bioactive (osteoclastic and osteoblastic activity) and versatile biomaterials 

used in a wide range of dental and orthopaedic applications. Recent research has proven 

that these materials could be of use after further optimization to spinal surgery too 

(kypho- and vertebro-plasty). However, most experimental and commercial CPBCs are 

based on α-TCP and experience shows that the cement properties of this reactant are very 

sensible to uncontrolled minor ion contamination during its production at high 

temperature. For this reason, in this study the iron-modification of α-TCP has been 

proposed as a way to control and stabilize the setting properties of this reactant.  

Methods. Two different protocols were followed to sinter the iron-modified α-TCP 

ceramic phase, i.e. α-(3.CaO-1.P2O5)1−x(FeO)x. Cement setting times were measured by the 

Gillmore needles method. The evolution of the compressive strength accounted for the 
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cement hardening process. The magnetic properties were evaluated with a standard 

Cobalt-Nickel magnet by visual inspection. 

Results. The main results show that α-TCP production tailored in advance with small 

amounts of “iron-contaminants” proved to be a useful method to assure standard setting 

properties even in the case the main cement reactants could come negatively 

contaminated. In this sense, 0.3 wt% of iron-α-TCP contamination proved to be enough to 

recover the properties of unsetting cements. On the other hand, controlled iron-

contamination showed synergies, i.e. both the cement’s compressive and magnetic 

strengths increased with the iron addition. Finally, the α-TCP sintering route also showed 

to affect the setting and hardening properties of the resulting cements. 

Conclusions. It is concluded that iron citrate modification of α-TCP’s reactant is a good 

solution to improve setting, hardening and magnetic properties of α-TCP based bone 

cements. In general, the results could be further exploited by designing improved 

magnetic apatitic cements with suitable mechanical properties for use in dental, 

orthopaedic and spinal applications. 

Key Points. 

• New ceramic reactants with the ability to set as cement like materials can be 

sintered from the ternary system «CaO-P2O5-FeO». 

• These new reactants are magnetic and the cements obtained from them, too. 

• Small iron additions during the α-TCP sintering showed to stabilize the setting and 

hardening properties of α-TCP based cements. 

• The setting, the hardening and the magnetic properties of iron-modified α-TCP 

cements improved with the iron addition. 
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5.1. Introduction 

As has been commented in previous chapters, the main idea behind calcium phosphate 

bone cements (CPBCs) consists in making use of the different acidity of calcium 

phosphates to precipitate, after mixing a powder of at least two different calcium 

phosphates with a liquid phase, an apatitic mineral phase similar to that in bone tissues 

[1-9]. In such situation, the precipitated apatitic crystals evolve, due to the chemical 

reactions controlling the setting, into a mechanically stable microstructure of entangled 

crystals of hydroxyapatite [10,11]. This apatitic structure could be then reabsorbed in vivo 

by osteoclastic and osteoblastic activity [12-14]. In fact, due to the apatitic nature of the 

products of the setting reactions, these CPBCs have osteoconductive property [15]. 

Moreover, depending on the degree of crystallinity and porosity, CPBCs can be made to 

be more or less stable after implantation [15-19]. All these advantages support the new 

clinical research trials of CPBCs in spinal surgery applications (kypho- and vertebro-

plasties) [20]. 

 However, Chapter 4 came up with the problem of CPBCs’ reproducibility setting 

properties as due to uncontrolled ionic contaminations affecting the true calcium-to-

phosphorous (Ca/P) ratio of the cement. For this reason, the present research was 

planned with the objective of study the effect of controlled iron additions on the setting 

and hardening properties of alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) bone cements, as a 

possible way to stabilize its setting properties. Iron ion was selected because, according to 

literature, there is also interest to extent the use of CPBCs to the treatment of certain types 

of bone cancer thorugh hyperthermia therapies. 

 Thus, the ternary system «CaO-P2O5-FeO» was investigated in order to obtain new 

ceramic reactants with the ability to set as cement like material when mixing a powder 

phase, made of one and/or several of these new reactants, and an aqueous liquid phase. 
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In this chapter, we report specifically on the setting and hardening properties of solid 

solutions like (3.CaO-1.P2O5)1-x(FeO)x. This is the first approach to the magnetic 

modification of α-TCP (3.CaO-1.P2O5) based cements. 

5.2. Materials and methods 

5.2.1. Preparation of α-TCP 

In this study, two different protocols were followed to sinter the iron-modified α-TCP 

ceramic phase, i.e. α-(3.CaO-1.P2O5)1-x(FeO)x. This approach was important to assure the 

stability of the properties of the end product. The manufacture protocols were as follow: 

 

a) Protocol ʺAʺ: Calcium hydrogen phosphate CaHPO4 (DCP; Sigma-Ref. C-7263) and 

calcium carbonate CaCO3 (CC; Sigma-Ref. C-4830) were mixed in a 2:1 molar ratio. Then, 

iron citrate Fe(C6H5O7) (IC; Sigma-Ref. 22897-4) was added at different weight proportions 

(1, 4, 8, 16 and 24 wt%) in respect of the theoretic weight of α-TCP produced. The whole 

mixture was homogenised by mixing in a planetary rotary mill (Pulverisette 6, by Fritsch 

GmbH) at low speed. Then, it was sintered at 1400°C for 2 h and quenched in air to room 

temperature («(T0=20°C→T1=300°C); r=2°C/min; d=1h», «(T1=300°C→T2=1100°C); 

r=2°C/min; d=2h», «(T2=1100°C→T3=1400°C); r=2°C/min; d=2h». The resulting ceramic 

material was powdered to an appropriate particle size (d50=10 µm) for cement 

production. 

 

b) Protocol ʺBʺ: In this case, α-TCP was first sintered by a 2:1 molar ratio of a mixture of 

DCP and CC, following the same sintering program as that in P1. The resulting ceramic 

material was powdered following the same milling protocol as that in P1 and then, 

different amounts of IC (1, 4, 8, 16 and 24 wt%) were added to the α-TCP phase. The 
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resulting mixture was homogenised and sintered again to 1400°C during 2 h and then, 

quenched in air to room temperature («(T0=20°C→T3=1400°C); r=20°C/min; d=2h»). The 

final ceramic was powdered as in P1. 

5.2.2. Preparation of cement 

In this study, it was decided to produce Biocement-H [21], which is made of 98 wt% of α-

TCP and 2 wt% of precipitated hydroxyapatite (PHA; Merck-2143), added as a seed in the 

powder phase. The liquid phase is an aqueous solution of 2.5 wt% of disodium hydrogen 

phosphate Na2HPO4 (DHP; Merck-6586). The liquid to powder (L/P) ratio was initially 

selected as 0.32 mL/g, which is the minimum ratio that assures suitable workability and 

cohesive properties, for Biocement-H [21]. However, for the new iron-modified cements 

the minimum L/P ratio was 0.30 mL/g. This L/P ratioʹs difference was maintained 

throughout the study. Biocement-H was selected mainly because it is ≈100 wt% α-TCP. In 

this sense, magnetic modification of Biocement-H should be of interest to other 

commercial α-TCP cements [20]. 

5.2.3. Preparation of controls 

A positive and a negative control (+/-Control) of Biocement-H were produced. ʺ+Controlʺ 

behaved as expected from the point of view of the setting and hardening data reported in 

the literature [22]. However, ʺ-Controlʺ did not show hardening properties with time. The 

main difference between the controls was the lot number of the DCP (ʺ+Controlʺ=Sigma-

Lot.11k0303; ʺ-Controlʺ=Sigma-Lot.122k0127) used to manufacture the α-TCP. This was 

studied to highlight the problem of scaling up production of α-TCP, which affects 

commercial and experimental α-TCP based cements, and especially reproducibility of 

data between different scientists.  
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5.2.4. Compressive strength measurements 

Cylindrical (5 mm of diameter and 10 mm of height) cement samples (n=10 for statistics) 

were moulded in a stainless steel mould and immersed in Ringer’s solution at 37°C for 

different hardening times. After completion they were unmoulded and tested in 

compression at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min in an Electromechanical Testing Machine. 

5.2.5. Setting times measurements 

Initial (I) and Final (F) setting times were measured with the Gillmore needles [22,23]. 

Each measurement was repeated three times for statistic analysis. 

5.2.6. Magnetic evaluation 

The new iron-modified α-TCP based cements were evaluated for magnetic properties 

with a standard Cobalt-Nickel magnet by visual inspection of the effect of movement of 

compressive strength samples at different reaction times. Iron-modified α-TCP in both 

powder and granule form was tested similarly before cement sample preparation. A 

proper magnetic characterization is under way but is not presented in this PhD Thesis. 

5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Effects on the compressive strength 

Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 show the results of the evolution of the compressive strength, C(MPa), 

versus the amount of the iron citrate, IC(wt%), for the ʺ-Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) and for 

the manufacturing protocols ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ, respectively. The figures contain data at two 

different hardening times, 4 and 24 h.  
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Figure 5.1. Evolution of the compressive strength, C(MPa), as a function of  the 
iron citrate, IC(wt%), for the ʺ-Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) and the protocol ʺAʺ. 
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Figure 5.2. Evolution of the compressive strength, C(MPa), as a function of  the 
iron citrate, IC(wt%), for the ʺ-Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) and the protocol ʺBʺ. 
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 Fig. 5.3 shows the evolution of the compressive strength, at two different hardening 

times, 4 and 24 h, for the positive (ʺ+Controlʺ; L/P=0.32 mL/g), the negative (ʺ-Controlʺ; 

L/P=0.30 mL/g) and the recovered (ʺ-Control+24 wt%ICʺ; L/P=0.30 mL/g) control. In this 

figure data correspond to cements made with the manufacture protocol ʺAʺ.  
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Figure 5.3. Compressive strength, C(MPa), at 4 and 24h of reaction time, for 
ʺ+Controlʺ (L/P=0.32 mL/g), ʺ-Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) and the recovered “-
Control+24 wt%IC” (L/P=0.30 mL/g), all of them made with the protocol ʺAʺ. 

 Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show the effect of the manufacture protocols, ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ, for a 4 wt% 

IC-modified ʺ+Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) cement sample, on the compressive strength, 

after 4 and 24 h of hardening, and on the setting times, respectively. 

 Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 show the evolution of the compressive strength versus the reaction 

time (hardening curves) as a function of the iron citrate, IC(wt%), for ʺ-Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 

mL/g) made with the manufacture protocol ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ, respectively. 
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Figure 5.4. Compressive strength, C(MPa), at 4 and 24 h of reaction time, for a 
4 wt% IC-modified ʺ+Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g): Effect of protocols ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ. 
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Figure 5.5. Setting times, I(min) and F(min), for a 4 wt% IC-modified 
ʺ+Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g): Effect of protocols ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ. 
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Figure 5.6. Hardening curves as a function of the iron citrate, IC(wt%), for ʺ-
Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) made with the protocol ʺAʺ. 
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Figure 5.7. Hardening curves as a function of the iron citrate, IC(wt%), for ʺ-
Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) made with the protocol ʺBʺ. 
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5.3.2. Effects on the setting times 

Finally, Fig. 5.8 shows the evolution of the setting times, I(min) and F(min), versus the 

amount of the iron citrate, IC(wt%), for ʺ-Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g), as a function of the 

manufacture protocols ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ. 
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Figure 5.8. Setting times, I(min) and F(min), for ʺ-Controlʺ (L/P=0.30 mL/g) 
as a function of the iron citrate, IC(wt%): Effect of protocols ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ. 

5.4. Discussion 

Probably, one of the most practical and important results of this study is found in Figs. 

5.1 and 5.2. No matter the protocol used to manufacture the α-TCP, i.e. ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ, those 

figures show that to recover the normal setting and hardening properties of a negative 

control of Biocement-H (in this case, ʺ-Controlʺ), it is just enough to modify the standard 

α-TCP production with less than 0.3 wt% of iron (i.e. 1.57 mol%-Fe over 99.43 mol%-α-
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TCP). Obviously, no one working in bone cements makes negative controls of his 

experimental and commercial formulations; this is something that simply occurs, and 

scientists working on this field know the headache produced every time this happens. At 

the moment there is not in the literature any study focussing on the deleterious or the 

beneficial effect of very small amounts of certain ionic elements on the hydration 

properties of the α-TCP. Sometimes, it has been reported that magnesium contamination 

of the reactants used during the fabrication of the α-TCP, and specially that of the 

monetite (CaHPO4), is the cause for not having setting and hardening properties on α-

TCP based cements. This has sense because, as it is known, the hardening of α-TCP 

cements is due to nucleation, precipitation and growth of calcium deficient 

hydroxyapatite crystals (CDHA; Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5OH), [24,25] and nucleation of apatite 

crystals is blocked by magnesium ions [26]. Unfortunately, chemical analysis of positive 

and negative α-TCP batches do not ever show any significant difference in the minor 

ionic contaminants. For this reason, α-TCP production tailored in advance with small 

amounts of “iron-contaminants” seems a novel and useful method to assure standard 

properties even in the case the main reactants could come negatively contaminated. It 

should be noted that the maximum amount of iron addition (i.e. 24 wt%IC) used in this 

study during the α-TCP modification was too small as to not detect by X-ray diffraction 

other chemical phases than α-TCP (data not shown). 

 Moreover, Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 show the same increasing tendency for ʺ-Controlʺ (no 

matter the protocol used to fabricate the α-TCP, i.e. ʺAʺ in Fig. 5.1 or ʺBʺ in Fig. 5.2) of the 

compressive strength, attained at 4 and/or 24 h of hardening, as the amount of iron citrate 

was increased during the α-TCP manufacturing protocols. 

 In fact, Fig. 5.3 shows how relevant iron-modification could be to recover the standard 

properties of a positive control of Biocement-H (+Control). In this case, the compressive 

strength of ʺ+Controlʺ, after 4 and 24 h of hardening, was around 25(±3) and 65(±4) MPa, 
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respectively. In comparison, ʺ-Controlʺ showed 1(±0.5) and 4(±0.5) MPa in the same 

conditions. If we consider that the static strength supported by the cement at its final 

setting time, F, as measured by the Gillmore needles, is the equivalent to 5 MPa [23] then, 

ʺ-Controlʺ simply did not set and so it was easily deformed under the pressure of two 

fingers. However, when ʺ-Controlʺ was modified with 24 wt%-IC, under the protocol ʺAʺ, 

the values encountered for the compressive strength were statistically the same (p>0.05) 

as those reported for the ʺ+Controlʺ. 

 Whether or not the different protocols ʺAʺ and ʺBʺ had significant effects on the 

hardening and the initial setting of Biocement-H (in this case, ʺ+Controlʺ) is analysed from 

Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. Fig. 5.4 shows no significant differences (p>0.05) after 4 h of hardening 

between the ʺ+Controlʺ and the same control modified with 4 wt%-IC, no matter the 

protocol. However, after 24 h of hardening, the protocol ʺBʺ showed better compressive 

strength results (and statistically significant, i.e. p<0.05), as compared to the protocol ʺAʺ 

and in agreement with the values of ʺ+Controlʺ. If we consider, at the same time, what 

happened with the initial setting properties (see Fig. 5.5 for the setting times) then, the 

protocol ʺBʺ also agreed to the data of ʺ+Controlʺ but the protocol ʺAʺ showed statistically 

better results (i.e. lower I and F setting times). This means that with protocol ʺAʺ the 

chemical reactions controlling the initial setting of Biocement-H (i.e. dissolution of α-TCP 

particles, nucleation and precipitation of apatite-like crystals) are faster than with 

protocol ʺBʺ. This is in agreement with the results in Fig. 5.4 where in fact it is known, 

experimentally, that higher setting times (i.e. slow chemical reactions) are directly 

correlated to also higher values of compressive strength (i.e. more develop and compact 

crystalline microstructure). A possible explanation could be related to a more significant 

presence of iron (both, in the form of α-TCP iron solid solutions and/or stable iron 

phases) on and/or around the surface of the α-TCP particles in protocol ʺBʺ rather than a 

more favoured volume diffusion and/or precipitation of phases of iron in protocol ʺAʺ. 
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This has been corroborated by pH analysis, where α-TCP manufactured with protocol ʺBʺ 

showed less basic values (pH≈8.7) than both the one with ʺAʺ (pH≈9.2) and the 

ʺ+Controlʺ (pH≈9.7). This is in agreement to a higher iron protonation in the solution. 

This chemical reaction should be lowering the supersaturation of the solution and so 

retarding the precipitation of apatite-like crystals. A further study is on its way to 

understand exactly what is happening. 

 If we look at the hardening curves, Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 also show interesting results. For 

example, when the negative control of Biocement-H (-Control) was modified with IC, from 

1 wt%-IC to 24 wt%-IC, the hardening curves of modified Biocement-Hʹs cements 

graduated in average to higher values as the amount of IC increased. This is a noticeable 

result because thanks to the iron-modification of the α-TCP, which is also applicable to 

tetracalcium phosphate and α-TCP, we have a way to increase at the same time the 

mechanical and the magnetic strength (as confirmed by the Cobalt-Nickel magnet; see 

5.2.6. Magnetic evaluation) of both experimental and commercial new bone cements. 

 Moreover, this synergetic effect had also its influence on the setting times. The I and 

the F setting time for the ʺ-Controlʺ were 25(±1) min and ≥24 h, respectively (note that in 

Fig. 5.8 the F-time has been represented for clarity as F≡60 min). However, with just 1 

wt%-IC the I-time was reduced to ≈6(±1) min and the F-time to ≈16(±2) min when the 

protocol ʺBʺ was used. In this case, i.e. 1 wt%-IC, protocol ʺAʺ showed higher values for 

the setting times, I≈17(±1) min and F≈44(±2), but for the rest of the IC values the 

differences between protocols were not significant (p>0.05) until 24 wt%-IC, where 

protocol ʺBʺ did show higher values than protocol ʺAʺ. Despite the individual differences 

between values, which are difficult to explain, the most important result is the fact that 

the setting times of Biocement-H are not drastically affected by the IC modification. On the 

other hand, they are controlled into an appropriate range of values that could be even 
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further optimised to the present medical applications, for example, by using increasing 

amounts of accelerators such as DHP. 

 These results in conjunction with the results obtained for the hardening curves in Figs. 

5.6 and 5.7 and the fact that IC modification gives Biocement-H magnetic properties, as an 

added value, are the most relevant results both from the scientific and the commercial 

point of view. 

5.5. Summary conclusion 

In this study, it is reported that a new family of iron modified calcium phosphates, whose 

chemical compositions can be written, in general, as α/β-(3.CaO-1.P2O5)1-x(FeO)x, (4.CaO-

1.P2O5)1-x(FeO)x, (10.CaO-3.P2O5)1-x(FeO)x, show magnetic properties and, at the same time, 

they present intrinsic different acidities. Thus, these new reactants show cement-like 

properties when mixed together into a cement powder phase while being magnetic 

throughout the whole setting. These new magnetic cements could be of use after further 

optimisation: a) to stabilise bone fractures and/or to fill bone cavities; b) to treat 

osteosarcoma; c) as new thermal and magnetic activated drug delivery systems; and d) as 

new scaffolds to bone tissue engineering, among others [27]. 
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6.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract. In this study, the cytocompatibility of human ephitelial (HEp-2) cells 

cultured on new iron-modified calcium phosphate cements (IM-CPCs) was investigated 

in terms of cell adhesion, cell proliferation and morphology. Quantitative MTT-assay and 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed that cell adhesion and viability were not 

affected with culturing time by iron concentration in a dose-dependent manner. SEM-cell 

morphology showed that HEp-2 cells, seeded on IM-CPCs, were able to adhere, spread 

and attain normal morphology. These results showed that IM-CPCs have cytocompatible 

features of interest to spinal applications for the treatment of osteoporotic vertebral 

compression fractures. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise the cytocompatibility properties of 

apatitic bone cement. 

Objective. To investigate the cytocompatibility properties of new iron-modified calcium 

phosphate bone cements. 

Summary of Background Data. In the last years, a large number of studies have been 

conducted to prove the biomedical applicability of iron-modified biomaterials. Calcium 

phosphate bone cements (CPBCs) are clinically used in a wide range of applications for 

bone repair in dental and orthopaedic pathologies (to stabilize bone fractures, bone 

tumours and osteoporosis). In Chapter 5, it was shown that iron modification improves 

the setting, hardening and magnetic properties of α-TCP based bone cements, which is of 

interest to certain clinical applications. However, despite iron is required from eukaryotic 

cells for survival and proliferation, requirements of clearance of iron from the body often 

arise, because in extreme case, an excess of “free” reactive iron might promote oxidative 

damage. For this reason, the cytocompatibility of the new IM-CPCs was approached in 
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this chapter by analyzing and quantifying the response (adhesion, morphology, viability) 

of HEp-2 cells seeded on different IM-CPCs substrates. 

Methods. The cytocompatibility was analysed by culturing human ephitelial cells onto 

iron-modified cements and controls and evaluating both the relative cell viability and the 

adhesion cell density. SEM followed the morphological features of cell adhesion and 

proliferation processes.  

Results. Direct-contact cellular cultures onto iron-modified “non-active α-TCP” (see 

Chapter 5) based cement substrates showed that the cellular viability of the IM-CPCs 

increased with the iron-amount addition. The results clearly demonstrated that the IM-

CPCs showed similar initial cell attachment and viability profiles as the “active α-TCP” 

cement control. Moreover, they had higher ability to enhance adhesion and proliferation 

of HEp-2 cells as compared with the “non-active α-TCP” control cement. This confirms 

that α-TCP iron modification is an improved way to recover not only the setting and 

hardening properties of α-TCP based cements (see Chapter 5), but also to recover their in 

vitro cytocompatibility.  

Conclusions. It has been shown that iron-modified α-TCP based bone cements have the 

ability to support cellular colonization. Both quantitative and morphologic evaluations 

showed that adhesion, proliferation and viability of HEp-2 cells were not negatively 

influenced by iron concentration in a dose-dependent manner.  

Key Points. 

• The iron citrate modification of the α-TCP’s reactant significantly enhanced the 

cytocompatibility of the resulting α-TCP based bone cements. 

• The iron modification of α-TCP did not show negative dose-dependent effects on 

HEp-2 cell’s adhesion, viability and morphology. 

• The new resulting IM-CPCs showed to be non cytotoxic. 
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6.1. Introduction 

In the last years, a large number of studies have been conducted to prove the biomedical 

applicability of iron-modified biomaterials in thermotherapy procedures [1-3], drug 

targeting [4] or as contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging [5]. However, 

requirements of clearance of iron from the body often arise. 

 Iron is required from eukaryotic cells for survival and proliferation. The cellular iron 

metabolism is apparently sine qua non for cell replication; particularly, when cells are 

subjected to acute grow conditions [6]. The biological importance of iron is largely 

attributable to its chemical properties as a transition metal [7]. The most intracellular free 

iron is in the ferric state (Fe3+) and during the intracellular events is reduced in a ferrous 

form (Fe2+), which catalyzes free radical formation in the Fenton reaction [8]. However, in 

extreme case, an excess of “free” reactive iron might exceed the cell homeostatic capacity, 

thus compromising its integrity [6-8]. 

 Calcium phosphate bone cements (CPBC) are clinically used in a wide range of 

applications, due to their ease of use, conformability, excellent plastic behaviour before 

hardening and high biocompatibility after being implanted in vivo [9]. Apatitic calcium 

phosphate cements set in situ by forming a net of entangled crystals of bone-like 

hydroxyapatite [10,11] that has demonstrated to show good osteointegration [12,13]. 

These characteristics make CPBCs promising materials for bone repair in dental and 

orthopaedic applications (to stabilize bone fractures, bone tumours and osteoporosis) [14-

17]. Despite all these advantages, CPBCs lack of mechanical strength and this limits their 

applications to non-load bone bearing situations [18]. Moreover, with the advent of 

minimally spinal invasive surgery techniques (vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty) it has 

been put forward that apatitic cements are difficult to inject into the compression 

fractured osteoporotic vertebras [18-20]. 
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 However, it has been showed recently that iron modification improves the mechanical 

strength and the injectability of apatitic bone cements [21,22], which is of interest to 

spinal applications. Taking into account the comments given earlier, it is necessary to 

show at this stage that iron-modified calcium phosphate cements (IM-CPCs) are 

cytocompatible. For this reason, the cytocompatibility of the new IM-CPCs has been 

approached in this study by analyzing and quantifying the response (adhesion, 

morphology, viability) of human epithelial HEp-2 cells seeded on different IM-CPCs 

substrates.

6.2. Materials and methods 

6.2.1. Cement substrates 

Cement powder’s phase was made of 70 wt% alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP; α-

Ca3(PO4)2 and 30 wt% of calcium sulphate dihydrate (CSD; CaSO4·2H2O; Sigma-C3771) 

used as a porosity control agent (see Chapter 3) to improve further in vivo cellular 

colonization [23]. The α-TCP used was of two types: a) a fast hydration rate α-TCP 

(CemContr; by Mathys Medical, Switzerland); and b) a slow hydration rate α-TCP (Cem-N; 

inlab preparation). Moreover, the slow hydration rate α-TCP was modified by sintering it 

again with 1, 8 and 24 wt% of iron citrate (CemIC1, CemIC8 and CemIC24). Details have 

been explained in Chapter 5. On the other hand, the aqueous cement liquid phase was 

modified with 2.5 wt% disodium hydrogen phosphate (DHP; Na2HPO4; Panreac-131679). 

The liquid to powder (L/P) ratio was 0.32 mL/g. After mixing, the cement paste was 

immediately placed into disk moulds to ensure standardized shapes (10 mm diameter by 

2 mm height). The cement disks were removed from the moulds after setting for 30 min 

in Ringers solution at 37°C. Immediately after, the disks were sterilized by UV-irradiation 

for 30 min and then used as substrates for cell culture. 
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6.2.2. Cytocompatibility testing 

6.2.2.1. Cell culture  

HEp-2 cells (epithelial cells derived from a human laryngeal carcinoma) were cultured in 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine 

serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin/L-glutamine (Sigma Chemical Co., USA) in humidified 

atmosphere of 95% air, 5% carbon dioxide at 37°C. The medium was changed every 2 

days. Cultures of 90% confluent cells were rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

and detached by incubating with trypsin/ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (Sigma 

Chemical Co., USA). The detached cells were resuspended in fresh media and counted 

using a hemocytometer and 4% trypan blue as dye vital. The HEp-2 cells were seeded on 

top of cement samples at a density of 5x104 cells/well. Each cement disk was placed on 

the assigned well (24-well polystyrene-treated standard culture plate); before cell 

seeding, 200 µl of the culture medium was added into each well in order to minimize the 

number of cells attaching to the side and bottom’s well or under the surface’s disk. The 

wells containing cell culture medium without cement sample were used as controls 

(Control-wells). 

6.2.2.2. Cell viability  

To determine cell viability, the cells cultured on the cement substrates were evaluated 

after 1 and 6 days (1D and 6D) of incubation, using a quantitative MTT-assay. For this 

purpose, the medium in the wells was replaced with fresh medium and then 40 µl of 

MTT (3-(4,5-dimethyltiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) dye solution (3 

mg/ml in PBS) was added on each well. After 3 h of incubation at 37°C, the medium was 

removed and formazan crystals (i.e. dark-blue insoluble product formed inside the viable 
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cells, due to activity of mitochondria dehydrogenases) were solubilised with 500 µl of 

dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) under continuous agitation (Mini Rocker MRI; Boeco, 

Germany) for 15 min, to facilitate the dissolution of the reacted dye. The liquid of each 

sample was removed for assay, which was performed in a 96-well plate. The absorbance 

of each well (i.e. the colour intensity directly related to the number of viable cells) was 

read on a microplate reader (Anthos 2020 Microplate Reader; ASYS Hitech, Austria) at 

wavelength of 540 nm. The background absorbance produced by wells containing no 

liquid was subtracted from all the samples. The number of cells was determined using a 

linear equation obtained from a calibration curve containing absorbance values against 

different counts of cells. Cell relative viability (%) was calculated by Ntest/Ncontrol x 100; 

where Ntest is the number of cells corresponding to the tested sample and Ncontrol is the 

number of cells corresponding to the Control-wells.  

6.2.2.3. Cell adhesion  

The effect of the five experimental cement substrates on HEp-2 cells adhesion was 

determined as follows: the cells were cultured onto the cement disks for 1 and 6 days; the 

samples were washed with PBS to eliminate unattached or dead cells; cement disks were 

placed in new 24-well plate and evaluated by the MTT-assay following the experimental 

conditions described in the above sections. The Adhesion profile (cells/cm2) was obtained by 

normalizing the number of cells adhered onto the cements to the disk-cement area 

available for cell’s attachment. 

6.2.3. Morphological study 

Cells cultured for 1 and 9 days onto the experimental cement substrates and Thermanox 

coverslips (as positive cytocompatible control, TMX; Nunc, Sigma, Spain) were rinsed 

with PBS, fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde and subjected to graded alcohol dehydrations, 
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and then sputter coated with gold. A scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-

5610; Hitachi, Japan) was used to examine the cells onto disk-cements. 

6.2.4. Statistical analysis 

Each experiment was done in quadruplicate. The results were expressed as mean ± 

standard deviation (mean ± SD). A one-way ANOVA test was used to analyze the mean 

variance of the data. Turkey’s multiple comparison was used to compare the data at a 

family confidence coefficient of 0.95. Statistical significance was accepted at a level of p-

value < 0.05. 

6.3. Results 

6.3.1. Cytocompatibility 

Fig. 6.1 shows the Cell relative viability (%) of HEp-2 cells after 1 and 6 days of culture on 

iron-modified calcium phosphate cements (CemIC1, CemIC8, CemIC24), CemContr and 

Cem-N substrates, which was quantitatively evaluated using the MTT-assay (see 6.2.2. 

Cytocompatibility testing). After 1 day of culture, all the cements showed similar level of 

viability, (p>0.05). The growth and proliferation on all the cements tested increased with 

the increase of culturing time. After 6 days of culture the viability of the cells cultured on 

CemContr was statistically significant (p<0.05) as compared to Cem-N and CemIC1. 

Significant differences were also found among the IM-CPCs, i.e. CemIC1 showed lower 

level of viability than CemIC24 (p<0.05). 
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Figure 6.1. Cell relative viability vs. cement formulations: Effect of iron-
modified cements on cells viability after 1 and 6 days of culturing (i.e. 1D 
and 6D). 

 Fig. 6.2 shows the Adhesion profile (cells/cm2) of HEp-2 cells onto CemContr, Cem-N, 

CemIC1, CemIC8 and CemIC24 substrates after cellular culture for 1 and 6 days. All the 

cements developed similar adhesion profiles after 1 day (p>0.05). However, after 6 days, 

it was observed that the adhesion rate increased with the culture time with no significant 

differences among the iron-modified and the control (i.e. CemContr) substrates (p>0.05). 

On the other hand, the non-active α-TCP control (i.e. Cem-N) showed no significant 

adhesion and proliferation results with the increase of the culture time (p<0.05). 
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Figure 6.2. Adhesion profile vs. cement formulations: Effect of iron-modified 
cements on cells adhesion during 1 and 6 days of culturing (i.e. 1D and 6D). 

6.3.2. Cellular morphology 

Figs. 6.3 to 6.5 show the morphology of HEp-2 cells cultured onto CemContr, CemIC1, 

CemIC8, CemIC24 and TMX respectively, for 1 and 9 days. Cells cultured for 1 day had 

proliferated and the tendency to form a confluent cell monolayer was observed on all the 

cements, as shown in Fig. 6.3 (see left column). The cellular density qualitatively 

appeared similar on CemContr and CemIC24. These observations are in correspondence 

with the quantitative data in Fig. 6.2. 

 Fig. 6.3 (see right column) and Fig. 6.4 show that cells attached and spread in a 

comparable manner on all the substrates, i.e. the cells developed many filopodia and 
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large lamellipodia. After 1 day, the cells onto cements’ surfaces had a flat appearance and 

showed similar bipolar and/or tripolar spindle-like morphology, seeming to attach on 

specific surface’s structural sites like sharp or ridge reliefs. A higher magnification is 

shown in Fig. 6.4, where cytoplasmic processes are observed attaching to the cement’s 

surface. On the other hand, picture B in Fig. 6.4 (see top-right) shows cell-cell interactions 

on the cement’s surface.  

 Fig. 6.5 shows the results of cells cultured on TMX and CemIC8 for 9 days. It was 

observed that some small areas were not covered by a confluent cell monolayer. This is 

characteristic for carcinogenic cells; i.e. after reaching maxima confluence some cells 

spontaneously detach. Fig. 6.5-D shows HEp-2 cells in the process of dividing.  A higher 

magnification of cytoplasmic processes of HEp-2 cells anchored to the hydroxyapatite 

crystals of CemIC8 surface is also shown in Fig. 6.5 (see pictures E-H). 
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Figure 6.3. SEM pictures of HEp-2 cells cultured for 1 day onto the 
experimental bone cements (see details on the text; left: x200; right: x1000). 
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Figure 6.4. SEM pictures of HEp-2 cells attached to the surface of the 
experimental bone cements after 1 day of culture (left: x2300; right: x5000). 
Image B shows cell-cell interactions (see details on the text). 
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Figure 6.5. SEM pictures of HEp-2 cells cultured after 9 days on TMX (A) 
and CemIC8 (B-H). Images E-H show the cytoplasmic process anchored to 
the hydroxyapatite crystals (see details on the text; A: x370; B: x350; C: x3500; 
D: x4500; E: x5500; F: x6000; G: x7000; H: x8500). 
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6.4. Discussion 

First of all, it should be highlighted that α-TCP is the main powder component of most 

commercial calcium phosphate bone cements [12,20] because it hydrates naturally into 

calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA; Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5OH) during setting [11]. 

However, the hydration reaction of α-TCP into CDHA sometimes is limited (i.e. very 

slow rate-transformation) depending on uncontrollable ion impurities contained by the 

commercial reactants used during α-TCP high-temperature manufacturing (see Chapter 

5). For this reason, in this study, a cement control made with an “active α-TCP” (i.e. 

CemContr) and a cement control made with a “non-active α-TCP” (i.e. Cem-N) were used. 

As referred in Chapter 5, the resulting “non-active α-TCP” was modified by sintering it 

again with IC in order to recover further α-TCP cement’s setting properties. In fact, IC 

minor additions did not change the α-TCP purity according to X-ray diffraction analysis 

(XRD; data not shown). 

 Taking into account these previous considerations, the results from Fig. 6.1 showed 

that the cellular viability of the iron-modified cements increased with the wt%-IC, i.e. 

iron modification of α-TCP did not show negative dose-dependent effects on HEp-2 cell’s 

viability. On the other hand, the evaluation of the total iron liberated from the cements 

during curing time (data not shown) showed no iron-ion liberation phenomenon. This 

could be related to some stable fixation of iron into the structure of the α-TCP phase (as 

indicated by XRD) as well as to the favoured entrapment of iron into the apatitic phase 

formed during setting [24]. In fact, the setting and the hardening properties of α-TCP 

based bone cements are due to the progressive dissolution of the α-TCP particles, process 

which is followed by the nucleation of apatite crystals that growth until a stable 

mechanical structure of entangled apatite-crystals is formed [11,25]. Moreover, the 

viability results of Fig. 6.1 agree with the general delay of cells’ growth observed as a 
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consequence of initial failure of cells’ attachment [26,27] to the cements (as shown in Fig. 

6.2), due to their surface’s reactivity [28,29] (i.e. continuous dissolution and precipitation 

reactions that affect calcium and phosphate ion concentrations during the cement 

setting). In addition, it should be point out that the cements used in this study contained 

also 30 wt% of CSD crystals, which after 5 days of cement incubation [23] can lead to 

interfacial supersaturated conditions due to their passive dissolution. In general, the 

behaviour of the cells seeded on all the cements fit into hypothesis, except for cement 

Cem-N. In this case, both the cell attachment and the subsequent viability were lower 

than that observed for the other cements. It is thought that, in this case, the weak 

structural integrity of its surface (due to the slow hydration reaction of α-TCP into CDHA 

as confirmed by XRD analysis; data not shown) led to enough particle debridement as to 

favour cellular endocytosis. This ingestion process could adversely affect the calcium and 

phosphate homeostatic mechanism and cellular function. The chemical changes 

undergone by the cytosol and the subsequently accumulation of calcium into 

mitochondria could have promoted cell’s death [30]. Moreover, actin cytoskeleton is 

molecularly linked to endocytosis [31] and the reorganisation of actin filaments could 

have negatively affected the cellular functions [32-34].  

 The results obtained from this study clearly demonstrated that the iron-modified 

apatitic cements showed similar initial cell attachment and viability profiles as the active 

α-TCP cement control (i.e. CemContr). Moreover, they had higher ability to enhance 

adhesion and proliferation of HEp-2 cells as compared with the non-active α-TCP cement 

control (i.e. Cem-N). This confirms that α-TCP iron modification is an improved way to 

recover not only the setting and hardening properties of α-TCP based cements [20] (see 

also Chapter 5), but also to recover their in vitro cytocompatibility. In fact, Fig. 6.2 shows, 

for the adhesion profiles after 1 day of culture, the same increasing tendency for both the 

all iron-modified cements and the control (i.e. CemContr). Moreover, if we look at the 
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adhesion profiles attained after 1 day of culture, these were slightly similar (p>0.05) for 

all the substrates (i.e. around 48.61%) as compared to positive controls (i.e. Control-wells; 

considered as 100%). On the other hand, Fig. 6.2 also shows that the adhesion profile 

observed for CemContr after 6 days of culture was 87.35% of that of Control-wells. This 

difference on the initial cellular adhesion of cements as compared to controls could be 

attributed to the activity of the cement’s surfaces (differences in pH and ion 

concentrations) as well as to differences in surface’s morphology between the cements 

(i.e. rough crystalline surface) and the control wells (i.e. smooth surface) [26]. In fact, it is 

known that the surface properties play an essential role on the first phase of cell-material 

interactions, including cell’s attachment, adhesion and spreading on the biomaterial 

surface [35,36]. The quality of this first phase depends on adhesion proteins [37], such as 

vitronectin and fibronectin, and will influence cell’s ability to proliferate and subsequent 

viability. Despite the proliferative character generally exhibited by the neoplastic cells, 

the present in vitro cytocompatibility study was less favoured by this feature because 

HEp-2 cells lack of production of fibronectin (adhesion protein) and tenascin-C 

(glycoprotein closely associated with cell proliferation and migration) [38].  

 Fig. 6.3 also indicates that CemContr and IM-CPCs had similar initial cell’s attachment 

onto their surfaces; i.e. most of them adopt a rather polygonal shape, which is a cellular 

feature indicative of better adhesion. Furthermore, the cell polarized morphologies 

sustain the locomotion phenomenon on cements’ surface, which favoured the 

colonisation of the surface, confirming the short-term biocompatibility of the 

experimental cements.  Moreover, SEM pictures also show that the IM-CPCs substrates 

provided favourable conditions for further increase of cell’s attachment (see Figs. 6.3-6.4). 

In fact, cement hydroxyapatite crystals provided anchorage for HEp-2 cells (see Fig. 6.5, 

pictures C-H) showing, as expected, that the microgeometry of a substrate plays a 

significant role in the whole process of cell’s attachment and migration [36]. In this case, 
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cytoplasmic processes allowed the movement of the migrating cells along the cement-like 

substratum and the tension generated by the forward movement explains the taut 

appearance of the cells (see Fig. 6.3-right column and Fig. 6.5), as observed also in other 

studies [39-41]. It should be noted that the surface’s microgeometry of the IM-CPCs also 

provided favourable conditions for a rich network of cell-to-cell contact formation in the 

early stage of cell proliferation. 

 The results obtained in this study related to IM-CPCs and Cem-N were consistent with 

our previous results in Chapter 5. This confirms that iron-modification of α-TCP is a 

useful approach to stabilize the mechanical properties of α-TCP based bone cements after 

setting without affecting its cytocompatility. Moreover, it is an interesting approach to 

look for some apatitic thermotherapeutic cements. 

 A final comment is needed to justify the use of epithelial cells instead of osteogenic 

cells in this early study. The main reactant of the bone cement used in this research was 

α-TCP. As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the α-TCP was modified during 

sintering with minor amounts of IC. It was not the objective of this first research to study 

the osteogenic behavior of the new iron-modified bone cement which, on the other hand, 

is well known for α-TCP [9]. The interest was focused on the possible negative effect of 

the iron ion solubility (oxidative damage) [6,8] on the general mechanism of cellular 

adhesion and viability. 

6.5. Summary conclusion 

The present study showed that iron-modified α-TCP based bone cements have 

cytocompatible features. Both quantitative and morphologic evaluations showed that 

adhesion, proliferation and viability of HEp-2 cells were not negatively influenced by 

iron concentration in a dose-dependent manner. In fact, proliferation and cellular 
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viability improved at the level of cement’s surface and cement’s environment. The results 

obtained show that iron-modified cements have the ability to support cellular 

colonization. The results might provide new insights into the development of new 

thermotherapy apatitic calcium phosphate bone cements. However, further in vitro and in 

vivo studies are required to confirm the possible application for bone repair/substitution. 

In fact, the positive effects observed in this study should be evaluated in detail with 

osteogenic cells in order to determine the levels of specific markers of the cellular 

function. These key points are dealed with in next chapters. 
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7.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract. In this chapter a new approach to improve the injectability of alpha-

tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) based bone cements for vertebroplasty (VP) and 

kyphoplasty (KP) was followed. This study was based on previous observations 

performed in Chapters 5 and 6. In the present research, it is shown that iron oxide (IO) 

cement modification produced better injectable cements with better mechanical 

properties after hardening. Moreover, the resulting cements were also non cytotoxic. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise the setting and the cytocompatibility 

properties of α-TCP based bone cement. 

Objective. To investigate the setting, flowing and biocompatibility properties of new iron 

oxide modified α-TCP based bone cement. 

Summary of Background Data. VP and KP are efficient procedures for the treatment of 

painful vertebral compression fractures. Nowadays, calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) 

are used to treat these fractures mainly due to the similar bone apatitic phase formed 

after setting. However, clinicians have reported great difficulties in filling the vertebral 

bodies due to the high pressures needed to inject these materials. Accordingly, there is a 

need for new approaches to improve the initial flowing properties of these cements 

without affecting or even improving their short-term mechanical stability and their long- 

term in vivo cement transformation into bone tissue. 

Methods. Setting times were measured by the Gillmore needles. The compressive strength 

accounted for the cement hardening. Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray diffraction 

followed the cement microstructure and the crystalline phases during setting. 

Injectability was approached by recording the injection force needed to empty filled 

cement syringes. Finally, the cytocompatibility was evaluated by studying the viability 

and the adhesion profiles of human ephitelial cells cultured onto the cements. 
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Results. The addition of IO nanoparticles into the powder phase of α-TCP based cement 

significantly enhanced its injectability by lowering the extrusion force required for its 

delivery. For example, 24 wt% IO addition resulted in 83% of cement injected with an 

extrusion force lower than 25 N. Moreover, the setting and the working times of the 

cements increased with IO addition. Also, the new cements showed improved 

compressive strength in agreement with the crystalline microstructure evolved during 

hardening. On the other hand, IO modification did not produced cytotoxic cements. 

Conclusions. It has been shown that the addition of IO nanoparticles into the powder 

phase of α-TCP based cement improved both, the initial injectability and the maximum 

compressive strength without affecting its physico-chemical setting reactions and its 

cytocompatibility. These results could be further exploited by designing improved 

strength and injectable apatitic cements with suitable in vivo transformation ratios into 

bone tissue by incorporating phases creating porosity (see Chapter 3). 

Key Points. 

• The addition of IO nanoparticles into the cement powder phase of α-TCP based 

bone cement significantly enhanced the injectability of the resulting pastes. 

• The new IO-modified bone cements had longer working and setting times. 

• The IO additive did not modify the setting reactions and the evolved apatitic 

microstructure produced cements with higher compressive strength at saturation. 

• The new IO modified cements showed to be non cytotoxic. 

• Further research is needed to adjust the porosity of the cements to improve 

vertebral bone tissue regeneration. 
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7.1. Introduction 

Calcium phosphate bone cements (CPBC) have been used in dental and orthopaedic 

applications (bone fractures, bone tumours, osteoporosis and craniofacial affections), 

mainly due to the similar bone-like apatite structure evolved during their setting, their 

high biocompatibility and their good osteointegration after being implanted in vivo [1-8]. 

Moreover, with the advent of minimally invasive surgery techniques, CPBC have been 

also applied to spinal management (vertebro- and kyphoplasty) associated with vertebral 

compression fracture due to osteoporosis [9-13]. In these applications, bone cement has 

been injected under pressure through a cannula by hand or gun injection into the porous 

structure of cancellous bone. However, surgeons have reported great difficulties in filling 

the vertebral bodies (i.e. bad injectability, filter-pressing phenomena and cement 

decohesion) observed during vertebral body injection, which have resulted in bone 

instability due to low mechanical strength [14]. In view of these observations, the study of 

the injectability of CPBC has been approached by different methods [15-19]. However, as 

these materials have progressive setting [20], it is not clear what rheological properties 

are needed to maintain the injectability during cement application and before their 

setting, without any further detrimental mechanical effect [21]. For these reasons, in this 

study, it has been investigated the influence of iron oxide (IO) addition on the setting, 

mechanical, injectability and biocompatibility properties of an experimental CPBC as a 

way to improve its flowing properties without affecting the strength or the 

cytocompatibility [22]. 
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7.2. Materials and methods 

7.2.1. Calcium phosphate bone cement 

The experimental CPBC, used as control (CemContr), was made of a powder phase of 

alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP; α-Ca3(PO4)2; Robert Mathys Foundation, Mathys 

Medical, Switzerland) and an aqueous phase of 2.5 wt% of disodium hydrogen phosphate 

(Na2HPO4; Ref. 131679; Panreac Química, S.A., Spain). α-TCP was milled in a planetary ball 

mill (PM-100; Retsch GmbH, Germany) up to a medium particle size of 7 µm (d10=0,7 µm; 

d50=3.4 µm; d90=16,5 µm). The powder phase of this control was modified with 8 wt% 

(Cem8IO) and 24 wt% (Cem24IO) of iron oxide (α-Fe2O3; d50≈150 nm; Ref. 212375; Panreac 

Química, S.A., Spain) addition. Cement powder and liquid phases were mixed together by 

hand, for 1 minute, in a mortar with a spatula at a liquid-to-powder ratio (L/P) of 0.32 

mL/g. Immediately after, the slurries thus obtained were placed into appropriate moulds 

to obtain cylindrical and disc samples for compressive strength and cytocompatibility 

testing, respectively. 

7.2.2. Setting times 

Initial and Final Setting Times (IST and FST) were measured following the Gillmore 

needles standard method [23]. 

7.2.3. Mechanical strength testing 

Cylindrical (5 mm diameter by 10 mm height) compressive strength samples were 

unmoulded after setting into water solution of pharmaceutical quality (H2O; Ref. 253054; 

Grifols, Spain) at 37°C for fixed hardening times (HT; i.e. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24 and 48 hours). 

After completion of these HT, samples were tested until fracture under compression in a 
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universal testing machine (MTS Insight-5) at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min in order to 

follow the evolution of mechanical strength with time. Each measurement was an 

average of eight samples. The experimental values were fitted to an exponential function 

of the form Ct=Cs*(1-exp(-t/τ)), where t is time, Ct is the compressive strength measured at 

time t, Cs means the compressive strength at saturation and τ is a parameter meaning an 

average hardening lifetime for the cement, i.e. for t=τ, Ct attains 63% of Cs [1]. 

7.2.4. Injectability testing 

Cement injectability was assessed, similarly as in the literature [15], by extruding syringes 

of 5 mL (equivalent capacity of 40 mm) filled with cement using an MTS Insight-5 

universal testing machine, at a crosshead speed of 50 mm/min (i.e. equivalent time to 

empty the syringe of 48 s) and up to a maximum load of 300 N. 

7.2.5. Chemical characterization 

Compressive strength tested samples were immediately quenched in acetone to stop 

further setting, dried for several days, grounded to powder and characterized by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD; Siemens-D500, Germany) for chemical phase analysis. The XRD range 

was from 20 to 40 degrees (2θ) with a step size of 0.05° and a counting time of 3 s/step. 

The phase composition was checked by indexing the diffraction peaks according to 

JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards) cards (9-348 for α-TCP, 9-432 for 

CDHA (i.e. Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5OH; calcium deficient hydroxyapatite) and 33-664 for IO). 

7.2.6. Microstructural characterization 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM; JEOL JSM-5610, Hitachi, Japan) was used to 

characterize the evolution of the cement microstructure. Observations of the fracture 
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surfaces of dried cylindrical samples broken diametrically were performed at the 

hardening times specified above (see 7.2.1. Calcium phosphate bone cement). Prior to SEM 

observation, the fracture surfaces were gold covered. 

7.2.7. Cytocompatibility testing 

Cytocompatibility disc samples (10 mm in diameter and 2 mm in height) were 

unmoulded after setting for 1 h at 37°C into the water solution of pharmaceutical quality. 

Immediately after, they were sterilized by UV-irradiation and used as cement substrates 

for in vitro cell culture. The cytocompatibility of the IO-modified bone cements was 

approached by quantifying both the Cell relative viability (%) and the Adhesion density 

(cells/cm2) of HEp-2 cells (epithelial cells derived from a human laryngeal carcinoma) 

cultured on cement discs and control wells not containing cement samples. The cells were 

seeded at 5x104 cells/well, in a 24 well plate, and incubated for 1 and 6 days (1D and 6D) 

at 37°C in humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% carbon dioxide. The medium used 

was Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine 

serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin/L-glutamine (Sigma Chemical Co., USA) and it was 

changed every two days.  

 Cement cytocompatibility was assessed, similarly as in the literature, by the MTT-

assay [24]. After incubation, the culture was removed and 3-(4,5-dimethyltiazol-2-yl)-2,5-

diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) dye solution in culture medium was added on each 

well. As it is known, viable cells have the ability to convert MTT reagent into dark blue 

insoluble formazan crystals due to the activity of mitochondria dehydrogenases. These 

crystals were solubilised with dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) and the characteristic 

absorbance was read on a microplate reader (Anthos 2020 Microplate Reader; ASYS Hitech, 

Austria) at 540 nm wavelenght. This absorbance is directly related to the number of viable 

cells, i.e. to cell proliferation activity in vitro. The number of cells was determined using a 
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linear equation obtained from a calibration curve containing absorbance values against 

different counts of cells. 

 Cell relative viability was calculated by Ntest/Ncontrol x 100; where Ntest is the number of 

cells corresponding to the tested sample and Ncontrol is the number of cells corresponding 

to control wells. The Adhesion density was obtained by normalizing the number of cells 

adhered onto the cements to the area available for cell’s attachment. The results were 

expressed as mean ± standard deviation (mean±SD; n=4). Groups were compared by one-

way ANOVA and statistical significance was accepted at p-value<0.05 by Tukey’s 

multiple comparison method. 

7.3. Results and discussion 

7.3.1. Setting times 

Fig. 7.1 shows that the addition of IO increases both the IST and the FST of CemContr 

sample, thus producing cements with longer workability and better fluidity. This 

improvement depends on the quantity of the IO, i.e. setting times increase as the wt% of 

IO increases and was more noticeable for the IST than for the FST. For example, 8 wt%-IO 

(Cem8IO) and 24 wt%-IO (Cem24IO) let to an IST of 19 min and 23 min, which means 90% 

and ≈100% of IST’s CemContr delay, respectively.  

 On the other hand, the increase of setting times should not have any clinical issue 

because injection of cement is performed well before the IST. It should be remembered 

that the setting times have been measured at room temperature. In clinical practice, the 

cement will set after injection into the bone cavity at body temperature and consequently 

the cement will set faster [21]. 
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Figure 7.1. Effect of iron oxide addition on the initial and final setting times 
of control cement. 

7.3.2. Compressive strength 

Fig. 7.2 shows the evolution of the compressive strength with the hardening time for the 

control (CemContr; Cs0IO(MPa)=49±3; τ0IO(h)=7.8±1.5) and the IO modified cements. It is 

observed that maximum compressive strength at saturation, i.e. Cs, evolved as the 

amount of IO increased in a dependent concentration manner. For example, 8 wt%-IO 

(Cem8IO; Cs8IO(MPa)=68±7; τ8IO(h)=12.3±3.4) let to 68 MPa of compressive strength at 

saturation, which means 39% of CemContr’s strength improvement. In fact, τ8IO>τ0IO, 

indicating (according to experience [1,25]) that α-TCP setting reactions proceed faster in 

the unmodified cement so expecting a network of bigger entangled calcium deficient 
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apatite (CDHA; Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5OH) crystals [1,25] (for further details see 7.3.5. Scanning 

Electron Microscopy). 

 On the other hand, 24 wt%-IO (Cem24IO; Cs24IO(MPa)=53±4; τ24IO(h)=8.4±1.6) did not 

modify appreciably CemContr’s strength at saturation (only 8% improvement), not the 

whole compressive strength curve according to fitting (i.e. τ24IO≈τ0IO). This tendency (i.e. 

τ8IO>τ24IO≈τ0IO) means that the compressive strength of CemContr can be maximized for an 

optimum amount of IO addition. 
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Figure 7.2. Effect of iron oxide addition on the evolution of the compressive 
strength of control cement. 
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 It should be highlighted that the results obtained after 48 h of setting have a high 

weight on fitting (see Fig. 7.2). In particular, the compressive strength obtained for 

Cem24IO was lower enough (statistically significant) as compare to Cem8IO (i.e. ≈50 MPa 

vs. ≈72 MPa, respectively) as to have a statistically significant influence on fitting. It 

should be noted, for comparison, that the individual strength value obtained after 24 h of 

setting was higher (statistically significant) for Cem24IO than the one obtained for 

Cem8IO (≈56 MPa vs. ≈48 MPa, respectively). For this reason, data observed at 48 h can 

not be explained at this stage. There is no apparent reason why compressive strength at 

48 h of setting should be low for Cem24IO (high amount of IO, i.e. 24 wt%) as compare to 

Cem8IO (low amount of IO, i.e. 8 wt%). In fact, continuous pH measurements performed 

at L/P=200 mL/g (data not shown) showed no appreciably differences between cements 

Cem8IO and Cem24IO, being both a bit more basic («average pH/over 24 h of setting» ≈ 9) 

than CemContr («average pH/over 24 h of setting» ≈ 8.7). A possible explanation of the 

different effect of IO addition (as it increases) on the evolution of mechanical properties 

of CemContr is commented later on (see 7.3.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy). 

 Despite the above apparent inconsistency of data, the results in Fig. 7.2 show that (for 

this α-TCP experimental cement) IO modification maximizes (for 24 wt%-IO addition) 

both the initial workability (i.e. longer setting times; see Fig. 7.1) and flowing cement 

properties (see 7.3.3. Injectability) of CemContr without disturbing its mechanical 

properties. 

7.3.3. Injectability 

Fig. 7.3 shows the evolution of the extrusion force recorded against the time for the 

control cement and the IO-modified cements let to set inside the 5 mL syringe during 10 

min (CemContr-10; Cem8IO-10; Cem24IO-10), i.e. up to completion of the IST of CemContr 

(see Fig. 7.1). Injection tests performed on a syringe filled only with water (Water) and on 
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control cement let to set for 20 min (CemContr-20), i.e. up to completion of its 

characteristic FST, has been included for comparison. It is observed that “no-force” was 

needed to extrude all the water inside the syringe at the crosshead speed of 50 mm/min 

(i.e. equivalent extrusion time of 48 s). On the other hand, CemContr-20 attained 300 N 

during extrusion in only 5 s, i.e. only the equivalent of 4,2 mm of cement was extruded 

outside the syringe, which means that CemContr was only 10% injectable after its FST. 

Similarly, CemContr-10 was 58% injectable at its IST, under the same experimental 

conditions. The relevant observation is that 8 and 24 wt%-IO modification let, under the 

same testing conditions (Cem8IO-10 and Cem24IO-10), to 69% and 100% cement 

injectability, respectively. 

 Moreover, Cem24IO-10 shows that more than 83% of this cement was injectable with 

an extrusion force lower than 25 N. These results, jointly with those in Fig. 7.2, show 

clearly that, for the experimental cement analysed (CemContr), it is possible to attain 100% 

injectability (see Fig. 7.3, sample Cem24IO-10) without affecting the compressive strength 

(possibly improving it after further optimization) during the entire setting (see Fig. 7.2, 

samples CemContr and Cem24IO) if control cement is modified with 24 wt%-IO. This new 

possibility (i.e. improving initial cement injectability without losing (or even improving) 

mechanical stability after setting due to IO cement modification) should be of interest for 

certain clinical procedures and applications (vertebro- and kypho-plasty). 

 However, the present data are not avoided of discussion. For example, one important 

concern with vertebroplasty is the risk of neurological damage from leakage into the 

spinal canal. It therefore appears that the reduction in viscosity afforded by the iron oxide 

nanoparticles increases the risk of leakage. In the present study, the viscosity of our 

cements varied between 1000-3000 Pa.s (unpublished data) in the time interval 2-10 min. 

This viscosity is comparable to the one reported for an acrylic bone cement tested at a 

shear rate of 0,4 s-1 (initial setting time=3-5 min) [17]. However, it is still high comparing 
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with the ideal range reported to be for vertebroplasty procedure between 100-200 Pa.s at 

a shear rate of 40 s-1 [17]. For these reasons, leakage should not be a problem if clinical 

practice is properly done. 
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Figure 7.3. Effect of iron oxide addition on the injectability of cements 
previously set during 10 min, i.e. before the IST of control cement. 
Injectability tests performed on water and on control cement set for 20 min, 
i.e. before the FST of control cement, are included for comparison. 

 Another point of discussion is related to the possible artefacts that IO particles can 

produce during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) follow up after injection. It is 

expected that, in this particular case, the used IO phase (i.e. α-hematite) should not 

produce any artefact during MRI follow up. There are some data in the literature that 
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indicates this fact. For example, it is well known that superparamagnetic IO nanoparticles 

are used as MRI contrast agents to differentiate pathologic and physiologic tissues, being 

the main contrast phase’s magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) [26,27]. However, 

α-hematite (α-Fe2O3) has antiferromagnetic properties in normal conditions. Some studies 

have indicated that α-hematite nanoparticles dispersed in a non-magnetic polymeric 

matrix (to avoid chemical and structural changes) show some magnetic particle’s 

interaction for high particle’s concentration [28]. However, in the present study, low 

particle’s concentrations were used (i.e. high interparticle distance). Moreover, the 

particles were fixed into an entangled net of hydroxyapatite crystals. 

7.3.4. X-ray diffraction 

Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 show the XRD patterns observed at different hardening times HT for 

cements Cem8IO and Cem24IO, respectively. At HT=0h (i.e. initial powder phase before 

mixing with liquid phase) the main peaks of α-TCP (JCPDS-9-348) and IO (JCPDS-33-664) 

phases can be detected. As expected, IO peaks were higher in Cem24IO (see Fig. 7.5) than 

in Cem8IO (see Fig. 7.4) due to the higher content of IO additive in that sample (24 wt% 

vs. 8 wt%, respectively).  It is important to notice that IO peaks did not evolve during 

setting in both cements, i.e. peak intensity was nearly constant with hardening time. This 

was not the case for α-TCP and CDHA (JCPDS-9-432) phases where peaks evolved as 

expected [1,25], i.e. α-TCP intensities decreased progressively and the CDHA peaks 

gradually increased. These data supported the idea that α-TCP transformed totally into 

CDHA, in the presence of a practically non-reactive phase (i.e. IO) according to the 

known setting reaction 3α-TCP + H2O → CDHA [1,25]. As a consequence, these results 

suggested at first that no direct negative effect should be found on the cytocompatibility 

of these cements due to the presence of the IO additive (for data confirmation, see 7.3.6. 

MTT-assay). Moreover, it is known that iron ions, when present in solution, can be 
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incorporated into stable apatitic phases due to the cation-exchange property of 

hydroxyapatite [29]. 
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Figure 7.4. XRD patterns of Cem8IO after different hardening times. The 
observation is that α-TCP phase transformed with time into CDHA in the 
presence of a non-reactive IO additive. 
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Figure 7.5. XRD patterns of Cem24IO after different hardening times. The 
observation is that α-TCP phase transformed with time into CDHA in the 
presence of a non-reactive IO additive. 

7.3.5. Scanning electron microscopy 

Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 show representative SEM pictures taken at different hardening times HT 

from fracture surfaces of the cement samples. The general observation is that the 

microstructure of the IO-modified cements (i.e. Cem8IO and Cem24IO; see Fig. 7.7, left 

and right, respectively) evolved similarly as for the control (i.e. CemContr; see Fig. 7.6, 

right) and as expected for α-TCP-based cements [1,25], i.e. initial dissolution of α-TCP 

particles (by surface control process [1]), later nucleation, precipitation and formation of 

egg-like shells of entangled CDHA crystals surrounding the α-TCP particles (see pictures 
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at 1 and 4 h), and further inner-shell transformation of α-TCP particles (into CDHA 

crystals) and inner CDHA crystal growth (by diffusion control process [1]; see pictures at 

8 and 48 h; see also Chapter 1). 

 In general, SEM pictures (see Fig. 7.6 and 7.7) did not show noticeable differences 

between cement microstructures as to explain differences in mechanical properties (see 

Fig. 7.2). In fact, the only observation that could explain why Cem24IO developed lower 

strength than Cem8IO was related to IO particles agglomeration as that showed in Fig. 

7.8. This lack of homogenization, produced during the initial powder and liquid cement 

mixture, results in local concentration (also local pH variations) of non-reactive (see 7.3.4. 

X-ray diffraction) IO-particles; as these particles do not entangle between them or with the 

CDHA entangled crystal matrix (see Fig. 7.8, top-right), these local points are weaker 

zones to propagate a crack. This conclusion also indicates that proper homogenization 

could further increase the observed strength of Cem24IO (similarly as Cem8IO) as 

compare to CemContr. 

 Fig. 7.8 is also important because it shows a possible explanation for the observed 

improvement at short times of initial cement injectability as IO increases (see Fig. 7.3). It 

is hypothesized that rounded IO particles of nanometer size (see Fig. 7.8, bottom-left (for 

Cem24IO) and bottom-right (for IO-raw material)) can be acting as nanometer rollers 

between contacting α-TCP particles with the net effect of particle-particle interaction’s 

friction decrease. In this sense, the addition of IO-particles lubricated the hydrodynamic 

interaction between the bigger α-TCP particles. It should be noted that IO-particles have 

been observed at different hardening times as allocated onto the surface of α-TCP 

particles (see for example Fig. 7.7, Cem8IO at 4 h) so supporting the above hypothesis.
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Figure 7.6. SEM pictures at different hardening times for CemContr (left: 
×1500; right: x15000). Egg-like shells of CDHA crystals surrounding α-TCP 
articles and its further inner transformation into bigger CDHA crystals can 
be observed. 
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Figure 7.7. SEM pictures at different hardening times for Cem8IO and 
Cem24IO (i.e. CemContr modified with 8 and 24 wt%-IO) (×10000). The 
microstructure evolved similarly as for the control cement. 
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Figure 7.8. Top: Agglomerated IO-particles have been found in the cement 
matrix (left). As these particles does not react with the apatitic matrix (right) 
they act as weaker zones to propagate cracks. Bottom: Agglomerated IO 
particles found into the cement matrix (left) can be compared to the IO 
particles as received (right). 

7.3.6. MTT-assay 

Fig. 7.9 shows that Cell relative viability (%) of HEp-2 cells, co-cultured for 1 and 6 days 

with cements, was not significantly affected, i.e. all cements showed similar levels of cell 

viability at both incubation times. This indicates that differences in cement composition 

(i.e. wt% of IO addition) were not statistically significant (p>0.05) to the cellular viability. 

Moreover, after 6 days of incubation the cellular viability for all the cements was similar 

to that observed at 1 and 6 days for the control wells without cement. The only noticeable 

difference was the retard in cellular proliferation activity as deduced from Fig. 7.9 when 
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comparing the cement samples to the control-well after 1 day of incubation. In fact, cells 

were seeded at an initial density ρ0D of 5x104 cells/well (i.e. ρ0D≈22000 cells/cm2) and Fig. 

7.10 supports this observation. 
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Figure 7.9. Effect of iron oxide on the relative cell viability after 1 and 6 days 
of culture in vitro. 

 Fig. 7.10 shows the Adhesion density (cells/cm2) measured for the different samples. It is 

observed that after 1 day of incubation samples Cem8IO (ρ1D≈3.0xρ0D) and Cem24IO 

(ρ1D≈3.6xρ0D) did not show significant difference between them (p>0.05) but with the 

controls (p<0.05), i.e. CemContr (ρ1D≈2.1xρ0D) and Control-well (ρ1D≈5.5xρ0D). In this sense, 

Cem24IO had higher ability to enhance adhesion of HEp-2 proliferated cells as compared 

to CemContr (p<0.05), showing no-dose dependent effects of iron oxide on HEp-2 cell’s 
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function. Moreover, this data showed that the number of cells initially adhered onto the 

smooth surface of Control-well was statistically significant (p<0.05) as compare to the ones 

adhered onto the rough surfaces of the cements (i.e. CemContr, Cem8IO and Cem24IO). 

However, Fig. 7.10 also shows that the adhesion density increased with the incubation 

time. In this sense, it is observed that after 6 days of culture there were not significant 

differences among the experimental bone cements and the controls (p>0.05). These results 

suggest that, despite cell viability and cell adhesion were similar on Cem8IO and Cem24IO 

so indicating a no-dose IO effect, the proliferation and growth of HEp-2 cells were 

initially affected by the rough characteristics of the disk-cement surfaces [30,31]. 

However, this effect was not significant at longer incubating times. 
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Figure 7.10. Effect of iron oxide on cells adhesion after 1 and 6 days of 
culture in vitro. 
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 A final comment is needed to justify the use of epithelial cells instead of osteogenic 

cells in this study. The main reactant of the bone cement used in this research was alpha-

tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP). As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the α-TCP-

based bone cement was modified with different amounts of iron oxide particles. It was 

not the objective of this research to study the osteogenic behavior of the new iron-

modified bone cement (this will be approach in next chapter) which, on the other hand, is 

well known for α-TCP. The interest was focused on the possible negative effect of the 

iron additive (oxidative damage) on the general mechanism of cellular adhesion and 

viability. A similar approach was followed in Chapter 6. The approach took into account 

that all eukaryotic cells need iron to survive and proliferate [32]. However, despite iron is 

essential for cellular replication, when iron is in excess the homeostatic cellular capacity 

can be exceeded, and consequently the cellular integrity affected [32-34]. 

7.4. Summary conclusion 

In this study, it has been investigated the effect of iron oxide (IO) addition (8 and 24 wt%-

IO) on the mechanical, injectability and biocompatibility properties of an experimental 

alpha-tricalcium phosphate cement (CPC). The results showed that the addition of IO 

nanoparticles: a) improved the maximum compressive strength of CPC after hardening; 

b) improved also both the initial workability (longer setting times) and the injectability of 

CPC before the initial setting; and c) did not have any detrimental effect on cement 

cytocompatibility. The conclusion is that IO-cement modification could be a suitable way 

to improve the initial cement’s flowing properties, without affecting further hardening 

processes, of this or other similar bone calcium phosphate cement systems. These results 

open up new possibilities for the development of new injectable CPBCs for spinal surgery 

applications. However, attention should be given to the fact that the major limitation of 
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the present study is the lack of evaluation of the modified cement in actual osteoporotic 

vertebrae.  In this sense, the advantages of the new cement may not hold true in an acute 

vertebral body. This issue should be addressed in the future. 
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8.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract. The cytocompatibility, the biocompatibility and the osteogenic character 

of new “iron-modified alpha-tricalcium phosphate (IM/α-TCP) and calcium sulphate 

dihydrate (CSD)” byphasic cements (IM/α-TCP/CSD-BC) has been investigated in terms 

of MG-63 in vitro cell adhesion, proliferation, morphology and cytoskeleton organization 

and in terms of the in vivo cement resorption, bone formation and host tissue response on 

animal model. The results showed that the new cements have cyto- and biocompatible 

features of interest as possible spinal cancellous bone replacement biomaterial. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise the cytocompatibility (through direct-

contact osteoblast-like cells culture) and the biocompatibility (by implantation on sheep 

animal model) of the new IM/α-TCP/CSD-BC. 

Objective. To investigate the cytocompatibility properties and the biocompatibility 

features with special interest on cement resorption (i.e. cement decomposition and cell-

mediated resorption). 

Summary of Background Data. Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) are used in a wide 

range of clinical applications due to their suitable biocompatibility and osteointegration 

after implantation. However, apatitic cements have slow resorption in vivo. In adition, 

CPCs’ mechanical strength limits their applications to nonload bone bearing situations. 

However, the present Thesis has approached new methods for improving both the 

osteointegration (see Chapter 3) and the cement strength (see Chapters 5 and 7) of 

apatitic CPCs. Thus, this chapter is a combination of the ideas of previous chapters and is 

focussed on the in vitro and in vivo behaviour of the new porous iron-modified CPCs. 

Methods. The cytocompatibility was analysed by culturing MG-63 osteoblast-like cells 

onto the new cements and the controls and by evaluating both the relative cell viability 

and the adhesion cell density. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) followed the 
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morphological features of cell adhesion and proliferation. Confocal microscopy was used 

to examine the cytoskeleton organization of the fluorescently-labeled cells seeded onto 

the cements-like substratum. Sheep animal model was used to study the 

biocompatibility. Histological evaluation performed on un-decalcified cement-bone 

specimens assessed the in vivo behaviour. 

Results. Quantitative MTT-assay and SEM showed that cell adhesion and viability were 

not affected with culturing time by compositional or surfaces’ geometric factors. SEM-cell 

morphology and cytoskeleton observations showed that MG-63 cells (seeded on the new 

cements) were able to adhere, to spread and to attain normal morphology. On the other 

hand, the in vivo study proved the biocompatibility and the osteogenic features of the 

new cements (i.e. osteoconductivity and macrophage-mediated resorption). 

Conclusions. It has been shown that IM/α-TCP/CSD-BC has the ability to support 

cellular colonization in vitro and lead firm bone binding in vivo. Both, quantitative and 

morphologic evaluations showed that adhesion, proliferation and viability of MG-63 cells 

were not negatively influenced by the presence of iron into the cements. Qualitative 

histology proved cement biocompatibility, osteocoduction and favorable resorption. 

Key Points. 

• Byphasic cement made of iron-modified α-TCP (the main reactant of apatitic 

cements) and calcium sulphate dihidrate (CSD) showed favorable substratum 

properties for osteoblast-like cells proliferation and differentiation in vitro. 

• Iron-modification did not affect negatively the known-proved biocompatibility of 

calcium phosphate cements. 

• The new biphasic cements showed osteoconductive features and good resorption, 

mainly through a macrophage-mediated mechanism. 
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8.1. Introduction 

Since the first calcium phosphate bone cement (CPBC) synthesized by Brown and Chow 

[1] many different formulations have been studied and have resulted in various 

commercial products (i.e. Norian SRS©, Cementek©, Biocement-D©, α-BSM©, BoneSource© 

and/or Biopex©) [2,3] used in a wide range of clinical applications (bone fractures, bone 

tumours, osteoporosis and craniofacial affections) [4-9], mainly due to the similar bone-

like apatite structure evolved during their setting [10-19], their high biocompatibility and 

their good osteointegration after being implanted in vivo [20-23]. 

 Despite these advantages, it is generally accepted that CPBCs need further 

improvements to broad their potential clinical applications [24] due to the fact that 

apatitic (i.e. the end setting product being hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2; HA) and/or 

calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (Ca9HPO4(PO4)5OH; CDHA) [25-27]) bone cements are 

so stable in vivo that bone cement’s resorption takes a long time, i.e. months to years [28-

31]. In order to accelerate new bone aposition and resorption of the cement implant, 

several authors have improved macroporosity, i.e. more and larger pores, of apatitic bone 

cements in several ways [32-38]. Moreover, depending on the degree of crystallinity and 

porosity, CPBCs can be made to be more or less stable after implantation [21,30,39-41]. It 

should be remembered that in previous Chapter 3, it has been presented a method to 

improve the osteointegration of α-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) based cements by the 

modification of the cement’s powder phase with different amounts of calcium sulphate 

dihydrate (CSD) [42]. The resulting hardening properties of the new biphasic cements 

were a combination between the progressive hardening due to the main α-TCP reactant 

and the progressive dissolution of the CSD phase, which render a porous material (see 

Chapter 3). In fact, CSD (first implanted by Dreesmann [43]) has been of the interest of 

many scientists that have used it as a filler material and/or as a replacement for 
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cancellous bone graf due to its widely proved biocompatibility and rapid resorption [44-

48]. Even, Bohner et al. [49] has showed that small amounts of CSD added to the liquid 

phase can have interesting effects on the cement setting reactions, suggesting a complex 

effect of sulphate ions on it.  

 In addition to the above comments, it should be noted that CPBCs lack of high 

mechanical strength and this limits their applications to nonload bone bearing situations 

[24]. Moreover, with the advent of minimally spinal invasive surgery techniques 

(vertebro- and kyphoplasty) it has been put forward that apatitic cements are difficult to 

inject into the compression fractured osteoporotic vertebras [24,50,51]. However, the 

present Thesis has approached new methods for improving the osteointegration (see 

Chapter 3) and the injectability and the cement strength (see Chapters 5 and 7) of apatitic 

CPCs [52-54], which is of interest to spinal applications (see also Chapter 6). Thus, the 

present chapter/study is a combination of the ideas of previous chapters and adds new 

data for the whole comprehension of the in vitro and in vivo behaviour of new “iron-

modified alpha-tricalcium phosphate (IM/α-TCP) and calcium sulphate dihydrate (CSD)” 

byphasic cements (IM/α-TCP/CSD-BC). Thus, the objective of this research was to 

investigate the cytocompatibility properties of the new IM/α-TCP/CSD-BC through 

direct-contact osteoblast-like cells cultures, as well as to study their biocompatibility 

features and their bioactivity (in the sense of osteoconduction and resorption) after 

implantation on sheep animal model. 

8.2. Materials and methods 

8.2.1. Cement substrates 

In this study, the main ceramic reactive used for cement production, i.e. the α-TCP, was 

of two types: a) high-purity α-TCP (according to XRD data) for control cement’s 
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productiont (coded as CemContr in Chapter 6 and now coded as CemC for convenience; 

by Mathys Medical, Switzerland); and b) iron-modified α-TCP (IM/α-TCP; inlab 

preparation). This IM/α-TCP was prepared by sintering together  calcium hydrogen 

phosphate (DCP; CaHPO4; Sigma-C7263) and calcium carbonate (CC; CaCO3; Sigma-

C4830), at 2:1 molar ratio, with 8 wt% of iron oxide (IO; α-Fe2O3; Panreac-212375), added 

in respect to the theoretic amount of α-TCP obtained from the 2:1  DCP/CC mixture. 

Other details concerning the sintering protocol can be found in Chapter 5 where this 

sintering protocol was named as Protocol-A. The resulting IM/α-TCP was coded for this 

study as 8IM/α-TCP and according to XRD (data not shown) only α-TCP peaks were 

detected (i.e. no individual iron phases seemed to be present). 

 Once the main reactives were obtained, biphasic cement formulations were produced 

containing 70 wt% α-TCP (non-iron or iron-modified) and 30 wt% calcium sulphate 

dihydrate (CSD; CaSO4•2H2O; Sigma-C3771). The resulted cements were codes as CemC-

CSD and 8IM-CSD, respectively. CSD was used as a porosity control agent to improve 

further in vivo cellular colonization [42], following the ideas and results obtained 

previously in Chapter 3. 

 Moreover, as no iron-phases (i.e. sintered by-products) were detected by XRD in the 

new sintered IM/α-TCP reactive, a second cement control, proved to be non-cytotoxic in 

Chapter 7 (code: Cem8IO; now renamed for convenience as CemC-8IO), was also used to 

clear whatever new doubt on the potential negative in vitro behaviour of cells [53,54], as 

due to the presence of iron into the crystalline structure of the IM/α-TCP reactive 

(possibly forming stable solid solutions). Thus, according to the data of Chapter 7, it 

should be remembered that cement CemC-8IO was a mixture of 92 wt% pure α-TCP (by 

Mathys Medical) and 8 wt% IO particles (by Panreac). 

 Thus, the cement-like substrates used for the in vitro study were prepared as follows. 

CemC, CemC-CSD, 8IM-CSD and CemC-8IO cement’s powder phases were mixed with an 
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aqueous cement phase containing 2.5 wt% of disodium hydrogen phosphate (DHP; 

Na2HPO4; Panreac-131679) setting accelerator. The cement mixing liquid to powder (L/P) 

ratio was set to 0.32 mL/g. Then, the liquid and powder phases were mixed for 1 min up 

to homogeneisation. The resulting cement paste was immediately placed into appropriate 

disk moulds to ensure standardized shapes (10 mm diameter by 2 mm height). The 

cement disks were removed from the moulds after setting for 30 min in Ringers solution 

at 37°C. Immediately after, the disks were sterilized by UV-irradiation for 30 min and 

then used as substrates for the in vitro cell culture. 

8.2.2. Cytocompatibility testing 

8.2.2.1. Cell culture 

The in vitro cell culture protocol used in this study was identical to that described in 

Chapter 6 (see 6.2.2.1. Cell culture). In that chapter HEp-2 cells (epithelial cells derived 

from a human laryngeal carcinoma) were used while in this one MG-63 osteoblast-like 

cells line (cell line derived from human osteosarcoma; American Type Culture Collection, 

USA) were used. This cell line (the prototype for osteoblastic cells) is well characterized 

and has been used as validated model to test the biocompatibility of various biomaterials 

[55-58]. In this study, glass disks coverslips (Knittel Glaser, Germany) were used as positive 

cytocompatible controls (Coverslips). 

8.2.2.2. Cell viability 

The viability of MG-63 cells, seeded onto the cement substrates and incubated for 1 and 7 

days (1D and 7D), was evaluated using quantitative MTT-assay [59]. The applied 

protocol was exactly the same as that described in Chapter 6 (see 6.2.2.2. Cell viability). 

However, some different experimental equipment was used this time. For example, the 
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solubilization of formazan crystals was done under continuous agitation in a different 

orbital shaking platform (Grant-bio POS-300; Grant Instruments Ltd., England). Also, the 

absorbance was read on a different microplate reader (Synergy 2; BioTek Instruments, 

USA). Finally, the Cell relative viability (%) was calculated as explained in Chapter 6. 

8.2.2.3. Cell adhesion 

The Adhesion profile (cells/cm2) of MG-63 cells, cultured onto the experimental cement 

substrates for 1 and 7 days, was obtained by following the same protocol explained in 

Chapter 6 (see 6.2.2.3. Cell adhesion). It should be remember that the Adhesion profile is the 

ratio between the cells adhered onto the substrates and the disk-cement area available for 

cell’s attachment. 

8.2.3. Morphological study 

This study was performed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-5610; 

Hitachi, Japan) on MG-63 cells cultured onto the experimental substrates for 7 and 14 

days. Before SEM observations, the substrates were rinsed with PBS, fixed with 2.5% 

paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Science-Ref. 1571), subjected to graded alcohol 

dehydrations and sputter coated with gold (see also Chapter 6; 6.2.3. Morphological study). 

8.2.4. Immunocytochemical study 

8.2.4.1. Immunofluorescence staining 

The protocol for the immunofluorescence staining’s study was as follow. MG-63 cells 

cultured onto cement disks for 7 days were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS during 15 

min. Then, the samples were washed with PBS, and a permeabilising buffer (0.1% Triton 

X-100 in 1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)/PBS) was added for 5 min. Then after, the 
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samples were incubated for 5 min in 1% BSA/PBS and washed with 0.1% BSA/PBS for 

other 5 min. After this, it followed the simultaneous addition of monoclonal anti-α-

tubulin-FITC antibody (1:100 in 0.1% BSA/PBS; Sigma Chemical-F2168) and Phalloidin-

TRITC (for F-actin staining; 1:100 in 0.1% BSA/PBS; Sigma Chemical-P1951) for 1 h. Then 

after, samples were washed twice in 0.1% BSA/PBS for 5 min, and Hoechst 33342 (1:2000 

in 0.1% BSA/PBS; Sigma Chemical) was added for 10 min to stain the cells’ nucleus. A final 

wash was given before mounting the samples for 24 h in ProLong Gold mountant 

(Molecular Probes, England). After the mountant’s curing process the samples were ready 

for confocal microscopy observations. The entire immunofluorescent staining protocol 

was done at room temperature.  

8.2.4.2. Cytoskeleton observation 

Leica TCS SP5 laser scanning confocal microscope (Leica Microsystem Heidelberg GmbH, 

Germany) equipped with DMI6000 inverted microscope, Argon laser and 63x oil 

immersion objective lens (NA 1.4), was used to examine the fluorescently-labeled cells 

present onto the cement-like substrates. Hoechst 33342, FITC and TRITC images were 

acquired sequentially using 405, 488 and 561 nm laser lines thanks to an acousto optical 

beam splitter (AOBS) device with emission detection ranges of 415-450, 500-535 and 570-

650 nm, and confocal pinhole set at 1 airy units. The final analysis of the deconvolved 

images was performed using proprietary Image J software.  

8.2.5. Statistical analysis 

The in vitro experiments were done in triplicate. The numeric results have been expressed 

as mean ± standard deviation (mean ± SD). A one-way ANOVA test was used to analyze 

the mean variance of the data. Tukey`s multiple comparison was used to compare the 
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data at a family confidence coefficient of 0.95. Statistical significance was accepted at a 

level of p-value < 0.05.  

8.2.6. In vivo experimental study 

8.2.6.1. Animal model 

Four adult (age 3-5 years), female, Romanian Alpine sheep with mean body weight of 41 

kg were included in this study (permission granted by the Animal Care and Ethical 

Committee of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Iasi, Romania). The experimental 

animals were divided into two groups with two animals each. The study period until 

euthanasia was 3 and 6 month. Animals were clinically examined and accommodated to 

new environments 2 weeks prior surgery. They had free access to food and water, 

throughout the entire study, except before anesthesia, i.e. food was withdrawn 24 h prior 

surgery but water was permitted ad libitum.  

8.2.6.2. Bone cement implants: design of the experiment 

The apatitic bone cements used in this study were CemC, CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD (see 

details in 8.2.1. Cement substrates). The powder and the liquid cement phases were mixed 

at the operation theatre for 1 min, in a mortar with a pestle. After homogeneisation, the 

cement pastes were placed in 5 mL syringes and injected into the previously prepared 

cylindrical sheep bone defects (see next section), at least 3 min later than the start of 

mixing; the initial setting time IST at room temperature was 20-25±2 min (Gillmore 

needles method; [60]). The implantation sites were distributed such that none of the 

cements were placed twice in the same location at the same time (see Table 8.1). On the 

other hand, biphasic bone cements (i.e. CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD) were implanted three 

times more than control-cement (CemC) or control-defects (i.e. empty holes) because of 
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the interest of CSD as a controlling porosity agent during bone remodeling (see Chapter 

3). Note that empty control holes (8mm diameter by 13mm depth) were drilled in the 

distal epiphysis and proximal metaphysis of the right and left humerus and femur to 

model mechanically unloaded bone defects [23]. 

 
Table 8.1. Implant sites, animal codes and observation periods of planned in vivo study. 

Implant site 
3 months 6 months 

RO105 RO106 RO105 RO106 

Humerus right proximal  CemC-CSD 8IM-CSD 8IM-CSD CemC-CSD 

Humerus right distal  8IM-CSD CemC-CSD CemC-CSD 8IM-CSD 

Femur right proximal  CemC-CSD 8IM-CSD CemC CemC-CSD 

Femur right distal  8IM-CSD CemC Control CemC-CSD 

Humerus left proximal Control CemC-CSD CemC-CSD 8IM-CSD 

Humerus left distal CemC-CSD 8IM-CSD 8IM-CSD CemC 

Femur left proximal  CemC CemC-CSD 8IM-CSD Control 

Femur left distal  8IM-CSD Control CemC-CSD 8IM-CSD 

8.2.6.3. Surgical and postoperative protocol 

All surgical interventions were performed under general anesthesia in aseptic conditions. 

Before induction of anesthesia the sheep were premedicated with atropine (0.02 mg/kg 

s.c; Atropina, Pasteur Institute, Romania). Anesthesia was induced with xylazine (0.1 

mg/Kg i.m.; Xylazine® Bio 2%, Bioveta, Czech Republic) and ketamine (10 mg/kg i.m.; 

Ketaminol 10, Intervet International GmbH, Germany). The animals were placed for surgery 

in lateral recumbency and were rotated to the other side during the surgical protocol. The 

preoperative preparation of the surgical sites was routinely done by cleaning with 96% 

alcohol and antiseptic solutions (Videne; Adams Healthcare Ltd., England). Lateral surgical 
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approaches of the proximal and distal extremities of the humerus and femur were 

performed routinely. A total of 4 drill holes were done on one side using an 8 mm drill 

burr. The resulting bone cavities were carefully washed to eliminate bone debris and 

dried with gauze before being filled with the apatitic bone cements; the filling was 

carefully done from the bottom of the cylindrical deffect to ensure both minimal inclusion 

of air bubbles and direct cement-bone contact. Then after, implanted cements were 

granted with 30 min of hardening before routine closure of the wounds. This was done to 

assure suitable cement strength as to properly suture the fascias and the subcutaneous 

tissue without damaging the implanted cement integrity and the cement-bone contact 

area. Closure of fasciae and subcutaneous tissue was routinely done using resorbable 

material (Vicryl 3/0; Ethicon, Germany) in a continuous fashion. The skin was closed by 

means of mattress sutures. The surgery procedure was identical on both animal sides. 

Each animal received peri- and postoperative analgesia (carprofen 4.4 mg/kg s.c.; 

Rimadyl®, Pfizer, UK). Antibiosis consisted in 7.5 mg/kg amoxicillin (VEYX® YL LA 200; 

Veyx-Pharma GmbH, Germany). Analgesia and antibiosis were continued for 3 days after 

surgery. After recovery, sheep were kept confined in small stalls for 3-4 weeks before 

they were allowed unrestricted mobility; during this period, sheep were checked dayly 

for clinical lameness or other complications.  

8.2.6.4. Radiographic and macroscopic analysis 

To assess both, bone and cement density, as well as the amount of cement filling, 

conventional X-rays radiographs (Sirescop CX, Siemens, Germany) were done following 

medio-lateral (m-l) and craniocaudal (a-p) views. The radiographs were done 

postoperatively and post-euthanasia at 46 kV and 4 mA for m-l view, and at 45 kV and 

3.2 mA for a-p view, using a focus-film distance of 1.2 m (Kodak Diagnostic Film). The 

implanted bones were harvested immediately post-euthanasia and the experimental 
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defects were macroscopically evaluated by considering the tissue reaction adjacent to the 

cement, the visibility of the cement, the amount of cement filling, the quality of the 

cement integration as well as the level of cement resorption and new bone formation. 

8.2.6.5. Microscopic evaluation 

Qualitative histology was done to account for cement resorption, bone formation and 

cellular events involved during the cement degradation (including either inflammatory 

or immune reactions); special interest was placed on the adjacent host tissue. For this, 

histology sections of undecalcified cement-bone specimens were prepared [61]. Briefly, 

after euthanasia, all cement-bone specimens were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, 

dehydrated in increasing grades of ethanol (50-100%), and embedded in methyl 

methacrylate (MMA). Sections of 10 µm thickness were obtained with a microtome (Leica 

22550, Leica Instruments GmbH, Germany) and specimens’ sections were deplasticized with 

methyl-acetate and stained by the Von Kossaʹs (VK) and the Goldnerʹs trichrome (TRI) 

techniques. The sections were taken in all cases from the middle of the implants (cement-

bone specimens were cutted sagittally or transversally). A total of 4 sections per block 

were VK and TRI stained (i.e. two sections for each stain) for conventional light 

microscopy. The qualitative histology was performed from stained sections using a 

microscope (Olympus BX51, Germany) with attached digital camera (DP70, Olympus, 

Germany). It should be remembered that VK stains the osteoid in red and the mineralized 

bone in black, while TRI stains the osteoid in red, the mineralized bone in green and the 

cell nucleus in blue. 
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8.3. Results 

8.3.1. Cytocompatibility 

Fig. 8.1 shows the MTT-assay results. This figure accounts for the Cell relative viability (%) 

of MG-63 cells after 1 and 7 days (i.e. 1D and 7D) of culture onto the experimental 

cements (i.e. CemC-CSD, 8IM-CSD) and the controls (Coverslip, CemC and CemC-8IO). 

First of all, it is observed that cell growth and proliferation increased with time for all the 

cements but in different amounts. For example, CSD-modified cements (i.e. CemC-CSD, 

8IM-CSD) showed similar levels of vialibility between them at both 1D (lower) and 7D 

(higher). However, at 1D, these cements showed lower (statistically significant, p<0.05) 

viability than the controls. Moreover, at 7D, the viability of these cements was still a bit 

lower (statistically significant) than that observed for the controls. 

 Fig. 8.2 shows the Adhesion profile (cells/cm2) of MG-63 cells for all the tested substrates 

at 1D and 7D of cell culture. All the substrates developed similar adhesion profiles at 1D 

(p>0.05). However, at 7D, despite it is observed that the adhesion rate increased with the 

time for all the substrates, the CSD-modified cements (i.e. CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD) 

showed lower significant values (p<0.05) as compare to the controls (i.e. Coverslip, CemC 

and CemC-8IO) but similar values between them. 
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Figure 8.1. Cell relative viability vs. cement substrates: effect of CSD and iron 
on MG-63 cells’ viability after 1 & 7 days of culture (i.e. 1D and 7D). 
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Figure 8.2. Adhesion profile vs. cement substrates: effect of CSD and iron on 
MG-63 cells adhesion after 1 & 7 days of culture (i.e. 1D and 7D). 
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8.3.2. Cellular morphology 

Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4 show the morphology of MG-63 cells cultured onto CemC-CSD and 

8IM-CSD for 7 and 14 days (14D), respectively. In general, it was observed that cells 

cultured for 7D proliferated and formed confluent cell monolayers on both cements. 

However, some small areas were observed to be not covered by the confluent cell 

monolayer, as shown in Fig. 8.3 (see top row). Broadly speaking, Fig. 8.3 shows that cells 

attached and spread in a comparable manner onto the both substrates. In this sense, cells 

developed many large lamellipodia and some long filopodia, as noted in Fig. 8.3.c and 

Fig. 8.3.d at a higher magnification; these figures show cytoplasmic processes attaching to 

the cement’s surface. Moreover, after 7D, cells had flat appearance and showed similar 

bipolar and/or tripolar spindle-like morphology, attaching on specific surface’s structural 

sites like sharp or ridge reliefs. On the other hand, pictures A-D in Fig. 8.3 show cell-cell 

interactions onto the cement’s surface. 

 Similarly, Fig. 8.4 shows some pictures of cells cultured onto CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD 

for 14 days. The appearance of the cells onto the substrates seemingly varied with its 

surface topography (see top row). The cells grown on both substrates were well spread 

and formed continuous monolayer. At higher magnification, it was observed that the 

cells grown on CemC-CSD had similar morphology to those on 8IM-CSD and exhibited 

greater activity (as compared to 7D) onto their surface (see pictures D and E), forming 

clump-like structures at random spots (i.e. mineralised nodules formation occurred; see 

picture G and picture J, which is a higher magnification of picture G). Moreover, some 

cells seem to be embedded into extracellular matrix (ECM) while others developed many 

thin filopodia anchored to the ECM or contacting with adjacent cells. In addition, they 

appeared to form multiple layers onto the both cements’ surfaces. On the other hand, it 
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was observed that many cells were in the process of cell division (a detail is shown in 

picture H; K is a higher magnification of H, showing the anchorage process). 

 

 

Figure 8.3. SEM pictures of MG-63 cells attached to the surface of CemC-CSD 
and 8IM-CSD bone cements after 7 days of culture (top: 1500x; bottom-left: 
2000x; bottom-right: 6000x). Images show cell–cell and cell-material 
interactions (see details on the text). 
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Figure 8.4. SEM pictures of MG-63 cells cultured for 14 days onto CemC-CSD 
and 8IM-CSD showing the later stage of the osteoblastic cell function. (a-b) 
200x; (c) 1500x; (d) 2000x; (e-f) 2500x; (g-h) 4000x; (j-k) 10000x). 
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8.3.3. Cytoskeleton organisation 

Figs. 8.5-8.7 show the observations performed by confocal microscopy on the 

cytoskeleton organization of MG-63 cells, cultured onto the different substrates, for 7 

days. It is observed that actin filaments were visible within the cells for all the substrates. 

Processes containing distinct parallel bundles were also noted. F-actin cytoskeleton (Fig. 

8.5, left column) appeared well defined and organised for the control cells (i.e. Coverslip 

substrates) with parallel bundles observed throughout the cytoplasm. However, the actin 

cytoskeleton showed distinct distribution (like gel-like network) within the cells for the 

experimental cement substrates, with microfilaments inside the cytoplasm and exhibiting 

strong peripheral F-actin along the cell edge, which is indicative of cortical actin fibres. 

Also, the microfilaments were organised in a few thick bundles forming stress fibres. On 

the other hand, for α-tubulin (Fig. 8.5, middle column), the microtubules formed a dense 

network equally distributed around the nucleus of the cells. However, the CSD-modified 

cements showed better developed microtubules towards the border of the cells. 

Moreover, the observed cellular density (see Fig. 8.6) of CemC and 8IM-CSD was 

qualitatively in agreement with the quantitative data in Fig. 8.2. Furthermore, it was 

founded that cells established a rich net of cell-to-cell contact, like gap junctions, onto the 

cements’ surface (see Fig. 8.6).  In addition, it was observed that many of the cells were in 

the process of cell division (see Fig. 8.6 and Fig. 8.7 for higher magnification). In fact, Fig. 

8.7 shows cells undergoing mitosis (first row), with the condensed genetic material in 

blue and the mitotic spindle in green during the telophase of mitosis (see the second row) 

and a cell that has almost completed the cytokinesis where microtubules still join the two 

daughter cells (see the third row). 
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Figure 8.5. Confocal microscopy images of MG-63 cells’ cytoskeleton after 7 
days of culture onto the different materials. F-actin, α-tubulin and nucleus 
stain are shown. Third column is the colocalized immunofluorescent picture 
showing F-actin (red), α-tubulin (green) and nucleus (blue). Bar, 20µm. 
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Figure 8.6. Confocal microscopy images of MG-63 cells adhered onto the 
surface of CemC and 8IM-CSD experimental bone cements and control 
Coverslip after 7 days of culture (see details on the text). F-actin (red), α-
tubulin (green) and nucleus (blue) stains are shown.  Bar, 20µm. 
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Figure 8.7. Confocal microscopy images of MG-63 cells cultured for 7 days 
onto the experimental CSD-modified bone cements. These pictures show 
cells in the process of dividing (see details on the text). Bar, 0.20µm. 
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8.3.4. Surgeries 

All surgical interventions were performed without complications. The postoperative 

healing was uneventful in all sheep; the experimental animals recovered well and fast, 

and never showed any signs of discomfort or lameness. The postoperative treatment also 

proved to be reasonable and safe; infections were never encountered in all surgical 

procedures. All wounds from the humeral and femoral defects healed uneventfully. In 

the osseous defects no problems occurred during surgeries and healing; i.e. no failure of 

any bone defect was observed during the course of the experiment. All three types of 

cements hardened enough after application. Moreover, after the allowed setting time, 

overfilled cement was removed from the edge of the bone defect without problem. The 

setting of the cement was never disturbed due to capillary bleeding, since occasionally 

haemorrhages occurred from the bone defect surface. 

8.3.5. Radiographic and macroscopic evaluation 

The experimental bone cements were clearly distinguished from the surrounding cortical 

and trabecular bone on the postoperative and post-euthanasia radiographs because of its 

higher radio density. All defects were completely filled with cement and were detected as 

white round spots (m-l view) in the proximal and distal part of the humerus and femur. 

When the bones were radiographied after euthanasia, the cement implants were still 

visible mainly in the original defect. Overall, the radiodensity of the drill holes filled with 

cement was different compared to the adjacent host bone. 

 Macroscopically, all experimental bone cements seemed to be nicely incorporated and 

did not elicit an obvious inflammatory reaction in the adjacent soft tissue. No bone 

formation within the muscles or outside of the original drill hole was observed at any 

study’s period at the time of euthanasia. The original bone defect and the implanted 
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cement were visible in all locations. All the cements were well integrated within the bone 

and covered by fibrous tissue at the level of drill-hole insertion. In some cases, after 

cement-bone specimens sectioning, perpendicular to the original drill-hole axis, a slight 

grayish-brown area adjacent to the implantation site was observed. These specimens 

corresponded to those locations were haemorrhages occurred during the implantation 

protocol. However, this did not seem to affect the overall results. In the rest of cement-

bone specimens, this was never the case. In another two cases, the cement bulk greatly 

differed in size from the considered osseous defect, due to the trabecular bone 

destruction during drill-hole formation. These cement-bone specimens were excluded 

from the study.  

8.3.6. Qualitative histology 

Intensive bone remodelling was noticed with the biphasic bone cements (i.e. CemC-CSD 

and 8IM-CSD); i.e. the CSD-modified cements were resorbed faster compared to the pure 

α-TCP control cement (i.e. CemC), showing more osteoid as well as new bone formation 

and higher number of cells. Throughout the observation periods, the amount of the 

remaining cement decreased; instead, new bone formation did not always occur parallel 

to cement resorption. The woven bone, often connected to the trabecular bone of the 

defect margins, was mostly surrounded with osteoid-synthesizing cells. Newly formed 

bone in direct contact with still intact or already resorbing cement fragments was also 

observed repeatedly at 3 months, and more frequently at 6 months. However, in the 

cement control defect (i.e. CemC) the presence of newly formed islets of osteoid in direct 

contact with the remaining cement was occasional after 3 months. In addition, many 

multinuclear cells, most likely osteoclasts, were found mainly in the area of the original 

bone defect. 
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 Sections at 3 months of biphasic cement-bone specimens  (i.e. CemC-CSD and 8IM-

CSD) showed that the resorption and new bone formation front was dominated by 

osteoblasts, osteoclasts, macrophages and new blood vessels (see arrows in Figs. 8.8-8.10). 

In general, the presence of the following relevant events were noticed: a) the cytoplasm of 

macrophages was filled with 8IM-CSD cement particles, in this cement (see Fig. 8.8.b,c); 

b) palisades of active osteoblasts lining the newly formed bone and the old calcified bone 

matrix (Fig. 8.8.e); c) intensive new osteoid production (Fig. 8.8.a-e); d) new trabecula 

within the fibrovascular stroma (Fig. 8.8.c); and, e) presence of osteoclasts on the CemC-

CSD cement border (Fig. 8.8.f, Fig. 8.9.c). Moreover, Fig. 8.9.a shows osteoid deposition 

inside the cement’s porosity.  

 For the 6 months group, a great area of the original cement was replaced with osteoid 

and new bone. The cell types observed primarily in both biphasic cement-bone 

specimens, at 3 months, were again osteoprogenitor cells, osteoblasts, osteoclasts and 

macrophages which phagocytosed cement particles (Fig. 8.11.a,c). A great number of 

osteoblasts as well as osteoid were found on the bone surface at the defect margins (Fig. 

8.11.b,d). Osteoclasts, starting to remodel the newly formed woven bone were first found 

in the drill-hole defect close to the old defect margins (Fig. 8.11.b).  

 The resorption zone (i.e. the area between the original osseous defect margin and the 

still existing residual cement) of the 8IM-CSD appeared to be somewhat richer in cells 

and events compared to the CemC-CSD. In this observation interval, the resorption zone 

enclosed accumulations of both adipocytes and macrophages containing cement 

particles, as well as, intact or only partially preserved cement (see Fig. 8.10). In one case, 

in the middle of the resorption zone a great infiltration of adipose cells was found (see 

Fig. 8.10.c). The resorption zone near the cement presented enclosed newly formed 

woven bone and islets of not yet mineralized osteoid in direct contact with the residual 

cement (Fig. 8.10.a,b). 
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 Histological sections of CemC specimens (Fig. 8.12) demonstrated somewhat different 

findings. Cement resorption rarely occurred in the 3 months, and only marginally in the 6 

months group. In addition, the cell population was different compared to the biphasic 

cements at all times; i.e. only few macrophages-like cells were visible around the original 

bone defect at 3 months, while osteoclasts were not found on the outside edge, and also, 

osteoblasts were less active producing new osteoid and bone. However, both osteoblasts 

and osteoclast-like cells were mainly visible within the remodeling lacunae, formed in the 

cement crevices, where they penetrate and grew in from the edge of the bone defect (Fig. 

8.12.a).  

 The control-defects (i.e. empty holes) were partially filled with new bone along the 

original shape (Fig. 8.13). The residual cavity was mostly filled by dense fibrous tissue in 

the cortical edge and fibro-connective tissues in the cancellous site (Fig. 8.13.e). Newly 

formed osteoid was occasionally found as islets of osteoid contacting with the old 

trabecula (Fig. 8.13.c). At the 6 month period, the newly grown bone seemed to be denser 

than the original cancellous structures surrounding the implantation site (Fig. 8.13.d). 

Also, woven bone trabeculas were found at the defect margin in cancellous sites (Fig. 

8.13.f). In the histological sections of the empty controls no macrophages were noticed. In 

two experimental animals, adipocytes (as encountered in the bone marrow sections 

adjacent to the defect) appeared at 3 and 6 months in the entire control-defect or at the 

bottom edge of the original cavity, respectively (see pictures C and E in Fig. 8.13). 
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Figure 8.8. Histological pictures of 8IM-CSD (left) and CemC-CSD (right) 
specimens evaluated after 3 months of implantation. Images show osteoid 
and new bone formation, bone remodeling, cement resorption, and the 
dominant cells involved (see details on text; (a) 60x; (b-c,e-f) 400x; (d) 40x). 
Stains: von Kossa (a,d,f); Goldner trichrome (b-c,e). * indicates an artifact of 
histologic processing (white), located on the residual cement’s zone. 
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Figure 8.9. Histological sections of CemC-CSD at 3 months, showing cement 
porosity infiltrated by osteoid (a), remodelling lacunae (b), and the rim of 
osteoclast-like cells (c), mediating cement resorption (see details on text; (a) 
60x; (b,c) 100x). Stains: von Kossa (a,b); Goldner trichrome (c). * indicates an 
artifact of histologic processing (white), located on the residual cement’s 
zone (light green). 
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Figure 8.10. Histological sections of 8IM-CSD specimens at 3 (a,b) and 6 
month (c,d) showing the resorption zone (a-b) and bone-cement interface 
highly infiltrated by blood vessels and osteoid (see details on text; (a,c) 20x; 
(b,d) 100x). Stain: von Kossa (a-c), Goldner trichrome (d). * indicates an 
artifact of histologic processing located on the residual cement’s area. 
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Figure 8.11. Histological sections of CemC-CSD (left) and 8IM-CSD (right) 
specimens at 6 months showing cement resorption and new bone formation 
(see details on text; (a,b) 200x; (c) 100x; (d) 40x). Stains: von Kossa (a,d); 
Goldner’s trichrome (b,c). 
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Figure 8.12. Histological pictures resulted for the control-cement (i.e. CemC) 
corresponding to a study period of 3 months, showing numerous 
remodelling lacunae at the interface between cement (a) and bone (b)  (see 
details on text; (a,b) 200x. Stains: von Kossa (a) and Goldner trichrome (b).  
indicates the location of residual cement’s area. 
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Figure 8.13. Histological pictures resulted for the control-defect (i.e. empty 
hole) corresponding to a study period of 3 months (left) and 6 months 
(right), respectively (see details on text; (a,d,e) 20x; (c) 40x; (b) 400x; (f) 100x). 
Stains: Goldner trichrome (b) and von Kossa. * indicates an artifact of 
histologic processing. 
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8.4. Discussion 

The cytocompatibilty study (see Figs. 8.1-8.2) showed that osteoblastic-like cells can 

adhere, grow and proliferate onto the experimental cement-like substrates. The adhesion 

profiles attained at 1D of culture were slightly similar (p>0.05) for all the substrates (see 

Fig. 8.1); this could be explained by the high affinity of serum protein components for the 

apatitic surfaces [62-65]. Thus, it should be concluded that the early osteoblast-like cells 

attachment stage was similar for the four cement surfaces (despite the expected different 

evolutionary setting crystalinity). However, Fig. 8.2 showed that cell viability was lower 

for CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD as compared to the control substrates (i.e. CemC, CemC-8IO 

and Coverslip) after both 1D and 7D.  

 The importance of the initial cell’s attachment for further cellular proliferation and 

subsequent viability is widely recognized. In fact, it is known that surface properties 

(such as topography, charge, chemistry) play an essential role on the first phase of cell-

material interactions [66,67]. In this sense, the differences on the cellular viability, after 

1D and 7D, for CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD as compared to the control group (p<0.05; as 

shown in Fig. 8.2) agree with the general delay of cells’ growth and proliferation, 

observed as a consequence of failure or labile cells’ attachment [68,69] to the cements’ 

surface due to different interfacial supersaturated conditions [70,71] (probably due to 

passive dissolution of CSD [42]). In the same way, the evolution of the adhesion profiles 

and the cellular viability for CemC and Cem-8IO was attributed to surface stability 

[64,72,73], and was consistent with the minimal cement dissolution rate as a result of total 

transformation of α-TCP into calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA) during the first 

24 h of setting (as confirmed by SEM and XRD analysis) [53]. 

 On the other hand, it is widely reported that biomaterials’ performance depends on 

how cells and proteins interact with their surface [66,65]. Early interactions established 
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between cells and materials’ surface, mediated by adhesion proteins, control most aspects 

of subsequent cell behavior such as morphology, migration, proliferation and 

differentiation [66,67,74,75]. Regarding the MG-63 cells’ morphology, it should be noted 

that most of them adopted a rather polygonal shape (see Figs. 8.3, 8.5-8.6), which is an 

osteoblast feature indicative of better adhesion [66]. However, some cells cultured onto 

the cement substrates also showed distinctive shapes. For example, the cells cultured 

onto CSD-modified cements (i.e. CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD) showed spindle-like 

morphology, while the cells cultured onto control-cement (i.e. pure α-TCP cement; CemC) 

adopted an intermediate morphology between control-cells (i.e. cultured on Coverslip) 

and those cultured on CSD-modified cements (see Fig. 8.5). In fact, it is known that the 

general morphologic aspects of MG-63 cells can vary depending on the substrate 

microgeometry due to the ability of cells to modify their shape in response to mechanical 

stresses, as has been demonstrated in other studies [76,77]. Furthermore, the observed cell 

polarized morphologies sustain the locomotion phenomenon onto the cements’ surface, 

which favoured the colonisation of the surface, confirming the biocompatibility of the 

experimental cements.  

 Cell migration requires a dynamic interaction between the cell, its substrate and its 

cytoskeleton [66,67,77]. From the results of the cytoskeleton organisation study (Figs. 8.5-

8.6), it was observed that the apatitic cements-like substrates induced different changes in 

the cytoskeleton organisation of MG-63 osteoblast-like cells as compared to the control 

Coverslip substrate. The observation that cells’ cytoskeleton migrated onto CemC, CemC-

CSD and 8IM-CSD behaved differently from those cells migrated onto Coverslip led to the 

conclusion, as expected, that the surface topography of the experimental cements 

significantly affected the cytoskeleton organization of the osteoblastic cells [67]. In fact, it 

is known, that the cytoskeleton plays a major role not only on mobility but also on cell 
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shape, division, adhesion and many connexions between the cells and their environment 

[78].  

 The increase expression of actin, as a major structural element of the cytoskeleton, 

involved in a range of cell functions including cell shape, mechanical stability and 

locomotion [79], is indicative of better cell-substrate contact. Culturing the cells onto 

CemC-CSD (i.e. high textured/porous substrate; Fig. 8.5 third row) resulted in an 

enormous lamelipodium formation that extented from a great circumference-part of the 

cells. Actin filaments fill (as dense microfilamentous core; stained in red) the large 

lamellipodium, generally, responsible for the cell rapid movement onto the surface by 

crawling (highly complex integrated process, dependent on the actin-rich cortex beneath 

the plasma membrane) [80]. Also, the cells’ microtubules on the textured/porous surfaces 

(i.e. CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD, in Fig. 8.5) appeared more distinct and better developed 

than those on the smooth substrate (i.e. Coverslip); this could be due to the cells 

attachment and spreading onto surface structural sites like sharp or ridge reliefs. Cell 

spreading is an indicator of non-cytotoxicity of the experimental bone cements. In 

addition, it should be noted that the nucleus deformation observed within the cells 

cultured onto the more textured/porous surfaces (see CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD in Fig. 8.5-

third and fourth rows) suggest that the tensile force causing cell’s elongation can also be 

impaired to the nucleus, causing its deformation [76,81]. In fact, it has been reported that 

changes in gene expression caused by constraining the nuclear shape can promote 

osteoblasts expressing the osteocalcin in vitro [76]. 

 Also, it should be noted that up to 14 days, the chronological events (adhesion, 

proliferation, differentiation) concerning the MG-63 behaviour onto CemC-CSD and 8IM-

CSD (see Fig. 8.4) were not negatively affected by the passive calcium-ion dissolution of 

the CSD phase, present into the CSD-modified cement-like substrates, as also observed in 

a preliminary study [54]. Furthermore, previous studies have reported that an increased 
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extracellular ionized calcium concentration promoted the osteoblastic differentiation, 

enhanced the alkaline phosphatase activity and induced mineralization in vitro [63,83-85]. 

These results are supported by a recent report on MG-63 cells where it is showed that the 

extracellular calcium sensing-receptor (CaR) is not only expressed but functionally active, 

contributing to the regulation of the osteoblast function by the calcium-ion [86]. 

Consequently, the compositional factors of the experimental cements can be acting as to 

favour the differentiation of the osteoblasts [63].  

 In adition, after 14 days of direct-contact cell culture onto Cem-CSD and 8IM-CSD, the 

random clump-like structures observed in the cell layer (see Fig. 8.4) were assigned to the 

occurrence of mineralization, evidence of normal osteoblasts development [76,87], and 

may be positively correlated with the later stage bone cell differentiation behaviour (i.e. 

mineralization). The formation of mineralized matrix is of great importance as an 

evidence of favourable cement-like substratum for bone deposition [76]. In addition, the 

dorsal surface activity of the cells was associated to matrix vesicles formation since 

osteoblastic cells have the ability to synthesize the extracellular matrix [88]. 

 A final observation is that the surface microgeometry of the experimental cements also 

provided favourable conditions for both the rich network of cell-to-cell contact formation 

(see Fig. 8.6), i.e. occurrence of intercellular communication through direct exchange of 

ions via gap junctions [66], and the cellular division (see Fig. 8.7), which is indicative of 

favourable substrates for cell proliferation. 

 The main results of the in vitro study concerning adhesion, viability, morphology and 

cytoskeleton organisation of MG-63 osteoblast-like cells demonstrate the 

biocompatible/non-cytotoxic character of all the experimental cements studied, despite 

their modification with CSD and/or iron. In fact, calcium sulphate and calcium phosphate 

based cements have been used for a long time in clinical application and their non-

cytotoxic and biocompatible character has been extensively proved [44-48]. In addition, 
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the non-cytotoxic character of iron-modified apatitic bone cements has also been proved 

[53,54] (see also Chapter 6). All these results confirm the ability of the experimental bone 

cements (porous iron-modified) to support the growth, proliferation and metabolic 

activity of MG-63 osteoblasts-like cells in vitro; i.e. their optimum osteogenic character.  

 In the present study, the biocompatibility and the resorption of three apatitic bone 

cements was also investigated in a sheep animal model over an observation period of 3 

and 6 months. The study was focused on the new porous iron-modified cement (i.e. 8IM-

CSD) as candidate cancellous bone-filling biomaterial for spinal surgery. The results 

showed differences in cement resorption and new bone formation between the different 

evaluated cement formulations. While both biphasic cements (i.e. CemC-CSD and 8IM-

CSD) showed good resorption, the pure apatite cement (i.e. CemC) remained almost 

unchanged throughout the study period of 6 months. Biphasic cements’ resorption 

occurred through dissolution and a cell-mediated process which in the case of CemC-CSD 

was due to osteoclast-like cells, whereas in the case of 8IM-CSD macrophages were also 

involved. Although osteoclasts were rarely at the cement’s surface in the case of CemC 

(i.e. pure apatitic cement), cement resorption and its replacement by new bone are 

suggested to occur in similar manner to bone remodeling. 

 A great number of studies have been devoted to understand the mechanisms of 

biodegradation of calcium phosphates biomaterials, in order to identify the key factors 

controlling the process (depending on material formulation) [89-100], which, in fact, are 

still not completely elucidated [89]. However, it is generally assumed that the resorption 

of calcium phosphate biomaterials is due to dissolution and cell-mediated 

decomposition; i.e. it may be promoted in vivo by a dissolution process in the 

extracellular liquid, followed by disintegration into small particles that are either 

intracellularly digested or transported to lymphatic nodes [20,89-91]. 
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 The resorption rate of calcium phosphate biomaterials is related to its chemical 

composition, crystallinity and porosity [89,90], while dissolution depends on its solubility 

product. Thus, after implantation, the α-TCP phase of the studied cements transformed 

during the setting into an entangled matrix of calcium deficient apatite crystals (CDHA) 

while the CSD phase dissolved passively during time. The resorption of biphasic cements 

started with the dissolution of its high soluble component (i.e. CSD) through a passive 

dissolution process, obvious at 3 months (see Fig 8.9), and at later stage it was followed 

by the CDHA (i.e. the end product of the setting reaction) dissolution, according to their 

chemical and crystallographic nature. Moreover, the presence of higher solubility 

cement’s phases is an essential requirement for the faster resorption of the in vivo 

hardened set cements; the passive dissolution of CSD in the experimental cements, at the 

early stage, acts in this sense. In addition, CSD dissolution produces an interfacial 

supersaturated environment, rich in calcium, that could be favoring cell proliferation, 

mineralization and new bone bonding, as was mentioned before (see the in vitro results) 

and also demonstrated by others in vitro and in vivo studies [63,83-85]. Furthermore, CSD 

dissolution left behind an open-interconnected porosity (see Chapter 3), which offered 

structural sites favorable for new bone apposition (i.e. osteoconduction).  

 Various studies have linked the in vivo cement dissolution process with the local pH 

drop as a consequence of cement setting (is not the case in the present study) [23,92] or 

cell-mediated factors [89]. From this study, it was clear that cement resorption was 

considerably faster for the CSD-modified cements than for the CemC. In fact, the 

resorption of the experimental cements varied in the following order: CemC < CemC-CSD 

< 8IM-CSD. This was also true for new bone formation that was obviously dependent on 

the speed of cement resorption. However, cement resorption and new bone formation 

did not always occur parallel, and in some instances, fibrovascular stroma was apparent 

at the cement-bone interface (Fig. 8.10.d) towards cement periphery both at 3 and 6 
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months, as found also in other studies [21,92]. Newly formed osteoid (i.e. partially 

mineralized bone) was found at the walls of the osseous defects penetrating inside the 

cement-volume through the porosity developed during the first 3 months. Considering 

the mechanism of new bone formation, this was slightly similar but with different 

intensity for 8IM-CSD and CemC-CSD, but different from that observed for CemC. 

Moreover, differences were also found between the mechanisms of cell-mediate 

resorption among the two types of CSD-modified cements. Thus, at the early observation 

period (i.e. 3 months), evidence of osteoclast-like cells, containing intracellular CemC-CSD 

cement particles, in direct contact with the residual cement suggested cement 

degradation by phagocytosis as well as by extracellular resorbtion. In contrast, 

macrophages containing cement particles were observed at all time points for 8IM-CSD; 

they were even more frequently found in the resorption zone close to the cement border. 

Accordingly, a combination of dissolution with cement disintegration and particle 

formation followed by phagocytosis through macrophages must be assumed as 

responsible for the resorption of the new biphasic iron-modified cements (i.e. 8IM-CSD).  

 It is generally accepted that fast-degrading cements (i.e. brushite cements) resorb 

through dissolution combinated with cellular decomposition by macrophages and giant 

cells, while hydroxyapatite-cements degrade slowly and mainly through a resorption 

mechanism mediated by osteoclast-like cells (i.e. by creeping substitution) [20,90,93]. 

Consequently, at this stage, our results seem to be in contradiction with the literature 

data. Briefly, the presence of macrophages on the implantation site has been associated to 

the surgical trauma itself or the local pH decrease due to cement setting (i.e. imflamation) 

[93], the cement particles release (matrix particles or resulted by desintegration) [89,94,95] 

or the cement surface reactivity [92], but never associated with the mechanism of apatitic 

cements resorption (known as slow resorption). However, in this study, macrophages 

seemed to be widely responsible for the resorption of 8IM-CSD; this was not the case for 
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CemC and CemC-CSD. The fact that differences in resorption found between 8IM-CSD 

and CemC-CSD suggest that the iron-modification could be responsible for these changes. 

The appearance of macrophages at the first 3 months has been assigned to a possible 

chemotaxis phenomenon as response to the exposed iron onto cement surface or as a free 

iron-ion resulted from cement dissolution or extracellular resorption. Despite cellular 

iron metabolism is apparently sine qua non for cells survival and proliferation, the release 

of iron-ion from the cement could be toxic, in extreme case, when an excess of ‘‘free’’ 

reactive iron might exceed the cell homeostatic capacity [96-98]. However, it should be 

highlighted that, under simulated physiological conditions in vitro, no iron-ion liberation 

phenomenon from the cement was found (data not shown). This non-cytotoxic behavior 

has been related to some stable fixation of iron into the structure of the α-TCP phase (as 

indicated by XRD; data not shown) as well as to the favored entrapment of iron into the 

apatitic phase formed during setting [99]. In addition, non-cytotoxic data have resulted 

after direct-contact cellular cultures with HEp-2 [54] (see also Chapter 6) and MG-63 cells 

(see in vitro results). Moreover, despite macrophages’ phagocytic capacity for calcium-

phosphate particles and their ability of releasing cytokines (that at higher rate are 

involved in inflammatory reactions and/or the decrease of bone formation), their role on 

the homoeostasis of bone formation and resorption has been also widely proved [100-

102]. Furthermore, histology sections of 8IM-CSD at 3 months illustrated significant 

resorption of the cement with highly vascular penetration (see Fig. 8.10.a,b), ruling out 

the possibility of inflammatory or osteolytic damage. Assuming that there are no signs of 

inflammatory or immunologic response of the host tissue to the implanted cement, the 

appearance of macrophages (generally involved in rapidly resorption of calcium 

phosphate biomaterials) which, in conjunction with osteoclasts, mediate the resorption of 

the new apatitic iron-modified cement has to be considered as a normal reaction to this 

cement formulation, otherwise useful for the enhancement of the well known slowly 
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resorption of apatitic cements, where iron possibly acts as modulator of apatitic cement 

resorption. On the other hand, it should be mentioning that the obtained results 

concerning the macrophage-mediated degradation of the apatitic cements are supported 

by Kurashina et al. [91], suggesting that the cement may resorb through the same 

mechanism as resorbable calcium phosphate ceramics (i.e. dissolution process and 

digestion by phagocitic cells) due to hardened cement body resulted after setting.  

 In addition, it is known that in the case of injectable bone substitutes, consisting of 

powder mixtures of various grain sizes, the effect of the particle size has great effect on 

the intensity of the cellular degradation activity and subsequent cement resorption. From 

previous studies conducted on the role of particle size on bone ingrowth [101], it has 

resulted that small particles (10-20 µm) promote bone ingrowth and large particles (80-

100 µm) provide suitable granulometry for bone bonding. In addition, small particles can 

stimulate mitogenesis, support endocytosis and also favor metalloproteinase production 

[103]. Considering the formulation of the studied experimental cements, their early in 

vivo behavior could also fit into these hypotheses. 

 In this study, very little resorption of CemC took place during the implantation 

periods, but change of material architecture was observed histologically at 3 and 6 

months. Thus, since osteoclasts around residual cement have been rarely found, they 

have been evidenced inside of remodeling lacunae at the interface between cement 

surface and contacting bone, suggesting further cement’s integration by the creeping 

substitution process of bone remodeling. Since the apatitic calcium phosphate cement 

may be resorbed in a process similar to bone remodeling, the time period after which the 

material finally degrades varies between weeks to years [28-31,104]. Moreover, our 

present results concerning the osteoclast-mediated slow resorption rate of CemC were in 

agreement with previous studies dedicated to cell-mediated resorption [20,90,93]. 
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 The osteoconductive properties of the experimental apatitic bone cements were also 

proved in this study. Thus, the biphasic cements (i.e. CemC-CSD and 8IM-CSD) showed 

deep crevices and pores, even at some distance of the original defect walls, covered with 

osteoid, also demonstrating the bone-bonding property, i.e. bioactivity, because only 

bioactive materials show apposition of osteogenic cells onto the surface of the pore wall 

followed by bonding between the de novo bone and the biomaterial [105]. In addition, the 

creeping substitution of CemC by bone could be associated to the osteoconduction 

exhibited by calcium phosphate cements implanted in bone tissue. 

 The biocompatibility of the cements used in this study has been ensured by the 

biocompatibility, widely documented, of the start products (i.e. α-TCP and CSD) and the 

end product of the setting reaction (i.e. CDHA; that has similar chemical composition as 

the mineral phase in bone) [2-23,44-48]. However, the actual challenge was the iron-

modification of the α-TCP main reactant, despite its cytocompatibility has been 

previously demonstrated in vitro [53,54] (see also Chapter 6). Finally, in this study, no 

inflammation, no necrosis and no any other reaction of the host bone tissue to the 

implanted cements were observed.  

 The experimental animal model used in the present study join other ones reported in 

the literature; previous studies [22,23,93,106] have demonstrated that sheep is a well 

accepted model for the in vivo study of bone substitutes, due to its similar bone structure 

and remodeling rate as well as to the bone tissue response to the implanted biomaterials, 

which allow later extrapolation to human conditions [107]. The empty bone defects were 

used as indicative sites of the metabolic profile of the sheep, concerning the intensity of 

bone remodeling through spontaneous healing of the bone defect mediated by complex 

interactions between factors such as hormones, cytokines and mechanical stimuli, which 

affect the amount and quality of the bone tissue produced [108,109]. These empty-
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controls provide only qualitative data without any further relevance for the clinical 

management of bone substitution/reconstruction. 

 The results obtained in this study related to the porous apatitic iron-modified bone 

cement (i.e. 8IM-CSD) were consistent with previous results [42,52,54] (see also Chapters 

3, 5 and 6). This confirms that iron modification of α-TCP in conjunction with CSD 

addition, as porosity control agent, is a useful approach not only to stabilize the 

mechanical properties [52] (see Chapter 5) of porous α-TCP based bone cements [42] (see 

Chapter 3) after setting, without affecting its cytocompatility (see in vitro results) [54] (see 

also Chapter 6) and subsequent biocompatibility, but also to improve in vivo cellular 

colonization (i.e. new bone apposition) and enhance cement resorption. 

8.5. Summary conclusion 

The present study showed that iron-modified α-TCP based bone cement has 

cytocompatible and biocompatible features. Both quantitative, morphologic and 

cytoskeleton evaluations of MG-63 osteoblast-like cells after direct-contact cellular culture 

showed that adhesion, proliferation and cellular viability were not negatively influenced 

by the iron-modification of α-TCP main cement reactant. The textural (i.e. biphasic 

material), microgeometric (i.e. net of entangled crystals of bone-like hydroxyapatite) and 

topographic (i.e. cement macroporosity) characteristics of its cement surface (attained by 

progressive hydration reaction of α-TCP followed by passive dissolution of CSD 

additive) provide favorable substratum for cell proliferation and differentiation, which 

leads to stable new bone binding (i.e. osteoconduction) as confirmed by the in vivo sheep 

model study. The biocompatibility and resorption of the new porous apatitic iron-

modified cement was demonstrated for a period of 3 and 6 months, when no signs of 

inflammation, necrosis and any reaction of the host tissue against to the implanted 
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cement were found. The cement resorption occurred by a prevalent macrophage-

mediated mechanism and was somewhat higher compared to the controls. The results 

proved the osteogenic features of this new porous apatitic iron-modified bone cement 

and might provide new insights into the development of new therapeutic bone cements 

for cancellous bone replacement of interest to kyphophasty application for the treatment 

of osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures. 
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9.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract.  In this study, the setting of calcium sulphate (CS) and calcium phosphate 

(CP) based bone cements was monitored by ultrasounds in terms of the acoustic 

impedance zc(t), the speed of sound cc(t), the density ρc(t) and the reflection coefficient 

Rp,c(t). It has been showed that pulse-echo ultrasound is a reliable method to monitor 

transient material properties during the early setting of CS and CP bone cements. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise by ultrasounds the early setting of 

several CS and CP based bone cements.  

Objective. To monitor the acoustic properties linked to material-features of ceramic-

based bone cements from the early stages of the cement curing process.  

Summary of Background Data. Monitoring of the setting of bone cements is a subject 

that is relevant to all (polymer and ceramic) bone cements. Traditionally, the start and the 

end of bone cements’ setting has been characterized by the Gillmore needles standard. 

However, this method has been criticized because it is useless for an optimum 

characterization of the early-setting stages of the new injectable calcium phosphate 

cements developed for vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty. The Gillmore method gives no 

information on the continuous chemical and physical processes taking place during the 

cement’s setting. For these reasons, ultrasounds, a non destructive technique applied 

with success to study bone, biomaterials and cement/concrete, has been investigated in 

this chapter. Thus, the general objective of this research was to monitor by ultrasounds 

the early setting of several calcium based bone cements (CBCs) in order to both learn 

more about their setting and microstructural-features and compare the information 

acquired by the acoustic technique to other more classical characterisation techniques. 

Methods. The powder phase of the CS-cement consisted of CS-hemihydrate; the CP-

cement was a mixture of α-tricalcium phosphate, CS-dihydrate and hydroxyapatite. For 
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the CS-cement, the acoustic impedance zc(t), the speed of sound cc(t) and the density ρc(t) 

were measured at the interval of liquid-to-powder (L/P) ratios from 0.20 to 3.00 mL/g. For 

the CP-cement, the acoustic characteristics obtained were the zc(t) and the reflection 

coefficient Rp,c(t), and the L/P ratio ranged from 0.30 to 0.40 mL/g. Cement setting times 

were measured both by the Gillmore needles method and ultrasonic method by using an 

ultrasound emitter-receiver transducer (UT) excited with a Pulse Generator.  

Results. For CS-cements, the evolution of the acoustic impedance zc(t) indicated the 

existence of an optimum L/P ratio around 0.8 mL/g from which the CS-cement started to 

be less workable (L/P<0.8 mL/g) and more inhomogeneous (increasing amounts of 

mixing porosity). Acoustic impedance also showed that for L/P>0.8 mL/g, the CS-cements 

started to be more liquid producing cements with very long setting times (i.e. useless for 

clinical applications). On the other hand, the speed of sound cc(t) showed an exponential 

growth trend that saturated around the characteristic Gillmore-FST. Moreover, the 

evolution of density ρc(t) (which is not measured but calculated from zc(t) and cc(t) data) 

was in agreement with data published for dental CS-cements. 

Conclusions. It is expected that, after further optimization, the ultrasound technique 

should help, in combination with recent approaches to measure the injectability features 

of CBCs, to set up good practice protocols for CBC’s injection during minimally invasive 

surgery. It is also expected that this technology will be implemented in the future during 

the in situ application of injectable CBCs. 

Key Points. 

• Ultrasounds offered a reliable continuous evaluation of the early curing process 

by linking acoustic and material properties of ceramic-based bone cements. 

• The ultrasounds technique should be further optimized to extent its use and to 

assure its reliability during bone cement’s characterisation.  
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9.1. Introduction 

Monitoring of the setting of bone cements is a subject that is relevant to all bone cements; 

those used in cemented arthroplasty and those used in vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty. 

Ultrasound monitoring is a non destructive technique that has been applied with success 

to study bone [1], biomaterials [2] and cement/concrete [3-6]; literature concerning 

cement/concrete is really abundant. 

 Concerning the biomaterials field, recent studies have been performed to monitor by 

ultrasound the entire setting process of some commercial polymer-based bone cements 

(PBCs) [7], as well as to monitor the degradation processes of biodegradable polymers 

[8]. In this field, the curing process of PBCs has been regularly monitored by differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC), by recording the rate of heat evolution during 

polymerization (high exothermic reaction). This method identifies the start and the end of 

the entire curing process (i.e. characteristic setting times) and allows studying the 

influence of different experimental factors on the setting [9]. Similar studies have also 

been performed for calcium-based bone cements (CBCs) to monitor their hydration 

reactions and to discriminate between different setting mechanisms (i.e. nucleation, 

precipitation, surface-controlled processes, diffusion-controlled processes, etc.) [10]. 

 However, some CBCs (i.e. calcium phosphate based) have low exothermic reactions 

[11,12] during setting. For this reason, the common method to easily define the start and 

the end of these CBCs’ setting has been the Gillmore needles standard [13]. According to 

this standard, CBCs start to set at the initial setting time (IST) if one needle exerting a 

static pressure of 0.3 MPa does not leave a mark that can be visually observed on the 

cement surface. Similarly, the end of CBCs setting is obtained at the final setting time 

(FST) for a static pressure of 5 MPa. It should be pointed out that in a clinical situation 

surgeons have been using IST and FST as a criteria to both place the cement into the bone 
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damaged cavity (i.e. t<IST) and close the wound (i.e. t>FST) without affecting the 

mechanical integrity of the cement itself as well as to assure the mechanical stability of 

the implantation site. Optimum clinical time intervals are considered to be IST<8 min and 

FST<15 min [14] (see further details in Chapter 1). Unfortunately, this method does not 

give much information on the continuous chemical and physical processes taking place 

during the cement’s setting. Moreover, this method has been criticized several times 

because it is useless for the new injectable CBCs that are being developed to treat 

vertebral compression fractures (VCF) through minimally invasive surgery techniques 

such as vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty [15-18]. In these applications, the clinical time 

which is important is the injection time (IT; maximum time available to the clinician for 

injecting the cement into the bone cavity), which is by far lower than the IST. For these 

reasons, ultrasound-monitoring has recently entered this field and is being considered as 

a more appropriate characterisation technique to follow not only the hardening processes 

of these special injectable bone cements [19], but also the very early stages of their setting 

[20,21], i.e. when the cement is still injectable. 

 Thus, the general objective of this research was to monitor by ultrasounds the early 

setting of several CBCs in order to both learn more about their setting and 

microstructural-features and compare information acquired by the acoustic technique to 

other more classical characterisation techniques. This has been approached by 

investigating the influence of the type of CBCs (i.e. calcium sulphate versus calcium 

phosphate) on key acoustic signatures of the setting process and also by studying these 

properties as a function of the liquid-to-powder (L/P) ratio in order to account for 

different cement fluid behaviour. 
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9.2. Materials and methods 

9.2.1. Calcium based bone cements 

Calcium sulphate based cement (CS-cement) consisted of a powder phase of calcium 

sulphate hemihydrate (CSH) and a liquid phase of water (of pharmaceutical quality for 

injection). L/P ratio ranged from 0.20 to 3.00 mL/g. On the other hand, calcium phosphate 

based cement (CP-cement) consisted of a powder phase of alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-

TCP; 93, 88 and 73 wt%), calcium sulphate dihydrate (CSD; 5, 10 and 25 wt%, 

respectively) and hydroxyapatite seeds (HA; 2 wt%); the liquid phase was water (of 

pharmaceutical quality) solution of disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4; DHP; 1 

and 2 wt%), used as a setting accelerator. In this case, the L/P ratio ranged from 0.30 to 

0.40 mL/g. CP-cements have been coded as Sn≡«i/j/k/l», where i=wt%α-TCP, j=wt%CSD, 

k=wt%DHP and l=L/P. For example, sample S1≡«88/10/1/0.40» is made of a powder phase 

containing 88 wt% α-TCP and 10 wt% CSD and a liquid phase containing 1 wt% DHP, 

and the L/P ratio is 0.40 mL/g. Samples selected for further analysis at the results section 

are S2≡«73/25/1/0.35», S3≡«88/10/1/0.30» and S4≡«93/5/2/0.30». Note that as all samples had 

2 wt% HA, the codes do not contain this data. 

9.2.2. Setting times 

Setting times were measured with the Gillmore needles standard [13] in order to compare 

IST and FST with the ultrasound results. 

9.2.3. Ultrasound measurements 

Ultrasound measurements were made following the general pulse-echo ultrasound set-

up described in Fig. 9.1. The ultrasound transducer (UT) was used both as emitter and 
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receiver. The UT was excited with a Pulse Generator (Panametric-5025PR). The pulses P1 

and P5 and the time of flight of these pulses (i.e. ∆tP1→P5) were recorded in an oscilloscope 

(Tektronix TDS-520). Finally, MatLab© was used to develop the interface and the analysis 

software. The acoustic cement properties monitored with time were the reflection 

coefficient at the ultrasonic device’s interface “Poly-Methyl-Methacrylate/Cement” 

(«PMMA/Cement») Rp,c(t), the acoustic impedance of the cement zc(t), the speed of sound 

through the cement cc(t) and the density of the cement ρc(t) (see Fig. 9.1 and Eqs. 9.1 to 

9.4). These acoustic properties were monitored from 2 min after the start of the powder 

and the liquid mixture of the cement’s phases and during 1 h of the setting reaction. 

P0 P1 P5

ultrasound
transducer

transmitted
pulse

echo from
PMMA/Cement

interface

echo from
Cement/Reflector

interface

Cement

time

no echo
coming back

recorded signals

Steel reflector

PMMA

d2=8 mm

 
Figure 9.1. Pulse-echo experimental set-up (top) and principle of the probe 
measurements (bottom): P1 and P5 echoes reflected at «PMMA/Cement» and 
«Cement/Reflector» interfaces, respectively, are recorded to determine the 
specific acoustic properties of the cement. 

Reflector
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(PMMA)

Cement Holder
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9.3. Results and discussion 

9.3.1. Calcium sulphate bone cements 

Fig. 9.2 shows the evolution of the acoustic impedance zc(t) of CS-cement at different L/P 

ratios. It was observed that for 1.5≤L/P(mL/g)≤3.0, CS-cement behaved as dilute 

homogeneous ion-containing water solutions with similar constant-like acoustic 

properties (see Fig. 9.2, cement for L/P=3 mL/g) as that of pure water (zwater=1.5 MPa.s/m). 

In fact, in this L/P ratio range, cements set very slowly; according to the Gillmore needles, 

FST was higher than 2 h. It was also observed from Fig. 9.2 that the average acoustic 

impedance at saturation, defined as zs≡<zc>(t>10 min), had a maximum versus the L/P 

ratio (see Fig. 9.3); this related to the experimental observation that CS-cements made at 

L/P>0.8 mL/g were more liquid when the L/P ratio increased from 0.8 mL/g. On the other 

hand, CS-cements made at L/P<0.8 mL/g were more difficult to paste when the L/P ratio 

decreased from 0.8 mL/g; this indicates that L/P=0.8 mL/g represents a compromise 

between non-workable and workable cements. In fact, cements made at L/P≤0.4 mL/g 

were very difficult to mix (very viscous), they were not homogeneous (i.e. presence of 

porosity) and according to the Gillmore needles the IST of these samples equal the FST, i.e. 
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setting was “instantaneous”. Obviously, this was not the case; and, merely, the slurries 

were so viscous and dried that, under the above conditions, they were able to 

instantaneously withstand higher Gillmore-pressures than 5 MPa. 
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Figure 9.2. Evolution of the acoustic impedance zc(t) for several CSH-
cements made in the interval 0.2≤L/P(mL/g)≤3. 

 On the other hand, CS-cements prepared at 0.4<L/P(mL/g)≤1 showed FSTs in the 

range of 4<FST(min)≤12, which was an indication that normal hydration of CSH into CSD 

[22] was favoured in this interval for increasing L/P ratios. In fact, in this L/P ratio range, 

the hydration reaction led to a continuous evolution of the speed of sound cc(t). 

According to Fig. 9.4, the speed of sound behaved similarly for all L/P ratios; it increased 

quickly, after the cement mixing (2 min), and then saturated with time, following an 
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exponential growth trend. This meant (see Fig. 9.1) that the time of flight for the first 

transmitted pulse to return to the ultrasound receptor (i.e. ∆tP1→P5) diminished gradually 

with time (up to a constant value) as the setting proceeded, i.e. pulse transmission 

through CS-cement improved with time (i.e. echo-pulses moved faster up to saturation). 

It should be remembered that samples made at L/P=3 mL/g were similar to water (see 

Fig. 9.3; zs(L/P=3 mL/g)≈1.7 MPa.s/m vs. zwater=1.5 MPa.s/m). In fact, this sample showed 

values for the speed of sound around 1500 m/s (data not shown) which is similar to that 

of water (i.e. cwater=1486 m/s) [23]. 
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Figure 9.3. Acoustic impedance at saturation as a function of the liquid-to-
powder ratio. The value L/P=0.8 mL/g marked the differences between non-
workable and workable slurries. 
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Figure 9.4. Evolution of the speed of sound cc(t) for several CSH-cements 
made in the interval 0.4≤L/P(mL/g)≤1. 

 Another observation should be noted from Fig. 9.4; this concerns the speed of sound 

observed for L/P=0.4 mL/g, which was very high as compared to the other L/P ratios. As 

has been commented before, for this L/P ratio, the slurry was difficult to work and paste 

so that some volume porosity (i.e. air bubbles) was included into the cement. It is thought 

that this volume-porosity reflected back and attenuated the ultrasound pulses 

transmitted from the interface «PMMA/Cement» (see Fig. 9.1) before they attained the 

interface «Cement/Reflector». In fact, for L/P(mL/g)<0.4, the echo-signal P5(t) was not 

detected and consequently the speed of sound cc(t) was not measured for this L/P ratio 

range. Moreover, according to Fig. 9.2, the acoustic impedance obtained for the L/P=0.2 

mL/g had a finite value (i.e. zs≈0.75 MPa.s/m), which means that the absence of echo-
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pulses in this L/P ratio range should be related to pulse attenuation due to the presence of 

porosity and not to complete pulse reflection (without attenuation) at the cement-pores 

interfaces, for which situation zc(t) should tend to infinite (see Eq. 9.1 for Rp,c(t)≈1). 

 On the other hand, Fig. 9.5 shows the evolution of the cement density ρc(t) (i.e. 

ρc(t)=zc(t)/cc(t); see Eq. 9.4) as a function of the L/P ratio. These results were useful to 

clarify why the acoustic impedance zc(t) decreased so fast from L/P=0.8 mL/g (zs≈3 

MPa.s/m ) to L/P=0.2 mL/g (zs≈0.75 MPa.s/m).  
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Figure 9.5. Evolution of the density ρc(t) for several CSH-cements made in 
the interval 0.4≤L/P(mL/g)≤1. 

 As it is observed from Fig. 9.5, for the interval 0.4≤L/P(mL/g)≤1, the density of CS-

cements was 0.5≤ρ(g/cm3)≤1.5. This was exactly the same interval reported for the 
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apparent density of rehydrated CSD with different porosities [24]. In fact, the apparent 

density of calcium sulphate dental plaster (i.e. low porosity cement) has been reported to 

be 1.58 g/cm3 [24]. 

 In general, the results showed in Figs. 9.4 and 9.5 agreed with literature and 

confirmed that porosity is one of the key-factors influencing the acoustic properties of 

CS-cements [25,26]. 

9.3.2. Calcium phosphate bone cements 

CP-cements behaved differently from CS-cements. In fact, in this case, only the acoustic 

impedance zc(t) (see Fig. 9.6) and the reflection coefficient Rp,c(t) (see Fig. 9.7) were 

measured (note that both are related through Eq. 9.2). Fig. 9.6 shows that zc(t) increased to 

a maximum value from which, at some time, it decreased to zero; this was the general 

trend for all the tested cement samples. The general conclusion was that CP-cements 

shrank with time mostly during the period comprised between the IST and the FST (i.e. 

samples S1, S2, S3 and S4 shrank between 35-65, 8-19, 21-35 and 9-21 (±1) min, 

respectively). Only sample S1 showed some departure from the normal observation. In 

general, shrinkage affected the continuity at the interface «PMMA/Cement» (see Fig. 9.1) 

and the reflection coefficient (see Fig. 9.7) approached unity, i.e. |Rp,c(t)|→1. This meant 

that the actual reflection process took place at a new interface «PMMA/Air»  

(zair=41.31x10-5 MPa.s/m << zPMMA=3.3x105 MPa.s/m) formed during CP-cement’s 

shrinkage (i.e. |Rp,c(t)|→|Rp,air(t)|=|(zair-zp)*(zair+zp)-1|→1; see Eq. 9.2). Unfortunately, 

cement detachment at the interface «PMMA/Cement» has in itself a statistic nature (note 

the departure observed for sample S1) and, for this reason, it was not possible to correlate 

the results with the studied experimental factors, i.e. powder phase chemistry, liquid 

phase accelerator content and L/P ratio. In order to account for these effects it should be 
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necessary to assure continuity at the interface «PMMA/Cement» by immersing for 

example the whole experimental set-up (see Fig. 9.1) under water; this is under study. 
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Figure 9.6. Evolution of the acoustic impedance zc(t) for several CPC-
cements. Cement detachment was observed to start between the IST and the 
FST (see the discussion section). Note: Samples follow the coding Sn=<i,j,k,l> 
as detailed at Materials and Methods’ section. 
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Figure 9.7. Evolution of the reflection coefficient Rp,c(t) for several CPC-
cements. This figure while showing similar information as that in Fig. 9.6 
helps to understand the progressive cement detachment at the interface 
«PMMA/Cement» (see also the discussion section). 

9.4. Summary conclusion 

It has been showed that pulse-echo ultrasound is a reliable method to monitor transient 

material properties during the early setting of CS and CP bone cements. 

 For CS-cements, the evolution of the acoustic impedance zc(t) indicated the existence 

of an optimum L/P ratio around 0.8 mL/g from which the CS-cement started to be less 

workable (L/P<0.8 mL/g) and more inhomogeneous (increasing amounts of mixing 

porosity). Acoustic impedance also showed that for L/P>0.8 mL/g, the CS-cements started 

to be more liquid producing cements with very long setting times (i.e. useless for clinical 
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applications). On the other hand, the speed of sound cc(t) showed an exponential growth 

trend that saturated around the characteristic Gillmore-FST (i.e. once cement was set the 

speed of sound did not further evolved). Moreover, the evolution of density ρc(t) (which 

is not measured but calculated from zc(t) and cc(t) data) was in agreement with data 

published for dental CS-cements. 

 For CP-cements, the experimental set-up was not appropriate because these cements 

shrank during setting. Consequently, the contact between the cement and the reference 

gets lost at some time, from which no further information concerning cement’s setting 

can be obtained. 

 Finally, it is expected that, after further experimental optimization, ultrasound 

monitoring should help, in combination with recent approaches that measure certain 

injectability characteristic for CBCs [16,27], to set up good practice protocols for CBC’s 

injection during minimally invasive surgery. It is also expected that this technology will 

be implemented in the future during the in situ application of injectable bone cements. 
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10.0. Structured abstract 

Mini Abstract. In this chapter, experimental calcium sulphate bone cement has been 

further tested by ultrasounds to characterize and learn more about its progressive setting 

through the evolution of several acoustic properties. Ultrasound monitorisation and 

injection experiments were also investigated at different mixing conditions. It has been 

observed that further mixing after cement’s constituency, and before the initial setting 

time of the cement, drastically affects both the characteristic setting times and the 

injectability of the cement. 

Study Design. Experimental study to characterise the progressive setting of calcium 

sulphate bone cement through ultrasound monitoring. 

Objective. To investigate the early progressive setting and the injectability at different 

mixing conditions of calcium sulphate bone cement.  

Summary of Background Data. Ceramic bone cements (CBCs), i.e. calcium phosphate 

and calcium sulphate based bone cements are extending its present clinical applications 

to the management of vertebral compression fractures. However, spinal surgeons have 

reported problems when performing vertebro- and/or kyphoplasty, such as great 

difficulties in filling the vertebral bodies (bad injectability of present CBCs), bone press-

filtering and/or cement decohesion causing bone instability due to the low mechanical 

strength and the long setting times of the cement. Thus, this chapter was planned to 

further investigate the early setting of some experimental cements by ultrasounds in 

order to continuous monitor the setting and link the influence of some experimental 

factors on it and on the injectability of the cement. 

Methods. The acoustic impedance z(t), the density ρ(t) and the speed of sound c(t) have 

been monitored versus the curing time during the viscous-to-solid transition of the 

cement as a function of different mixing conditions. Injectability tests were also 
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performed and the results have been related to the acoustic properties measured 

previously. Scanning Electron Microscopy accounted for the influence of the mixing 

protocols on the developed cement microstructure. 

Results. The results indicated that further mixing before the IST can both accelerate the 

setting (i.e. fast setting cements) and improve the densification of the material (i.e. better 

mechanical properties). However, after completion of fixed resting times, RTs, additional 

mixing significantly decreased the injectability as compared to cement samples with no 

additional mixing. SEM results seemed to corroborate these observations. 

Conclusions. It has been shown that mixing actually affects the setting and the 

injectability of calcium sulphate bone cements. Ultrasound monitoring contributed with 

relevant information to the understanding of the curing cement’s process. 

Key Points. 

• Further mixing, after cement’s constituency and before the initial setting time IST, 

improved the setting (i.e. lower IST & FST) but reduced the injectability of calcium 

sulphate based cements.  

• Ultrasound monitoring continuously followed the evolution of the curing cement’s 

process by recording the evolution of the acoustic impedance, the density and the 

speed of sound during the cement’s setting.  

• The characteristics IST & FST were obtained from the evolution of the speed of 

sound. 

• Ultrasound monitoring should be further investigated to characterize the setting 

and the injectability properties of more complex bone cements. 
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10.1. Introduction 

Ceramic bone cements (CBCs), i.e. calcium phosphate (CP) and calcium sulphate (CS) 

based bone cements, have been used in dental and orthopaedic applications to improve 

the quality of life of patients affected by bone fractures, bone tumours, osteoporosis and 

dental and/or craniofacial affections. This success has led to the development of several 

commercial formulations, i.e. Norian SRS©, Cementek©, Biocement-D©, α-BSM©, chronOS 

Inject©, BoneSource© and/or Biopex©, which have been indicated for certain particular 

applications [1]. 

 Recently, with the advent of minimally invasive surgery techniques, CBCs have been 

also applied to spinal surgery (vertebro- and/or kyphoplasty) [2-5]. However, surgeons 

have reported great difficulties in filling the vertebral bodies (bad injectability of present 

CBCs) and other problems, such as bone press-filtering and cement decohesion, observed 

during vertebral body injection, that have resulted in bone instability due to low 

mechanical strength and long setting times of the cement [6]. For these reasons, the 

clinicians have indicated that new research on injectable biomaterials is needed because 

the future of orthopaedic surgery also heads in the direction of minimal invasion, where 

clinical techniques have lower cost and patients return to their normal activities much 

sooner. Thus, as interest in vertebro- and kypho-plasty continues, the application of 

injectable cements through minimally invasive techniques in the management of skeletal 

defects has become popular and scientists have approached the rheological properties of 

these materials in several ways [6-10]. 

 The present research aims at furthering the understanding of injectable CBCs, as those 

used in spinal surgery, to elucidate which rheological properties are needed to inject 

these biomaterials into bone cavity before their setting. This general objective has been 

approached by monitoring the acoustic properties of experimental CS bone cement 
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during its setting by ultrasounds [11]. However, as these materials have progressive 

setting, it is not known how the injectability can be maintained in a clinical procedure. 

For this reason, ultrasound monitoring and injection experiments were also investigated 

at different mixing conditions. Broadly speaking, the present chapter extends the 

knowledge acquired in previous Chapter 9. 

10.2. Materials and methods 

Cements were made by mixing, by hand with a pestle in a mortar during 30 s, calcium 

sulphate hemihydrate (CSH) with water of pharmaceutical quality at different liquid-to-

powder L/P ratios (0.5≤L/P(mL/g)≤3.5). The setting was monitored, 30 s later, at room 

temperature by ultrasounds during 1 h following the method outlined by Carlson et al. 

[12]. Cement made at L/P=2 mL/g was selected for further studies. It set under static 

conditions to obtain, from the evolution of the speed of sound versus time’s curve (see the 

results section), the ultrasound’s initial and final setting times (IST, FST). Then, replicas 

were prepared in a glass tube and set up to resting times RT lower than the IST, where 

resting time means that time for which the cement sets without further continuous or 

discontinuous mixing (i.e. under static conditions). After completion of those fixed RTs, 

cements were mixed by agitation (YelloLab Test Tube Shaker, Ika Works, Inc.) at 1600 rpm 

during 30 s and monitored again (as above, [12]), 30 s later, by ultrasounds during 1 h. 

The acoustic impedance z(t), the density ρ(t) and the speed of sound c(t) were measured 

with this method [12] (see also Chapter 9). 

 The injectability was approached, following the method outlined by Driessens et al. 

[13] (see also Chapter 7), by extruding syringes of 5 mL, filled with cement up to ≈4.6 mL 

(i.e. ≈3.7 cm), at a crosshead speed of 50 mm/min (i.e. maximum extruding time to empty 

the syringe ≈45 s) and up to a maximum load of 300 N, using an MTS Insight 5 universal 

testing machine. Following this method, the evolution of the extrusion force was 
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recorded against the extruding time for different mixing conditions; i.e. samples setting at 

rest up to different RTs and then injected, and samples mixed again at 1600 rpm for 30 s 

after completion of fixed RTs and then injected. 

 Scanning Electron Microscopy SEM was performed for some cement samples setting 

up to fixed resting times, before (i.e. RT=0 min) and after (i.e. RT=0, 1.5, 3 & 9 min) the 

application of further mixing during 30 s at 1600 rpm, in order to see any effect on 

cement’s crystals distribution that could be related to cement’s densification (see 10.3. 

Results and discussion). Samples were quenched in acetone immediately after both, the 

completion of RTs or the additional mixing protocol to stop further hydration of cement. 

10.3. Results and discussion 

10.3.1. Acoustic properties 

Fig. 10.1 shows the evolution of the speed of sound of ultrasound pulses traversing a 

cement sample versus the curing time, and as a function of the L/P ratio. These curves are 

used to calculate the characteristic initial and final setting times of the curing cement 

reaction [11]. The speed of sound is constant for times both lower than the IST and higher 

than the FST; between the IST and the FST (i.e. the setting period) the speed of sound 

increases at constant rate.  Fig. 10.1 shows that the IST and the FST increased as the L/P 

ratio, indicating that high L/P ratio retards the setting. Moreover, the initial constant 

speed of sound before the IST decreased as the L/P ratio increased, approaching the value 

of 1500 m/s, characteristic of sound traversing water, i.e. the condition L/P>2 mL/g 

produced very liquid cements (non useful for the present study). Similar behaviour is 

observed for the speed of sound at saturation after the FST, i.e. it decreased as the L/P 

ratio increased. In general, these results indicated that cements set faster and were more 

compact for lower L/P ratios. 
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Figure 10.1. Speed of sound vs. Curing time: Effect of the liquid-to-powder 
ratio L/P for CS-cement. 

 Figs. 10.2 and 10.3 show the evolution of the acoustic impedance z(t) and the density 

ρ(t), respectively, versus the curing time for cement made at L/P=2 mL/g, and as a 

function of  resting times RT. This L/P ratio showed good workability, it had the highest 

useful IST of the series (IST≈14(±1) min) and allowed for more experiments at RT<IST. 

Figs. 10.2 and 10.3 show that, if cement mixing (30 s at 1600 rpm) is again performed at 

some time (RT=3 or 9 min) after the initial powder and liquid cement mixture, the 

acoustic impedance and the density increased with RT, as compared to the control 

cement for which no additional mixing is performed at any time.  
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Figure 10.2. Acoustic impedance vs. Curing time: Effect of further mixing (30 
s at 1600 rpm) after completion of resting times RT=3 & 9 min of CS-cement 
at L/P=2 mL/g. 

 These results indicated that further mixing before the IST compacts and makes the 

cement more homogeneous (i.e. more constant z(t) and ρ(t) values along the whole curing 

period) probably by eliminating air bubbles introduced during hand mixing and also by 

favouring a better distribution of reactant and product crystals, i.e. CSH and CS-

dihydrate (CSD) crystals. SEM results seemed to corroborate this conclusion (see later). 

An interesting observation is that more compact and homogenous cements are produced 

as RT approaches the IST, i.e. higher nearly-constant values of both z(t) and ρ(t). In fact, 

values around 0.5(±0.1) g/cm3 (i.e. sample at RT=0 min) are typical of porous CS cements 

while values around 1.2(±0.1) g/cm3 (i.e. sample at RT=3 min) and 1.8(±0.1) g/cm3 (i.e. 
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sample at RT=9 min) are also known for compact CS cements [14]. It should be noted in 

Fig. 10.3 that data acquisition for curves RT=3 & 9 min start at 3 & 9 min, meaning that 

before these times (i.e. before the application of 30 s mixing at 1600 rpm) the setting 

condition was exactly the same as that of the control and so the density of cements before 

the application of further mixing is the same as that reported by the control curve. This 

means that further mixing actually densifies the cement material. It should be mentioned 

that no thermal effect, that could accelerate the setting of the cement, was noticed with a 

thermometer after mixing at 1600 rpm for 30 s (data not shown). 
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Figure 10.3. Density vs. Curing time: Effect of further mixing (30 s at 1600 
rpm) after completion of resting times RT=3 & 9 min of CS-cement at L/P=2 
mL/g. 
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 Fig. 10.4 shows the evolution of the speed of sound versus the curing time for cement 

made at L/P=2 mL/g, and as a function of RT. It shows how setting times (IST and FST) 

can be drastically reduced if appropriate mixing protocols are conducted just after the 

initial mixture of the powder and liquid cement phases. Interestingly, when cement set at 

rest during 1.3 min and then was mixed during 30 s at 1600 rpm, the IST reduced from 

14(±1) min (i.e. the control) to 4(±1) min, and the FST reduced from 23(±1) min to 10(±1) 

min. In that particular case, the setting reaction was heavily accelerated. On the other 

hand, when RT approached the IST the effect on the setting times reduced.  
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Figure 10.4. Speed of sound vs. Curing time: Effect of further mixing (30 s at 
1600 rpm) after completion of resting times RT=1.3, 2.3, 3 & 9 min of CS-
cement at L/P=2 mL/g. (Note: two curves are shown for sample RT=3 min to 
show that standard deviation (not drawn for clarity) of ultrasound 
measurements was less than 2%). 
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 Fig. 10.4 also shows that the observed results had good reproducibility (see curves for 

series RT1 and RT2, both made at RT=3 min), which is a characteristic of ultrasonic 

measurements (inherent error less than 2%; standard deviation not drawn for clarity). In 

fact, the differences observed between curves in Fig. 10.4 showed to be statistically 

significant at a probability level of 95% (α=0.05).  

 It is thought, based of SEM observations (see 10.3.3. Scanning electron microscopy), that 

the results in Fig. 10.4 should be related with the number and size of CSD crystals which 

are formed at the beginning of the hydration reaction of CSH crystals and on how these 

crystals are distributed in volume when further mixing is applied. However, more 

research is needed to clarify these observations. On the other hand, Figs. 10.3 and 10.4 

shows that further mixing before the IST can both accelerate the setting (i.e. fast setting 

cements) and improve the densification of the material (i.e. better mechanical properties). 

It is also important to note that the speed of sound of all samples for times lower than 

their IST was 1500 m/s, which is the same as that of ultrasound pulses traversing water. 

This means that before the IST cement behaves as a liquid phase similar to water; thus, 

when injection was performed before the IST, injectability was similar for all the cements 

tested in that condition (i.e. measured speed of sound around 1500 m/s) to that observed 

for sample RT(min)=0 in Fig. 10.5 (see 10.3.2. Injectability properties). Moreover, the speed 

of sound at saturation was also the same for all the samples, i.e. 1640 m/s. This means that 

the differences observed for the cement’s density (see Fig. 10.3) are not enough to change 

the speed of sound traversing the cement, i.e. from the point of view of ultrasound pulses 

the physical properties of the cement’s crystal microstructure is the same after their FST.  

10.3.2. Injectability properties 

Fig. 10.5 shows the evolution of the extrusion force versus the extruding time during the 

injectability experiments of cement made at L/P=2 mL/g. Cement samples were prepared 
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following the same protocol. Syringes of 5 mL filled with cement were allowed to set at 

different resting times without further agitation (RT=0N, 14N, 17N, 22N, 27N, 32N min; 

where “N” stands for “No-further agitation”) and then extruded (see 10.2. Materials and 

methods). Sample at RT=0N min was the control for the injectability experiments, i.e. 

sample extruded immediately after cement’s constituency; RT=14N min is a sample at the 

IST; RT=17N is a sample between the IST and the FST; RT=22N min is a sample at ≈FST; 

and RT=27N & 32N min are samples at RT>FST.  
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Figure 10.5. Extrusion force vs. Extrusion time: Effect of RT on CS-cement’s 
injectability at L/P=2 mL/g. 

 The general observation is that cement’s injectability decreased (as expected) with the 

increase of RT; i.e. with the progress of the hydration setting reactions. If a force value is 

taken constant (200 N, for example) it is observed that this level of force was attained in 
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shorter time for higher RTs, i.e. more set and less injectable cements. Other specific 

observations such as cement-water filtration and cement blockage (force step-drop 

variations) inside the syringe can be also observed in Fig. 10.5. It is worth-mentioning 

that the control cement (i.e. RT=0N min) was fully injectable during the maximum 

allowed extruding time period, i.e. ≈45 s. In fact, if cements mixed at different RTs are 

injected before their characteristic IST (see Fig. 10.4) the extrusion behaviour (i.e. 

minimum constant extrusion force or maximum injectability) was the same as that of the 

control sample (i.e. RT=0N min; in Fig. 10.5). This was also in agreement to the results 

observed in Fig. 10.4, where the speed of sound for times t<IST was 1500 m/s, i.e. the 

speed of sound through water (very liquid cements). Statistic analysis performed on three 

series of experiments confirmed the above observations. 

 Fig. 10.6 shows the effect on the extrusion force versus the extruding time of applying 

further mixing of 30 s at 1600 rpm to samples setting at rest up to RT=14N & 17N min. 

According to Fig. 10.4, it is not expected to observe any acceleration effect on the setting 

times IST & FST. However, Fig. 10.6 shows that, after completion of fixed RTs, additional 

mixing (i.e. samples RT=14A & 17A in Fig. 10.6) significantly decreased the injectability as 

compared with cement samples with no additional mixing (i.e. RT=14N & 17N). This 

means that, after the IST, further mixing is still able to compact the cement. In fact, from 

the point of view of the injectability, the additional mixing applied to samples RT=14 & 17 

was equivalent to those samples setting at rest (i.e. with no additional mixing at any time) 

for curing times t>27 min (see Fig. 10.5). Moreover, the effect of compactation due to the 

additional mixing is so notable that liquid phase press-filtering and cement blockage 

inside the syringe were also noted in Fig. 10.6 (see force step-drop variations). 
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 Figure 10.6. Extrusion force vs. Extrusion time: Effect of further mixing (30 s 
at 1600 rpm) on CS-cement’s injectability at L/P= 2 mL/g, i.e. non-further 
agitation (N) versus further agitation (A) after completion of fixed resting 
times RT=14 & 17 min. 

10.3.3. Scanning electron microscopy 

Fig. 10.7 is a survey of SEM pictures taken at different mixing conditions. Left-top picture 

shows the reactant powder phase of the cement, i.e. CSH crystals. These crystals are as 

large as 20 µm with an aspect ratio of ≈0.25. Right-top picture shows the cement after 

hand mixing of the powder and the liquid phases during 30 s and then quenched in 

acetone to stop further CSH-crystals hydration (see 10.2. Materials and methods). The 

microstructure showed a network of needle shape (aspect ratio of ≈0.08) mild entangled 

CSH & CSD crystals (equally oriented in all directions). Middle-left picture is the same 
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cement as that in right-top picture but with an added mixing of 30 s at 1600 rpm. In that 

case, it was observed that needle-shape CSH & CSD crystals oriented preferably 

following centrifugal forces. Similar behaviour was observed for those samples setting at 

rest for 1.5 (middle-right picture) & 3 (bottom-left picture) min and mixed again for 30 s 

at 1600 rpm. This general effect seemed to stop as the IST of the sample was approached; 

see bottom-right picture for resting time of 9 min and further mixing of 30 s at 1600 rpm. 

Although these observations are quite subjective, these should be at the base of a possible 

explanation for the acceleration (see Fig. 10.4) and the densification (see Figs. 10.3 & 10.6) 

effects observed in this study. 

10.4. Summary conclusion 

It has been put forward that further mixing, after cement’s constituency and before the 

initial setting time IST, improves the setting (i.e. lower IST & FST) but reduces the 

injectability of calcium sulphate based cements. Ultrasound monitoring contributed with 

relevant information to the understanding of the curing cement’s process by recording 

the evolution of the acoustic impedance, the density and the speed of sound during the 

cement’s setting. The characteristics IST & FST were obtained from the evolution of the 

speed of sound. SEM observations helped to clarify that cement’s densification was 

related to preferential orientation, due to agitation, of the needle-shape CSH & CSD 

crystals formed during the initial stages of the hydration reaction. The final conclusion is 

that mixing actually affects the setting of injectable calcium sulphate bone cements. 
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Figure 10.7. SEM pictures at different mixing conditions. See the text for 
comprehensive description of the microstructures. (Top-left: reactant 
powder phase of CSH crystals; Top-right: cement control quenched without 
further mixing; Middle-left: cement control with further mixing of 30 s at 
1600 rpm and quenched; Middle-right & bottom pictures: cement set at 
different times (i.e. 1.5, 3 & 9 min), mixed again for 30 s at 1600 rpm and 
quenched). 
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Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 11111    

Summary 

 

In this Doctoral thesis several calcium phosphate bone cements (CPBCs) have been 

proposed and characterised in order to develop new injectable, high strength and/or 

porous cementitic-like materials with biocompatible/osteogenic behaviour, for 

application in the spinal management of vertebral compression fractures through 

minimally invasive surgery techniques (MIST), such as vertebroplasty and/or 

kyphoplasty. This work provides new insights into: (A) the development of new apatitic 

CPBCs through methods that have resulted in new cement formulations with improved: 

(a.1) mechanical (Chapter 2, 5 & 7), (a.2) porosity (Chapter 3 & 6), and (a.3) injectability 

properties (Chapter 7); and with optimum (a.4) in vitro (Chapter 6, 7 & 8) and (a.5) in vivo 

(Chapter 8) osteogenic behaviour. It also provides new insights into: (B) the application 

of: (b.1) new sintering routes for the control of the setting properties of the main cement 

reactant (Chapter 4 & 5); (b.2) ultrasounds to monitor the early stages of the setting 

reaction of ceramic based bone cements (Chapter 9 &10). 

 

The following are the central and major findings of this work.  

 

• Civil engineering superplasticizers affect apatitic CPBCs’ properties as expected, i.e. 

by enhancing (at constant liquid-to-powder ratio): (a) cement particle dispersion and 

hydration; (b) cement workability and flowing properties; and (c) mechanical 

properties at saturation. These effects were plasticizer-type dependent and opened the 
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search for new biocompatible superplasticizers to develop new injectable high-

strength CPBCs of use for MIST applications (Chapter 2). 

 

• Apatitic CPBCs can be made progressively porous during its normal setting. The 

macroporosity of alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) based bone cement can be 

tailored in advance by adding into the powder phase passive dissolution phases such 

as calcium sulphate dihidrate (CSD). The setting and hardening properties are the 

result of α-TCP hydration into an entangled net of calcium deficient hydroxyapatite 

(CDHA) crystals surrounding passive dissolving CSD crystals (active creating 

porosity). The resulting mechanical properties during setting are suitable for 

cancellous bone applications. The resulting porous material has potential ability to 

assure new bone apposition after implantation in vivo (Chapter 3). 

 

• There is strong correlation between the calcium-to-phosphorus (Ca/P) ratio of high-

temperature sintered cement reactants and their chemical reactivity in solution at low 

temperature. It has been shown that the Ca/P ratio of the main cement reactant 

controls the setting and hardening properties of the resulting cement. It has been 

shown that there is an optimum value for this Ca/P ratio around the α-TCP’s reactant 

and that small deviations from Ca/P=1.50 can have drastic effects on the cement 

setting. In this sense, it has been concluded that uncontrolled ionic contamination of 

the main cement reactant, affecting its Ca/P ratio, can explain the non-setting 

reactivity of some cements after scale production (Chapter 4).  

 

• Iron modified calcium phosphates obtained from the ternary system «CaO-P2O5-FeO» 

by sintering at high-temperature have cement-like properties in solution at low 

temperature. These new cement reactants can be tailored with different acidities and 
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magnetic strength depending on the addition of iron. The resulting cements can be 

optimized to show maximum magnetic and mechanical strength after setting by 

increasing the amount of iron of the main cement reactant. The nature of the physico-

chemical setting reactions controlling the setting of the new apatitic-iron-modified 

based cements is not affected by the iron addition, i.e. a net of entangled calcium 

deficient apatite crystals evolved during the setting is still responsible for the 

mechanical strengthening of the cement-material. Finally, the new sintering route has 

proved suitable to improve the chemical reactivity of unreactive (unbalanced Ca/P 

ratio or ionic-contaminated; see Chapter 4) α-TCP cement reactant, thus assuring 

cement setting properties’ reproducibility (Chapter 5). 

 

• The addition of iron oxide nanoparticles (IO) into the cement powder phase of an α-

TCP based bone cement significantly enhanced: (a) the initial workability (longer 

setting times); (b) the injectability; and (c) the maximum compressive strength of the 

resulting cement pastes, without affecting their: (d) physico-chemical setting reactions; 

and (e) cytocompatibility. The conclusion is that IO-cement modification could be 

suitable to improve the initial cement’s flowing properties without affecting further 

cement hardening of this or other similar CPBCs’ systems (Chapter 7). 

 

• Iron-modified α-TCP based bone cements have cytocompatible features in vitro; i.e. 

these new cements have the ability to support cellular colonization, proved by the fact 

that the adhesion, proliferation and viability of HEp-2 cells were not negatively 

influenced by iron concentration in a dose-dependent manner (Chapter 6). In 

addition, biphasic cement materials based on iron-modified α-TCP (as main reactant) 

and CSD crystals (as passive dissolving/active creating porous phase) showed 

favorable cement substratum properties for osteoblast-like cells proliferation and 
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differentiation in vitro, which leads to stable new bone binding (i.e. osteoconduction) 

as confirmed by the in vivo sheep model study. The biocompatibility and resorption of 

the new porous apatitic iron-modified cement was demonstrated for a period of 3 and 

6 months, when no signs of inflammation, necrosis and any reaction of the host tissue 

against to the implanted cement were found. The cement resorption occurred by a 

prevalent macrophage-mediated mechanism and was somewhat higher compared to 

the controls, proving the osteogenic features of this new porous apatitic iron-modified 

bone cement and providing new insights into the development of new therapeutic 

bone cements for cancellous bone replacement of interest to kyphophasty for the 

treatment of osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures (Chapter 8). 

 

• Ultrasound monitoring offered a reliable evaluation of the early curing process of 

ceramic based bone cements by linking acoustic and material properties during the 

early setting of calcium sulphate (CS) and calcium phosphate (CP) based bone 

cements. Ultrasound monitoring continuously followed the curing cement’s process 

by recording the evolution of the acoustic impedance, the density and the speed of 

sound during the cement’s setting. The characteristics initial and final setting times 

(IST & FST) were obtained from the evolution of the speed of sound. Finally, it has 

been put forward that further mixing, after cement’s constituency and before the IST, 

improves the setting (i.e. lower IST & FST) but reduces the injectability of CS based 

cements. It is expected that, after further experimental optimization, ultrasound 

monitoring should help, in combination with recent approaches to measure the 

injectability property of CPBCs, to set up good practice protocols for CPBCs’ injection 

during minimally invasive surgery (Chapter 9 & 10). 
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